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Abslracl 

This thesis is primarily an exegetical examination of Plato's views on education in the Republic 

and Laws. It examines what Plato thinks of the general purpose of education; the means that 

should be employed in educating citizens to be relevant to their so ciety.l-Iowever, inaddilionto 

Ihe knowledge and intellectual amusement derived rrom examining what Plato thought about 

education in his ancient Greek socielyemerges a subsidiary rocus: the implication of Pia Ionic 

conception of education in the contemporary Ghanaian society. This second aim. which is nOI 

given extensive attent ion as the main aim, nonetheless, argues why philosophy is relevant to 

national development. 
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Notes on Translat ions, Citat ions a nd Abbreviations 

Transl.:Itions 

There are various translations ofPlalO'sdialogues in the English language. These translations 

"vary greatly in theirqualilY:' In currenl Platonic scholarship. most of the beSlcommentators 

endorse lhe translation collected by John Cooper. Hence except where indicated otherwise. 

translations are from John Cooper, ed .• Plalo: Complete Works ( Indianapo lis: Hackett Publishing 

Co .• 1997). 

The method of citation of Plato' s dialogues used in this work is in accord with the style 

recommended in 1578 by the French scholar of Plato, Henri Estienne, who published under 

Stephanus.hisLatinname. Stephanus' citation divides a dialogue into page numbers,dividi ng 

each page into five seclionSlhat is markeda,b,c, d, and ewith bOlh num bersandlettersplaced 

in the margin of the page. This method is expedient for two reasons: one, it is the widely used 

method in contemporary scholarship on Plato; and two, it allows a rcade rto refer 10 a passage of 

a dialogue and convert it into a different Iranslation of the same d ialogue, thus, aJlowingreaders 

to compare different translations 

Dialogues and l ettt'rsCited and their Abbrev iatio ns 

Below are lhe abbreviations of the dialogues and lellers of Plato cited i n this work: 

Ap. Apology 
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Lys. Lysis 

Laches 

Euthd. Euthydemus 

Gorg. Gorgias 

Phd. Phaedo 

Phdr. Phaedrus 

Protagoras 

Sym Symposium 

Rep. Republic 

Statesman 

Thl 

Law, 

Letter VI! Seventh Letter 
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Chapter Ooe - Overview or the Thesis 

1.1lotroduction 

This thesis is primarily an exegetical examination of Plato's views on education in the 

Republic and Laws. [t examines what Plato thinks of the general purpose of education; 

the means that should be employed in educati ng citizens to be relevant to their society 

However, in addition to the knowledge and intellectual amusement derived from 

examining what Plato thought about education in his ancient Greek society and its 

surroundings, this thesis will further attempt to suggest, even if minimally, the 

implication of Pial on icc once pi ion of education in Ihecontemp orary Ghanaian society. In 

fact, never before in Ghana has education generated such intensed public debates and 

deliberations than now. Perhaps, the key to understanding Plato's views on education is to 

review some aspect o(the educationa l debate in Ghana today. 

Formal education has been receiving significant attention from governments, civil 

society groups, religious groups and Ihegeneral public in Ghana in recent decades. The 

consensual focus of this anemion has been suggestions for the provisio nofthefinest 

education for citizens; for education is bclievedto be the key to th e development of the 

nation.Tothisend,effortShavebcen directed towards providing ad equate material and 

financial resources for the educational sector. In spite ofthcse ef forts, in the most reccnt 

years one concem has arguably dominated the nation's discourse on education: the failure 

o(ourcurrenteducat ional arrangement.espeeially tertiaryeducation. to meet its intended 

purpose - to produce qualified graduates (or job placement . II has been argucd that our 
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educational institutions have largely failed to equip graduates with the ski lls needed for 

thevariousjobsonofferinlhcjobmarket 

This current concern - that the Ghanaian graduate is unequal to the skill demands 

of the job market - points to the prevailing understanding of the primary purpose of 

education. The ultimate end of education according to this understandingse ems to be the 

provision of skills forthevariouscconomic industriesofthenatio n. lience,asuccessful 

educational arrangement is one that will chum oul qualified doctors. engineers, lawyers, 

bankers, farmers, teachers and any kind of skilled professional Iha lonccanthinkoffor 

the various industries helpful to national development Where an education fails to 

produce people who can perform the task expected of these sk illed professions and many 

others, such an educational system isa failure and ultimately of no benefit to the nation. 

Hence. there is ongoing pressure on the managers of our educational institutions to 

rethinktheirtrainingstrategiesinordertoachievethisprimaryeducationalgoal. 

Truly. such an understanding of the primary goal of education is understandable 

ina nation such as Ghana. Ghana has its own share of the poverty and challenges ofa 

poor African continent: many citizens live far below the national minimum wage; many 

walk for miles before they can fctch potable water; many live in make-shift shelters while 

a number of our citizens are homeless; some of our students attend classes undcr 

deplorable conditions; heallh facilities are miles away from most rural communities: 

maternal mortality and other avoidable deaths are commonplace; the drainage systems in 

our cities are so poor that thc least downpour results in the loss of lives and valuable 

properties; weare stuck in traffic for hours daily in ourefforttogettoo r from work: our 
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rivers are drying up; and the average temperature in the country keeps increasing because 

ofclimatcchangc. Indeed, we area nation of many problems that beg f or50lUlions 

Therefore, if education is the key 10 our overall development as a nation, its end 

should properly be the overcoming of our various challenges as a natl on. Consequently, 

the critic of our current educational system argues that an education that produces a 

graduate who, as a technician, a technocrat, a planner, a strategist, or any other 

professional, cannot bringth.e skills thai he should h.aveacquire dinthecourseofhis 

education to bear on improving our national and private lives by solving some of these 

problems is no education at all 

Proponents of an educalional reform that see a direct correlation between 

education and economic and infrastructuraldevelopment have often poinled to our vast 

national resources that wait to be tapped for national development. G hana is rich in arable 

land that is suitable for cultivating diverse crops; the nalion i sthesecondlargestproducer 

of cocoa in the world; our forest is thick with high qual ity timber and other usefu l trees; 

we have within our borders sizeable bodiesofwatcr; beneath our Ian disdepositedsome 

ofth.evaluable minerals the worJd esteems, including gold, diamonds and bauxite; and 

we discovered oil in large quantity recently th.at we are exporting to ather cauntrie s. In 

spite of these resources, we beg and borrow from the first world and the international 

financial institutions. The best and sure way aut of this lamentable state as a people. the 

praponentsof"pro-development"educationargue,istoequipanovcrwhelmingmajarity 

of citizens with technical education that can be used to harness our resources far 

development. 
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Such a call on our education to redesign its strategy to be relevant to n alional 

development has seen two closely related but distinct attitudes toward education in 

Ghana: one from individuals and the other from policy makers. The fanner. the 

individual. sees a directly proportional correlation between a "good education" and a 

benerlife(often interpreted asa weallhy life). In their choice ofc oursesofstudy in our 

schools. parcnts and students are inclined towards subjects that they believe in the end 

have Ihe promise ofpulting delicious food on their dinner tablcs, puuing up breathtaking 

houses in the best part of the city. buying them the latest car (and possibly a private jet). 

swelling their bank accounts, and providing them with the best of this world. Theirs is a 

quest for an education that will make their material Jives more comfortable and totally 

devoid of suffering. That is, they desire an education that they bclieve wilJ promote their 

material wellbeing. 

Thegovemment. likethe individual but with a broader focus, expect s educationto 

provide the best infrastructures for the nation. A good education fr om thcpoint of view of 

policy makers should produce graduates who in lOrn will produce excellent highways, 

good drainage systems, enough food to consume and export, clean dri nkingwater, stable 

power supply, quality but affordable housing for the citizens, gold-winning athletes, a 

malaria free society. and even find a cure for AIDS and the other presently incurable 

diseases. That is, the govemment desires an education that will promote the material 

well·being of the entire nation. Therefore, governments are more supportive of 

disciplines in our educational curriculum that are perceived capable of influencing a 

positive drive towards n3tional development as understood in these term s 
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Hence, the call to shape our educational system to produce wealthy cit izensanda 

wealthy nation is increasinglyde3fening. ln our effort to achieve this prosperity, certain 

disciplines are seen as more useful and relevant to the task of developing ou rnation than 

others. One discipline perceived to be "unproductive" and "not directly relevant" to 

national development is philosophy. This perceived irrelevance of ph i1osophy, and some 

of it ··cousins" in the Arts, to national development is manifested in many ways. For 

instance, govemmem has put in place special scholarshippackag csforsciencestudents 

and teachers. The government, through the Ghana Educational Trust Fund (GETfund), 

orfersscholarships to studyoverseas for students mainly in thes ciences.Policymakers 

are firm in their resolve that science holds the entrance key to the heavenly gates of our 

development. Philosophy, Classics and some other courses mostly in the Humanities, 

perceived to be practically irreJevant, are continually pushed to the p eripheryofour 

educational funding and ahention 

Due largely 10 its perceived irrelevance to national development, philosophyasa 

discipJine is struggJingto survive in academia. Out of the five or so pubJic universities in 

Ghana, only two offer philosophy as a major discipline. None of the pri vateuniversities 

so far deems philosophy important enough 10 be studied asa rnajordiscipline in their 

programmes. These are evidence supporting the view that philosophy is irrelevant to a 

nourishing national life. However, this perceived irrelevance of phi losophy asa sOlution 

to national problems is grounded in superficial observations 

1.2 The Perceived Irrelevance of Philosophy to Developmentl 
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Many, mostly outsiders to philosophy, are skeptical of the relevance of philosophy 10 

practical human problems and affairs. They see philosophy as an abstract theoretical 

disciplinethatconcems ilselfwith issues that have no bearing on the concrele and real 

issues of life. A person who holds this view about philosophy may no tbelotallynegative 

and dismissive of philosophical practice. He may respect the intellectual prowess of 

thinkers, philosophers included. He may even be delighted and entertained at 

philosophical debates even ifhe does not understand them. The skeptic may even strive 

to pattern his life according to certain philosophical maxims he holds as true and 

meaningful. He may have as the motto of his life Socrates' (Apology, 38a6) admonition 

that "The unexamined life is not worth living." However, he argues that the utility of 

philosophy stops here. He accuses philosophers oflheir (apparent) inability "10 climb 

over their intcllectually cloistering walls and venture into the extramural world of real 

life" (Gyekye, 1997, 4). Thus, the skeptic is ever doubtful of the contribution of 

philosophy to practical affairsoflife. 

The skeptic arrives at his conclusion about the irrelevance of philosophy after 

comparing philosophy with other disciplines: unlike the agriculturalist whose knowledge 

and skill is used in the cultivation ofa piece of land, ensuring that food is put on the 

dining table for the hungry, the philosopher is ever wondering whet her a piece of land is 

real or unreal; unlike a medical doctor whose profession ensures that malaria does not 

annihilate an entire community, the philosopher is ever persislent in his quest 10 know 
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whether illness is a necessary evil leading toa gre8tergood or an evil in itself: unlike the 

building engineer who ensures that solid houses are erected for the homeless. the 

philosopher keeps wondering what it entails to live in a community of human beings; 

unlike a lawyer whose legal knowledge and skill assist in procuring justice for the weak 

in society (or at least, pretends to be trying 10 ensure justice for vi clims). Ihe philosopher 

is unrelenting in his quest for a new and benerdefinitionofjustic e. Wilh these and many 

other observations, the skeptic is quick and firm in his conclusion that philosophy is 

abstract and serves only asa theoretical amusement. 

The skeptic is not very wrong in some of these observations. Some philosophers 

have at times exercised their vocation in a manner that suggests wrongly that the 

philosophical calling is limited only to the Iheoretical realm . These phi losophers delight 

in articulating their ideas in "complex language" which sounds esoteric to non-

philosophers. They see verbosity, long and complicated sentences as an end rather thana 

means to communicate important and real issues of human existence. These philosophers 

would like the outsider to philosophy to believe that the disciplin cofphilosophyisvery 

difficult, hence. comprehensible and accessible only lothe philosophica l guru. It is not 

uncommon for the professor of philosophy to admit in frontofhisbefuddl edstudentsthat 

lhe metaphysics of Descartes or Kant, the idealism of Hegel, the auac kon linguistics by 

Derrida, or the hermeneutics of Gadamar are either obscure or just difficuh to grasp 

The skeptic is not unaware ofa similar abundance of jargon and obscu relanguage 

in other disciplines like law, medicine, and engineering. However, he maintains that 

while the lawyer engages in a vocabulary foreign to the "unlearned" with his " learned" 

peers before Ihe "Solomonic" "Lordships" in the courts, he is our sure bet to getting 
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justice done. Simi larly, the skeptic maintains that while he cannot read the exag gerated 

"fine hand-writing" or understand the scientific vocabulary of most doctors. without 

doctors the human community could be heading for 10lal extinction. And similarly, our 

skeptic accepts his ignorance of the theories and complex measures of the engineer; 

however, he argues that he cannot deny the enormous benefits the engineer brings to 

society. The same according to OUf skeptic cannot be said of the philosopher who 

wallows and babbles in strange verbosity but offers no practica l benefits to society. 

Hence, the philosopher should be left on the periphery of any human endeavor that 

entai ls serious practicality such as developmenL Fortheskept ic, thefewerphilosophersa 

developing nation has, the better for its citizens 

In support of his stance that philosophy and philosophers have no direct bearing 

On practicality, the skeptic points to the (apparent) abnormal li ves of prominent 

philosophers in history. He is somehow aware of the ancient Greek philosopher, Thales, 

who is reported to have fal/en iOlo a deep well whi le gazing at the "starry heavens." The 

skeptic remembers Diogenes the Cynic who showed up in the market square in broad day 

light with a lit lantern looking fora singJe honest person in his community. Our skeptic 

also remembers Kant who failed to marry because he cou ld not waste hi s precious little 

time to undergo the ritua ls required for marriage. Frederick Nietlchewill be recalled for 

showing up Jike a madman in the street and announcing the death of Go d. Forgettinglhe 

numerous other prominent "normal" philosophers, the skeptic insislsthat philosophers 

are generaIJy nOI nonnal human beings. Worse still,nothing of practical benefit is gained 

from their ··madness." This argument about the apparently weird lives of philosophers 
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even appeals to the student of philosophy who is most likely to be puzzled and 

entertained by the weird behaviors of one or more of his philosophy pro fessors. 

Therefore, a developing country such as Ghana that is in so much need of clean 

water, adequate food, decent housing, good roads, constant power, good medical care, 

decent classrooms, transparent judiciary. and honest and competent political leaders 

among others has very Hnle use of philosophy at this stage. For the skeptic, philosophy 

and philosophical educalion isaluxuryofthe rich which a poor nation such as Ghana 

cannot afford to allocate signi ricant resources to. This is where our skeptic is very wrong; 

and demonstrating the imponance of philosophical education to a nourishing life in a 

flourishing nation isthcthrusl of this thesis. 

1.3 Plato and Human Wellbeing 

The argument that education should be instrumental to social, economic and 

infraslructuraldcvelopment is basically an argument that education shou ld contribute to 

human wellbeing. What constitutes human wellbeing is of course a matter of no 

intellecrual consensus. However, many tend to identify human wellbeing with a 

flourishing life, that is, a life properly disposed and equipped to perform its functions 

excellently. Others identify human wellbeing with happiness, the u1timate end to which 

all human decisions and actions aim. Development is understood as a means to a 

flourishing life or happiness. In the Ghanaian society, the ultimate end that all other 

actions and activities seek to attain is commonly understood in terms of material 

prosperity -a life of wealth devoid of pain and su ffering. In th is vein, we are totally 

dilTerentfromsomeofthegreatancientthinkersonlheultimateendofouraclions.Plato, 
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10 

like the other Hellenistic philosophers before him and after him, thinks of happiness as 

the goal to which all actions aim. But Plato differs distinctly and most compellingly 

regarding what happiness is, and the means to happiness 

Plato' s conception of happiness as the ultimate end of our actions has ils roots in 

Socrates. At Lysis 2 t9c-d, in a conversation with Menexenus, Socrates notes that we 

pursue medicine for the sake of health. and health for the sake of something elsc. 

Socrates reasons that the various means to an end cannot continue ad injinilmn: we must 

arrive at the end of the chain where everything is pursued toauai n thi s ultimate end. In 

the Meno (77e-78b) Socrates thinks of this uhimate end as happiness. He challenges 

Meno's view that sometimes people desire and choose bad things, that is, things that will 

cause them unhappiness. Socratesarguesthnt bad things harm those who possess them, 

and those who are harmed are miserable and unhappy, and since nobody wants to be 

miserable and unhappy, therefore, nobody wants bad things. This suggests thaI the goal at 

which Socrates believes all action is directed is happiness. Brickhouse and Smith (2000, 

128) calls this view the Socratic PrInciple of Elldaimonism according to which 

"Happiness is everyone's u)timate goal,and anything that is good is good only insofar as 

it contributes to this goal." In the Symposium, Plato contends that every choice is made 

with the belief that it results in happiness: "Happiness is the ultimate, indeed the only. 

criterion of choice· worthiness in lives'" (205a2·3). 

The ordinary Greek citizen during Ihe time of Plalo, like the ordinary Ghanaian 

(and perhaps not a few Ghanaians), believed that wealth was the sure pat htohappiness. lt 

is because of this belief that many think an education is useful if it produces wealth. Plato 

does not have that much confidence in wealth as a means to happiness. He largely agrees 
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with Socrates that it is virtue that guarantees happiness; "For I go around doing nothing 

but persuading both young and old among you not to care for your body or your wealth in 

preference to or as strongly as for the best possible state of your soul, as I say to you: 

'Wealth does not bring about excellence, but excellence bringsabou t wealth and all orher 

public and private blessings for men. both individually and collectively' " (Apology 30a-

b). The Greek word for "excellence" is arell! which is sometimes translated as virtue. In 

fact, Socrates seems to be suggesting that virtue is more apt to promote happiness 

("blessings") than wealth is. 

Plato understands a human being to have apsuche <soul). Plato understands the 

psuche to be an essential component of a person. The psuche in Greek thought is what 

animates or moves the body. Plato thinks that thepsuche has the capacity to direct the 

human being in living a good or happy life. Thepsllche according to Plalo,"deliberates." 

and "rules."Plato believes that forthepsucl!e to "deliberate" and "rule" in a manner that 

results in happiness, it needs virtue: "Now, we agreed that justice isa soul's virtue, and 

injustice its vice ... Then, it follows thai ajust soul and a just man will live well, and an 

unjust one badly ... And surely anyone who livcswell is blessed and happy, and anyone 

who doesn't is the opposite" (Rep. 353d-354a). Here, Plato argues that a just soul by 

"deliberating" and "ruling" in accordance with justice, thus, wit hvinuc,attainshappiness 

whilst an unjust soul does not. 

The cardinal virtues for Plato are justice, self-control, courage, piety, and wisdom. 

The virtue of wisdom is so essential and paramount among the virtues thai Plato thinks of 

il as the most important of the vinues because it is required forthc other vinues. For 

example, he thinks that courage may be foolhardy when it is exercised in the absence of 
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12 

wisdom. Likewise, self-control or moderation is properly a virtue when guided by 

wisdom and so on for other virtues. In fact , wisdom is so important for Plato that he is 

sometimes willing to speak of wisdom as synonymous with virtue. A passage from the 

EUlhydemus (297a-c) makes this point clearer. In this passage. Plato lists the following 

goods: wealth, health, good-looks, noble birth, power, and honor. Plato distinguishes 

these goods from the virtues such as piety, self-control. justice, an dcourage.However.il 

is wisdom that transforms all of these goods into things that are advantageous for their 

possessors according to Plato, Hesl3tes the poinl succinctly at E uthydemus28Ia-e' 

[tseems likely that with regard to all of the things we called good in the 

beginning, the correct account is not that in themselves they are good by 

nature, but rather as follows: if ignorance controls them, they are greater 

evils than their opposites, to the extent that they are capable 0 fcomplying 

with a bad master; but if good sense and wisdom are in control,theyare 

greater goods ... ofthe other things, no one of them is either good or bad, 

but of these two, wisdom is good and ignorance bad. 

WhatisofrelevancetoustodayisthatPlatochaJlengestheproponentsof"pro

development" education that social-economic development is the most viable means of 

ensuring human wellbeing or happiness. Wisdom and the vinues are for Plato 

fundamental to human wellbeing. The presence or attainment of wealth does not 

necessarily mean the presence of wise citizenry. WhiJe Plato does not disagree with the 

common understanding that our actions should aim at our wellbeing or happiness-
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13 

though hisunderstandingofwhal constitutes happiness is broader lhan malcrial good· he 

does disagree with the common understanding of the ultimate means to attaining such a 

wellbeing or happiness. Therefore, the question for Plato is, how should an individual's 

life and society beS(fucturedasa means 10 happiness? Education ('It(ulSda) for Plato is 

the institution with the proper task of structuring both the indivi dual and Ihesociel), ina 

manner that will promote his wellbeing and the well being of the society, by first 

promoting wisdom which will empower virtue which in turn wilt ensure happiness. 

L4 Plalo,Education and Wellbeing 

Plato of Collytus, son of Ariston, certainly deserves ourconsiderat ion when debating the 

ends of education and the possible relevance of philosophy 10 edu cation because he is 

arguably the father ofbolh philosophi and education. Plato arguably set up the first 

institution of higher learning in the west , the Academy; therefore. he is arguably the 

father of formal education. Without doubt, his Republic is "the most conspicuous 

masterpiece of ... educational theory in antiquity" (Curren. 2000, I). Therefore in 

discussing the purpose of education for a nation it is proper that Plalo 's ideas on the 

subject be considered. Examining Ihe thoughts of Plato in his vast and varied corpus. but 

concentrating especially on the Republic and the Laws, this thesis seeks to outline the 

central and primary goa! of any trueeduc3tion (paideia). especially, higher education as 
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Platoconccivcsofil. the acquisition of knowledge or wisdom by cit izenryandhowthis 

knowlcdge contribules to Iheir Oourishing lives in a flourishingsocict Y 

Weare used 10 Ihinkingofeducation as training in some profilableskill. But it is 

interesting to nOle thai PlalO does not consider the acquisition of industrial skills as 

central toa person' s education. In the Lows. Plato is even very critical of thinking of the 

mere acquisition of skills as the main end of education as the proponents of "pro· 

educ3Iion"suggest : "anytraining(tpoqul)whichaimsatwealthandslrcngthoranyolher 

accomplishment unattended by wisdom and justice is vulgar. illiberal. and utlerly 

unworthy to be called education" (644a). Modern societies have embraced Plato's 

conception thai the end of education should be the training of vi rtuouscitizens 

Although we are accustomed to thinking of the purposes of modern 

schooling as pertaining most of all to the acquisition afknowledge and 

skills that contribute to ecol1Omic productivity. the American publics chool 

movement was built on rather different concerns. During the early yea rsof 

the repUblic. these grew directly out ofcJassica l poli tical theory ... The 

American Founding Fathers were well versed in classical politica l theory, 

and they concluded ... that pure democracy would be as unstable in 

America as the allcient moralists had maintained it was everywhere. un less 

sound education could be relied upon to reconcile democratic freedoms 

with the need for good order and excellence in government. They 

understood the aim of education to be virtue, by which they meant most 
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generally such traits as 'discipline, sacriftce, simplicity, and i nttlligencc" 

(Curren,200Q,6), 

In the Republic, one of the striking images Plato uses to summarize what he thinks is the 

aim of education is when Socrates says that : 

Then education is the craft concerned with doing this very thing, this 

[urning around, and with how the sou l can most casi ly and effectively be 

made to do it. It isn't the craft of putting sight into the sou l. Education 

takes for granted that sight is there but that it isn 't turned the right way or 

looking where it ought to look, and it [education] tries to redi rect it 

approprialely(518d3-7), 

When the soul (sometimes identified with our reasoning faculty) is turned 

in theappropriatc direction via education, the divine aspect in thehu man person 

(reasoo)isempoweredto"de liberate," and·'rule." Suchapersonisd isposed to be 

directed by reason, Thus the aim of education for Plato is largely to train the 

student to be responsive to reason and develop the disposition to depend on 

reason fo r the decisions and actions of his life. Plato's conception 0 feducation 

involves the strengthening of the rational part and the training of the irrational 

parts 10 be responsive to reason. This emphasis on developing our reasoning 

facultysoastodependonitforourdecisionsandaclionsiswhatCurren call s the 

principleoffidelirytoreason(2000,22_24), 
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Thus, contrary to popular belief that educatiol1 is the inculcation of some skill or 

knowledge in a person, Plato thinks of education more as the rational moderation ora 

student's unhealthy desires, passions or emotions. "As unnecessary desires aremoderaled 

through appropriate training and education, intelligenceistumed ]ikethe shadow on a 

sundial from funheringappetitiveendsto furthering rational ones" (Reeve. 1988.50) 

Education forPlaloisthereforeprimarilyboththecultivalionofrcasonandvinue 

in a person. When the unhealthy passions are rationally tamed,and reason prevails over 

the passions, a person is truly frce and does what a morally upright and knowledgeable 

person will do. Consequently, such a "Platonic graduatc" is more apl to Jive a supremely 

happy life since he is both wise and virtuous. 

In the Republic, Plalo is however skeptical about the rational potential of every 

citizen to benefit from higher education. The Republic divides citizens inlO the ruling, 

guarding, and producing classes. The first two c!asses of people COlIstitute the guardian 

class.Platolhinkstheguardianclass hastherequisite rationalpotentialforaneducation 

that will enable them to be responsive or faithful to reason. Plalodoe s nOI think so highly 

about Ihe rational potentialoftheproducingcJass,hence,hedoesnol th ink of any 

educational progress for them beyond primary education in the Repu blic 

Since Plato does not think of technical and economic skills aS lh e primary focus 

of education. in the Republic he terminates the education of the producing class after 

basiceducationsothattheycanconcentrateandexcelinthevarious crafts that they are 

apt for. Pinto sees a direct relationship between education and our reasoning faculty. In 

the Republic, those citizens with a high rational aptitude have access I ohighereduc3tion 

whose focus ista properly orient their reason to seek knowledge and truth. The task of 
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education is to empower reason to know and "deliberate,'" and from this deliberation 

guide us 10 decisions and actions. It is this crucia l understanding 0 fthe purpose of 

education that is eroding grudually from our educational discourse . 

In addition to Ihc Republic, the Laws is another dialogue where Plato clearly 

states what the purpose of education should be-grooming the vit1uesofcitize ns so Inn! 

Iheycan live well togethec In the opening pages of the Laws. Plato's Athenian Stranger. 

one of the interlocutors oflhe dialogue, criticizes Cretan and Sparlan legislators for 

failing to understand the tTUC goal of any legislation. Cliniasand Migillus, the other two 

interlocutors in the Laws, explain that the laws of their various st ales are enacted wilh a 

view to winning victory at war. Such an end of legislation is inadequate because it aims 

ata partial anainmentofvirtue, the Athenian Stranger argues. Now ,if legislationhasthe 

incu)cationofvirtue as its ultimate end and education aimsal guid ing citizens to knowing 

and li ving a good and virtuous life, certainly, legislation and education intersect in their 

ultimate ends. Herein lies Plato's argument that the laws ofa nation are educative by 

Bppealing to the reason of citizens that they (the laws) are a means to the happiness of 

citizens 

Thus, the Laws defends a conception of an educational programme that is similar 

to the one found in the Republic. At Laws 643e4-644f1l-3. Plato defines education as "a 

training which produces a keen desire to become a perfect citizen who knows how to rule 

and how to be ruled asjusticedemands." Plato lhinksofthe laws of any ci tyaseduc3tivc 

in as far as they communicate truths about how human beings can live well together 

"Thus defined, education becomes a maUer of prime importance for the legislator; for if it 

isproperlyconducted il is an invaluable means of bringing aboul civo].li6: [goodorderl, 
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by weaving the substance of the laws into the very fabric of the citizens' character" 

(Morrow. 1960,297). 

Citizens, if they are properly educated, in the Plalonic sense. do not perceive the 

laws of the city as imposed on them. if these laws are indeed good. During the course of 

their training, they are rationally persuaded to understand why the various laws arc 

important and why these laws should be obeyed. And the educated citizen with a honed 

reason is even capable ofconuibuting to removing, revising and amending the Jaws of 

thc statc 10 better position these laws to faci litate their well bci ng. 

Education, then, ifproptrlyconducted, will not only produce an accord 

between the citizen's opinions and what the law prescribes; it will also 

produce an accord between these opinions and the feelings of pleasure a nd 

pain, of love and di slike, which are the chief determinations of action 

(653a-c,659d). Theright[yeducatedman [oves what he ought to [ove(Lc. 

what the law prescribes) and hates what he ought to hale (i.e. what the law 

forbids) (Morrow,1960,301) 

Education for Plalo has the development of the individual and the state 

(development) in view; however, il is not the infraslruclural or technological 

developmentofapeople, but their rational development. Thi s is nOlto imply that Plato 

see.s the improvement and acquisition of skills of the various crafts a strivial. ln facI, in 

the Republic and the Laws, Plato recommends ways in which the guardians (the ruling 

class) should create a conducive environment for the craftsmen (producing class) 10 

flourish . However, for Plato, the defining mark of a developed slate is not in its 
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infrastructure, but in Ihe wisdom of its citizens. Hence, education must Sirive 10 proouce 

wisecilizens first rather than wealthy citizens 

PlalO's Slance on education is strongly informed by his belief that everybody 

seeks happiness as the ultimate end to which his actions are aimed . Like Socrates, his 

mentor, he also believes that the road to such a happy or flourishing life is less in the 

acquisitionofmateria lthingsbutrnoreina vinuo usIife.Oneisvirtuaus.orcxhibitsthe 

cardina[vinuesofcQurage.moderationandjusticeby beenfai lhful to the "de liberations" 

and guidance of w isdom. And education seeks wisdom for the c itizens. Therefore, if 

education istocOnlribute its part to the auainmentofthe happine ssweseck,itmustaim 

alachi evingwisdom first 

In coming to the end of this section on why education should foc us on producing 

the virtuous citizen (who is also wise) and why virtue and wisdom are paramount for 

happi~ss, an exchange between Cephalus and Socrates in Republic r might be 

instructive. Socrates is prevai led upon to visit a family in the Piraeus after attending a 

feslivallhere.Cephalus,the head of this famil y, is in "thelhreshold of his o ld age"and 

Socrates wanls to find oul from him how he feels about oJd age; whether he dislikes old 

age as many old people do. The o ld man replies lhus; 

A number of us, who are more or Jess the same age, often get 

together ... When we meet, the majority complain about the lost pleasures 

they remember from their youth ... they get angry as if they had bee n 

deprived of important things and had lived well then but are now hardly 

living at all ... They repeat over and over that o ld age is the cause of many 
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evils. But I don't think they blame the real cause, Socrates. for ifold age 

were really the cause, I should have suffered in the same way and so 

should everyone else of my age (329a-b). 

Socrates chatJenges Cephal us' claim by suggesting thai Cephalus perhaps finds old age 

agreeable because he is a man of means, Cepha]us replies that »a good person wou ldn 't 

easily bear old age ifhewcre poor. but abad one wouldn't be m peace with h imselfeven 

ifhe were weahhy" (330a4-6). 

The central point of this exchange is that wealth does not necessarily lead to 

happiness as "pro-development" education proponentswilJ like US to bclieve. Butawise 

lifc is the surest and the only way toa flourish ing life fo r both an individual and the statc. 

Plalo will therefore argue that the loudest voice in the ongoing Ghanaian educational 

discourse that is strongly asking that the education of citizens be tailored towards 

increasing economic productivity is a call in a narrow direction. Plato argues that tile 

primary focus of education, which Illis thesis highlights, is guiding citizens towards 

valuing wisdom beyond its role in securing econom ic gains and allowing wisdom to 

guide them in living according to good judgment 

It is against this understanding of the purpose of education that the value of 

philosophical eduC3tion can be appreciated. When one understands the aim of education 

as developing the love for wisdom, one realizes the mistake insugg eSlingtheirretevancc 

of philosophy to practical human wellbeing. If the task of education is to develop a 

person'sreasonsothathisbeliefsandactionsareformedandguidedbywisdom,which 

discipline is more apt to perform this task better than philosophy - the practice of the love 
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of wisdom? The place of economic growth in national development is undoubted. But 

economicgrowthaloneisnotenoughforhumanwellbeing. ln fact.itis not the pivot of 

human well being. A wise and renective citizen. which philosophical studies see(., to 

produce, complements economic gro\.Vth and contributes to human wellbeing. It is only in 

the wise decisions and actions of its knowledgeable citizenstha! a nation is truly capable 

of developing in its economic and social endeavours 

J.S Outline of !he Thesis 

To fully execute its main agenda of examining PJato'sviewson educa lion. and the related 

aim of the role of education in nationaJ development, the rest of the thesis is structured in 

four remaining chapters. The next chapter focuses on the "Background to the Study of 

Plato." To study Plalo is 10 engage in hermeneutics. Understanding Plato is not very 

straightforward. Hence, chapler two clarifies some of the themes that facilitate an easy 

understanding of Plato. For example, to mention Plato is to recall Socrates; the ideas 

unique to each of them are not often so clear. Therefore, in making a big claim such as 

Ihe purpose ofeducalion according to Plato, it is important to first attempt to show the 

differences between the thoughts of Socrates the master and Plato the student turned 

master on a range of issues includingeducalion 

Chapter two further provides an outline to understanding the numerous Platonic 

dialoguesinlheirgroupings,themes,andauthorshipofideas.ltexamines thc "Socratic 

Problem." It demonstrateS lhe Socratic method of philosophizing, the elen chus, and how 

Socrates thinks of it as a 1001 for examining our lives, which he believes makes us 

tpistemically better or at least, reveals our epistemic deficiencies. This chapter also 
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outlincs the various methods of interpreting PJato and argues why the " developmentalist 

method"isconsideredthebeslwayofinterpretingandunderstandingPlato. 

Plato'sconceplionofthe"soul" islhe focus o(chapter three. Since il is human 

beings whoareeducatcd,aglance inlothe nature of the human pcrson may contrihuteto 

our understanding of what education can and should seck 10 achieve. This chapter 

examines Plato's conception of the nOlureofa person,espccially the "soul" in one of his 

early dialogues, Phaedo,and re·examinesthe changes that this understanding undergoes 

in one of his later dialogues, Republic. In the Republic, which is considered PlalO's 

funher reflection on the nature o(a person, PJato thinks of the sou l as composed of three 

parts, the appetitive, spirited and the rational parts, This tripartite division of the soul 

corresponds to Plato's classification of citizens into the produc:ing, warrior, and ruling 

classes in a society. This chapter explores how education is intended to affect each of 

these pans of the soul. Most importantly, this chapter looks at the end in view in 

educating these three classes of people and the implication of the scinsightsforanation 

such as Ghana. 

"Plato's Conception of Education," the centerpiece of this thesis, is the 

penuhimatechapter. It outlines PJato's conception of education espe cially in the Repubhc 

and the Laws but also identilies traces of it in other parts of the Platonic corpus. In the 

Republic, the education proper to the three classes of citizens is given a detailed analysis. 

The recommendation that music, gymnastics, mathematics. geometry, astronomy, 

hannnnic",. among others should constilllte the core subjccts of educating citizens is 

e.~ami"ed with a focus on how these subjects facilitate the grooming of a rational and 

virtuous citizen that Plato envisages the end of education to be. The RepUblic stays 
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faithful to the Socratic ideal that education should make students receptive to the 

promptings of reason. ThischapterfurthernotesthattheLawsslaysessentiallyfaithfuilO 

Plal0's understanding of the purpose of education in the Republic 

Finally, this thesis demonstrates the importance of Plato' s insiste nee on fidelity to 

reason as the task of education in a democratic nation such as Ghana. Adherence to the 

principleoffidelityloreasoll in our educational setup is a sure gui de to ensuring that our 

democratic discQurses are up to scratch and are headed in the direction ofrninimizing 

ignorance and promoting sound policy decisions that are the fruits of public del iberati OilS 

Plato' s lack of confidence in democracy as a form of government that \ViII enhance the 

wellbeing of citizens emanates from his belief that the masses are largely ignorant of the 

pertinent issues relevant to the task of governing. This final chapter will cite 

contemporary endorsement by some scholars that manya nation is full ofi gnorantpeople 

who lack the epi stemic competence to participate well in collective governance; yet. 

democracy grants them the right of expression and decision making. Policy decisions 

resultingfromthedeliberationsofignorantdiscussantsarelikelyto prove detrimental to 

human wellbeing. The reasons for the ignorance of citizens may be numerous. But one 

thing is c!ear: such ignorance points to a defect in a nation'seduc ationalarrangements. 

This final chapter also emphasizes that philosophy - the practice of the love of 

wisdom - isapotentcure for the ignorance of the masses. Philosophy , when it is propcrly 

done, orients a person 10 seek knowledge irrespective of its economic gain . This is 81 

odds with the orientation that "pro-development" education proffers; itencouTagesonly 

the search for knowledge that has immediate and obvious economic gain . This 

introductory chapter has argued in partlhatwealth needs to be guided by wisdom in order 
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to contribute 10 human wellbeing. Thus, knowledge of econOlllic growth only cannot 

guarantee human wellbeing. Philosophical knowledge compliments economy growth by 

purifying the values and beliefs that guide our acquisition and use of the world's 

1.6 Conclusion 

Surely, there are challenges facing education in Ghana. The observation that OUf current 

educational system is failing in equipping graduates with skills needed for national 

development may be true. Technical knowledge is indispensable for the creation of 

comfortable lives. However,lhe proposal that in fact, the primary purpose ofeducalion is 

to boost the Gross Domestic Product (GOP), reduce inflation, strengthen the national 

currency 10 match the dollar and the pound in valUe, and enhance other economic 

indicators towards crealing a wealthy nation through skills that are supposed \0 be 

acquired in the course of one's education is not only incorreCI bu I a lso dangerous. Fora 

people and a nation of vast wealth without a disposition 10 depend on va lues and beliefs 

that have been shaped by reason is a threat both to themselves and to the rest of the 

world. For this reason, it might be of national interest to revisit the ancient thinkers and 

learn the noble objectives they had in mind when they Slarted what has been modified in 

so many ways to be education today. Herein, lies, Ihe rational of the p rimaryfocusofthis 

thesis (the examination of Plato's conception ofeduc3tion), and its subsidiary aim,the 

possible relevance of Plato's views on education to our era. 
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Chapter Two - Background 10 the Study of Plato 

2. 1 Introduction 

"Thejob of interpreting almost any other philosopher, ancienl orm odem, is easier than 

interpreting Plato. The chief reason forthis ... isthat he always addresses his reader in an 

indirect way: constructing dialogues, i.e dramatized conversations, in which he never 

appears as a character himself' (Rowe, 2006, 13). Plato does not communicate his 

philosophicalviewsdirectlytohisreaderinthedialogues,butallowsh isinteriocutorslo 

propose philosophical puzzles and their solutions. How then do we know his mind? And 

when Plato does not reveal his views plainly in the dialogues, is it fair to attribute a 

philosophicalstancetohim?Forthepurposeofthisthesis,isitnot misleading to claim a 

stance ror PJatoon the purpose of education when hismostenligh tenedreadersoverthe 

years sharply disagree on what his views are on the various themes t hat he addresses in 

his numerous dialogues? 

These questions become even more challenging with the realizati on that the lead 

interlocutor in mosl or Plato's dialogues-Socrates-is not a fictional creation of Plato 

buta philosopher in his own right; "he [Socratesl is not an invent ion of Plato: there really 

was a Socrates" (Kraut, StanJord Encyclopedia oj Philosophy, 20 I I). Socrates actually 

existed in ancient Athens and actively interrogated people in a manner simiJarto the 

Socrates in the Platonic dialogues. In fact, scholars anribute certain ideas in Plato's 

dia!oguesloSocrates. There is intemal evidence within the dialogues that Plato is trying 

to perfect the views of Socrates. "It was with Socrates, then, that our Plato began" 
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{Reeve, 2003, 10). In addition to struggling 10 perfect the philosophicallimit8tionsof 

Socrates,PlatohasphilosophicaJ views of his own on some of the pertinent issues of any 

societyincludingeduc3tion. Hence. where is the dividing line between the philosophical 

ideas of Socrates and those of Plato in Plato's dialogues? 

This chapter gives an outline of scholarly responses to these questions. Finding 

answers to lhem is indispensable to a full understanding of Plato's position on what 

education should airn at and its possible implication for our time . Only in extracting what 

the ideas of Plato are in his dialogues and how his own ideas relatc to and differ from 

those of his master, Socrates (whom he makes the lead speaker in most of his dialogues), 

will an espousat of the views of Plato on educalion be fully comprehens ible. Perhaps. a 

bettcr way of identifying the ideasofPlalo in the dialogues isto firs trnapouttheideasof 

Socrates. This is, of course, also challenging, since most of what we know about Socrates 

is through Plato's dialogues, I-Iowever, there are scholars who have attempted to delineate 

the philosophical landscapcofSocratcs from thaI of Plato ; to these scholars, we look to, 

for guidance, in the task at hand in this chapter 

2.2 The Socratic Problem 

Writing about four centuries after the death of Socrates, Marcus Tullius Cicero, the 

Roman philosopher and orator, had this to say about the contribution of Socrates to 

philosophy: Socrates "first called philosophy down from heaven, set her into the cities, 

introduced her into men's homes, and compelled her 10 invesligatelifean dcustoms,good 

and evil" (Tusculan Disputalions 5, 4. 10-11). The encomium of the unique role of 

Socrates to the progress of philosophy by various seholars has not deere asedevcninour 
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"Socrates is me rnythic father and patron saint of philosophy" (Momson .2006. 

JOI). But paradox.ically, there are sharp disagreements among scholars regarding who 

Socrates was and especially what his philosophical ideas are, if there are any. "The 

attempt 10 discover me hiSlorical individual behind lheancientaccounl of Socrates and 

his philosophy" is known as "The Socratic Problem" (Prior, 2006, 25). An effective way 

of resolving this Socratic puzzle formosl scholars is 10 slart with an ex.a min3lionoflhe 

sources of our evidence on Socrates 

2.2.1 Sources on Socrates 

Brickhouse and Smith. identify four grades of sources of evidence on the ancient world in 

general (2000. 1 1-12), which are relevant to theresoJulion oflhe Socratic problem: 

I. GradeA-originalsources 

2. Grade B - reliable ancient testimony 

3. GradeC-unreliableancienttestimony 

4. GradeD-lalerscholarlyopinions 

The first grade, Grade A, original sources, will be texts written by the figure himself, 

that is, texIS wrinen by Socratcs himself. Unfortunately, in the case ofSocrales, we arc 

not in possession of anything that he might have written himself. The second grade, 

Grade B,reliable ancient testimony, wi ll be rel iable ancient acco untsofthefigu reor the 

issue under investigation, that is, texts that people who knew Socra tesorwhoknewaboul 

him and who lived closer to his time wrote about Socrates. The third grade are also 

ancient accounts of the figure or the issue under discussion, but unlike the second grade, 

these sources are deemed corrupted and hence unreliable. And finally, there are later 
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scholarly opinions on the figure or the issue; these are Grade 0 material. There are grades 

8, C, and 0 testimonies on Socrates. However, these sources do not inspire a near perfect 

reso!ution of the Socratic Problem: 

Itisprobablysafetosaythatonlyasmallfractionofwhatwaswrittenin 

Socrates' time and shortlyafier, and only a small fraction of what was 

written about Socrateshimself,hassurvivedthe nearly 2,400 years si nee 

his death. And what has survived provides historians and philosophers 

with problematic information. In some cases, the ways in which the 

ancient texts have come down to us suggest that the texts themselves may 

have been modified in imperceptible ways ... For those of us who want to 

know the whole truth and nothing but the truth, dealing with ancient 

sources can sometimes be quite frustrating. Asaresult,at its best a most 

'scientific,' historical reconstruction is to some degree speculative, 

interpretive, even subjective (Brickhouse and Smith,2000, 11). 

Scholars agree generally on four important sources on Socrates: Aristophanes' 

Clouds. Plato's dialogues (especially the early dialogues), the Socratic Writings of 

Xenophon, and fragments about Socrates in the corpus of Aristotle. The four sources 

appear to agree only on the historical Socrates: Socrates was bom in At hens in about 469 

BeE, his father was a stonecutter, and his mother a midwife. He married Xanthippe and 

had three sons by her. He served the Athenian army, fighting in the Peioponnesianwar 
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(431-404); he might have come from a wealthy family because in the army he was a 

hoplite. "a heavily anned infantryrnan," a position that only the wealthy co uldafford. 

The historical Socrates is also noted for his courage. His courage was exhibited in 

two instances - when as a member of the Athenian Council, he alone refused to put to 

vole the motion that the tcn generals who abandoned both the dead and wounded 

Athcnian soldiers during the battle of Arginusae should becxccuted, and later. whcn hc 

refused to obey the ordcrs of the Thirty Tyrants who ruled Athens between 403·402 to 

arrest Leon of Salamis. Added to these will be his refusal to cease practising philosophy 

rather than face death during his infamous trial where he was charged w ith irreligiosily 

and immorality. Most of this information is found in both Plato and Xenophon which 

none of the other sources contradict. Apart from these general agreements, the ancien! 

sources on Socrates are no! collectively helpful when they are used to reconstruct the 

philosophical ideas of Socrates. 

The earliest of our sources on Socrates is Aristophanes' comedy, Clouds. II is 

perhaps the only work wrinen in Socrates' own life time. The play was writlen, and then 

revisedaboolfivetimes; itistherevised versionthatis inourpossession. lntheClauds. 

Socrates is portrayed as the head ofa school, the "Thinkery." His students look like 

Socrates whom traditional portraitists depict as ugly, pale, unwashed. barefoot and 

penniless. The subjects that Socrates teaches in his academy include astronomy, 

meteorology, natural history, geometry, and grammar. But what animates the plot of the 

play is the wish of a chronic debtor, Sirepsiades. to master the art of making unjust 

arguments sound just. Strepsiades fails in his studies bUI sends his son to the s choolwho 

masters the art of defending unjust views. The Clouds also presents a Socrates who 
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rejectsthegodsofGreece.Heexplainsnaturaleventsbycorporealnecessityratherthan 

by divine action. For example, Socrates explains that thunder is caused by the collision of 

clouds rather than by the anger of Zeus (Morrison, 2006, 103~04, see also, Brickhouse 

and Smith, 2003, 56). 

The portrayal of Socrates as a natural philosopher in Aristophanes' Clouds 

sharply contrasts the other sources. Xenophon and Plato present a Socrates who has 

shifted the philosophical quest of the Pre-Socratic philosophers from questions of the 

natural world to a philosophical quest concerned with issues of human life: "What is 

justice?" And "What is most valuable in human life?" Besides, the picture of Socrates 

running a school and collecting fees in the Clouds is a prototypical So phist.lnhisdefense 

in the Apology (3Ib5-6), Socrates maintains that he does not collect any fees for teaching, 

ifhe even teaches at alL If it is true that Socrates charges fees from his students, as 

argued in the Clouds, this claim cannot be reasonably reconciled with his abject poverty. 

Thus, Aristophanes' Clouds has been dismissed by many (See for example, Brickhouse 

andSmith,200), 11-52) scholars as unreliable about the character of Socrates. 

Even though the Clouds is not reliable as an accurate source of in for mationonthe 

philosophical views of Socrates, it nonetheless provides important infonnation about 

Socrates as a public figure in Athens. Aristophanes presents him as an intellectual whose 

views were not distinct from the sophists of the time. "Plato has Socrates cite Ihis play in 

the Ap%gy (Jgd J-2, 19c2-5) as a major source of prejudice against him. In Plato's eyes, 

theCloudsis ... animportantsourceforthepopularunderstanding(misunderstanding]of 

Socrates in the late fifth century" (prior, 2006, 26). This helps in our understanding of 

why Socrates aroused the ire of his fellow Athenians and why he was executed. 
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Another source of evidence on Socrates. largely considered unreliable, is 

Xenophon. He was a companion of Socrates and wrote four books in defense ofS oerates: 

Apology, Memorabilia, Oecollomicus. and Symposium. In the first chapter of the 

Memorabilia,Xenophon defends Socrates against the charges of impiety and corruptin g 

the youth. Heargu~that Socrates was pious and believes in the traditional gods. He 

labour5 in this book to paint a picture of a Socrates who is beneficial to people who 

encounter him. Socrates benefits people in the practical moral advicetha thedispensesto 

whomever he meets and also in the morally upright life that he lives. Xenophon's 

Socrates isdifTerent in several respects from the Socrates of Plato: Xenophon does not 

present a Socrates who antagonistically confronts his interlocutors in arguments; 

Xenophon's Socrates does not think of himself as ignorant or one who points out (he 

ignorance of his interlocutors in a manner that will offend them. This uncontroversial 

pictureofXenophon's Socrates leaves scholars puzzled as to why Socrates would have 

been tried and executed at all (Prior, 2006, 27; Brickhouse and Smith, 2003, 57; and 

Morrison, 2006,114-16). Like Aristophanes' Socrates, Xenophon's Socrates has been 

largely regarded by scholars as unreliable. 

In our quest to discover who Socrates was and what his philosophical views are, it 

is Plato'saccountofSoerates thatisourmostreliablesource. ltisneithertoonegative,as 

the account of Aristophanes is, nor too defensive and apologetic. as the account of 

Xenophon is. Pemaps, Plato presents Socrates as he was and his philosophical views as 

Socrates articulated them. Plato's Socrates explains why Socrates attracted the ir eofhis 

fellow citizens and why he was executed . However, the central question for 
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understanding Socrates and Plato remains: where in the dialogues of Plato, do we find the 

views of Socrates and where do we find those of Plato? 

Some scholars see a tripartite division of Plato' s dialogues as aviab Ie solution to 

the Socratic Problem. According to this group of scholars, most notable Gregory Vlastos, 

certain styles, methods. and dOClrinesallow for the division of the Platonic corpus into 

three major groups - an earty, a middle. and a late groups of dialogues. Even though this 

solutiontotheSocraticProblemhasbeencriticized,mostoftherecentscholarson Plato 

agree that the early dialogues of Plato depicttbe phiiosophicai method and doctrines (if 

there are any) of Socrates, while the middle dialogues convey the philo sophicalvicws of 

Plato, and the late dialogues are II furtherdeve]opment and revision of the ide as of Plato. 

However, these divisions are not strict or perfect for there are dialogues in one group that 

may share features orthe dialogues in other groups (Kraut, SEP, 2011) 

The dialogues that contain the philosophical method and ideas of Socrates and 

that are counted as chronologically belonging to Plato's earliest writings are Apoiogy, 

Charmiries, Crilo, EUlhydemus. EUlhyphro, Gorgias, Hippias Major, Hippias Minor, 10'1, 

Laches, Lysis, MeneXl!nus, Pro/agoras, and the Republic Book I (in alphabetical order). 

Most scholars also suppose that the Meno contains many of the elements common to the 

earlyperiodeventhoughitisgroupedinthemiddleperiod(BrickhouseandSmith,2003, 

59). What is distinctive about these dialogues as representative of the philosophy of 

Socrates is not so much the philosophical doctrines that they depict as the philo sophical 

method that theyemploy·the elenchus. A close examination oflhe eJenchus reveals its 

influcACeonPlato'slater philosophk:alpositions,especiallyasthesepositions relate to 

education, which is the focus of this work. 
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2.2.2 The Socratic Elenchus 

In Plato's Apo[ogy (21-22), during his defense against the charges of disbelieving in the 

godsofthecity,believing in new gods, and corrupting the Athenian youth , Socrates tells 

the court about the genesis of his mission to interrogate people. A friend of Socrates, 

Chaerephon, visited the Delphic Oracle with a question. Chaerephon wanted to know 

from Apollo whether there was anybody living then who was wiser than Socrates. The 

orac1eanswered in the negative and his answer was carried to Socrate s. Socrates saw a 

riddleintheansweroftheoracietohisfriend'squestion:Socratesknewthat he was not 

wise; yet the oracle said that he was the wisest among men; but the gods do not deceive 

people. Hence, the god's answer must be a riddle 

Socrates therefore took it upon himself to unravel the riddle of the god. So,he 

visited Athenians who were reputed to be wise - the politicians, poets and craftsmen. 

When h.e questioned th.e politicians, he found them to be slow-witted. The poets, 

according to Socrates, said a lot of beautiful things but they could n otexplainwhatthey 

said; hence Socrates concluded that the poets wrote under divine in spirationornatural 

talent and hence were not wise because they could not explain what they wrote. The 

craftsmen were promising initially; he found them wise in their particular crafts of 

carpentry, shoemaking and others. However, they wrongly thought that their wisdom in 

these particular crafts extended to knowledge in other disciplines such as ethics and 

politics. But when Socrates cross-examined the craftsmen on these other disciplines h e 

found them equally uninspiring as the politicians and the poets 
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From the results of his examination of the supposed wise citizens of Athens, 

Socrates found his answer to the riddle; "I am wiser than this man; it is likely that neither 

of us knows anything worthwhile, but he thinks he knows something when he does not, 

whereas when 1 do not know, neither do I think I know; so 1 am likely to be wiser than he 

to this small extent, that I do not think I know what I do not know" (Apology 21d). 

EventuaJly, Socrates took it as a mission from the god to expose the ign oranceofpeople 

who think they are wise. The method that he uses in exposing ignorance in the dialogues 

is the elenchus 

Etymologically, "elenchus," has its roots in "shame," or "disgrace;" the type of 

"shame" or "disgrace" that is associated with losing a competition. Lateran, "elenchus" 

shifted its meaning from "shame" or "disgrace" to the contest or test itself during which 

that "shame" or "disgrace" is incurred or avoided. Lateragain,"eJ enchus" transformed its 

meaning to the practice of finding out the true nature ofaperson orath ingbycritical 

examination. Socrates used "elenchus" as away of finding out whet her a person is able to 

defend the consistency of his assertions with the hope that suchacr oss examination of 

the claims of others may lead to the truth (Young, 2006,56). 

In severa! of the early Platonic dialogues, Socrates alludes to his u seofthe 

eienchus in his discourse with others. During his defense, Socrates te lis the court that he 

will employ the same sort of arguments that he uses in the marketplace (Apology, 17al-

18a6). In the Crilo, Socrates says that he makes decisions based on his reflective 

arguments or principles (46b4-6); in fact, the personified Laws of Athens in the CrUo 

argue that they are cross-examining Socrates because he cross-examine sothers(50c8-9). 

And in the Gorg;as, Socrates says that his way of arguing (tropo$ elenkou) is different 
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from the sophistic orators (472c2-4). Clearly, the elenchus is a distinctive Socratic 

philosophica1method. 

According to Gregory Vlastos, the "Socratic elenchus is a search for moral truth 

by adversary argument in which a thesis is debated only if asserted asth eanswerer'sown 

belief, who is regarded as refuted if and only if the negation ofhisthes is is deduced from 

his own beliefs." Vlastos adds that "E1enchus is first and last search. The adversary 

procedure which is suggested, but not entailed, by the Greek word - which may be used 

to mean 'refutation,' but also 'testing,' or still more broadly 'censure,reproach' -is not 

an end in itself' (1999, "The SocraticElenchus," 39). The object of the elenchus ista 

assist in the search for the truth. Socratesconfineshissearch,at lea st in these early 

dialogues, to the search for moral truth: "What is virtue?" and "Can v irtuebetaught?" 

The elenchus is simple in outline: It starts with one of Socrates' "wise" 

interlocutors claiming to have knowledge on atopic. Socrates asks the interlocutor to 

define what he claims to know, say, virtue. With confidence, the "sage" asserts a claim, 

saY,a. Socrates leads the interlocutor on to assert further claims related to (1, say, ~,r, 5, 

and t. Socrates then demonstrates to hisinterlocutorthatoneorm ore of these related 

claims contradict his main claim. His interlocutor is often left confused, embarrassed and 

infuriated. However, if the interlocutor does continue with Soc rates in their search (which 

is often not the case), the original claim is modified in a form that may defy contradiction 

by the related claims (Vlastos, ''The Socratic Elenchus," 1999,46; Young, 2006,57). 

The elenchus depends on the sincere stance of the interlocutors to succeed 

Socrates, in discllssing atopic with his interiocutors, invites the mtoassertonlywhatthey 

believe; "My good man, don't answer contrary to your real opinion, so we may get 
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somewhere" (Rep. Book I, 346a). "When he is talking with you he wants to know your 

answer. If you quote some wise man's answer - as Polemarchus does in Republic I - he 

will discuss it as your own answer, expecting you to defend it as yours. That you do not 

yourself have high credentials will not trouble him" (Vlastos, "The Socratic Elenchus," 

1999,42). In hissearchforthetruth,Socrateswelcomesanybody,"you ngorold,citizen 

or foreigner" (ApoJogy30a). 

One other thing should be pointed out before we bring this section on the Socratic 

elenchusto a close; that is Socrates' motive for insisting that h is interlocutors state their 

own beliefs. [This motive is especially instrumental to fully grasping the purpose of 

education forPlato,who is deeply influenced by what Socrates in tendedtheelenchusto 

do in the lives of people). In arguments where the ultimate aim is to win, a debater may 

employ whatever strategy. whether sincere or insincere. that will give him the edge over 

other debaters. In the elenchus. one of the prime aims is not to win the argument but to 

attain the truth. Hence, this end-search for the truth - is better served if interlocutors 

state what they sincerely believe. 

Furthennore. for Socrates, the elenchus does not just examine propositions but 

human lives. It is a challenge to his interlocutors to change their lives if need be, when 

they realize the inconsistencies in their beliefs, and start caring fo r the most important 

things in life; that is, the elenchus serves to improve their lives: 

Thus elenchus has a double objective: to discover how every human being 

ought to live and to test that single human being that is doing the 

answering-to find outifhe is living as one ought to live. This is a two-in-
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one operation. Socrates does not provide for two types ofelenchus - a 

philosophical one, searching for truth about the good life. and a 

therapeutic one, searching out the answerer's own life in the hope of 

bringing him to the truth. There is oneelenchus and it must do both jobs 

(Vlasros."TheSocralicElenchus."'999,4S). 

37 

While Plato agrees with Socrates tbat a centrAl focus of education should be the 

facilitation of the examination of one's life to make it worth living, he however disagrees 

with Socrates about the ability of the elenchus 10 achieve this cru cialpurpose. Therefore, 

in the middle and late dialogues, Plato abandons the elenchus which w as so conspicuous 

in the early dialogues. Randall Curren (2000. 38-43) lists four limitatio ns of the elcnchus 

that might have compelled Plato to abandon it: (I) theelenchus can be ig nored or blunted 

by resistance to its ground rules; (2) itis not c1ear how it would morally improve a person 

who already finnly holds true moral beliefs; (3) it is more likely to corrupt than improve 

a person whose moral convictions are not finn; (4) it presupposes a respondent whose 

nwrnlbeliefsarealreadylargclycorrecL 

For our purpose in this chapter it will not be necessary to discuss each of these 

limitations in detail except to this extent. Ifasetofpropositions ar einconsistent,onthe 

one hand, it may be difficult if not impossible to determine which proposition is false; if 

thepropositionsareconsistcnt,ontheotherhand,itmaywellbethatall the pro positions 

are falselyconsistenL In cithcrofthese two possibilities the elenchus still leaves us far 

from knowing the truth. The elenchus is able to demonstrate whether our beliefs are 

consistent or not (Vlastos, "The Socratic Elenchus," 1999,55). 
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In an)' case, the elenchus is a clear example of the difference between Socrates 

and Plato in philosophical method. While they both agree that life should be examined to 

make it worthy of living, lhey disagree as to the method more apt to ach ievingthis.lnthe 

early dialogues especially, Plato is struggling with the limitations of Socrates. The 

elenchus is a case in point where Plato both projects and attempts 10 perfect the vie wsof 

2.2.3 Socrates' Philo!lophkalViews 

While attributing the elenchus to Socrates, scholars sharply disagree on the 

suhstanceofSocrates' philosophical views. In one extreme position are scholars 

who maintain that in the earty Phuonic dialogues there was not so much an 

articulation of philosophical views as there was a philosophical method - the 

elenchus or the Socratic Method. This group of scholars indicates a sasupportfor 

Iheir stance that Socrates himself constantly reminded people that he had no 

knowledge: 

When I heard this {that Socrates is the wisest man] J kept thinking: "'What 

on earth does the god mean? What is he hinting at? Fori am aware of 

being wise in nothing, great or smalL What then could he mean bysayi ng 

that I am wise?" ... As I was going away from this man I reasoned to 

myself that I am indeed wiser than he. II is unlikely that either orus knows 

anything noble or good. But he, having no knowledge, thinks he knows 
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something, while It baving none, don't think I have any (Apology, 21 b2-

d6) 

Apart from Socrates' disavowal of knowledge in the Apology and the other 

dialogues,itisaisoarguedthatintheearlydialogues,Socrates'refutations of his 

interlocutors often end in an impasse; hence no positive doctrines are given ancl therefore 

Socrates has no philosophical views of his own. Scholars who argue th at Socrates has no 

philosophical doctrines of his own attribute whatever doctrines tha t are found in the early 

dialogues to Plato: 

Theelenctic method of the early dia!ogues is the contribution ofS aerates, 

but the positive philosophical doctrines that may be founcl there, a swell as 

in later dialogues, are the contribution of Plato. it is Plato, not Socrates, 

who is responsible for the account ofthe nature and immoralityofth esoul 

found in the Gorgias and Meno, for the theory that virtue is knowledge, 

for the doctrine of (unseparated) Forms that appears in the Euthyphro and 

Meno, and for the theory of moral and political obligation found inth e 

Crilo (Prior, 2006, 33) 

On the other hand, the position that "virtue is knowledge," and "the theory of 

moral and political obligation found in the Crito," are Socrates',' is argued by many 

commentators, especially Vlastos and Kraut. 
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Platonic scholars such as Richard Kraut contend that Socrates did indeed have 

views on certain issues, especially in the moral domain, and did indeed advance his 

opinions in his interactions with Athenians. Kraut further asserts that the d octrinesthat 

Socrates professed sharply contradicted some of the commonly held views of his time' 

Socrates preached that riches, power and fame do not promote human well-being but 

virtue does; he proclaimed that a good person cannot be harmed; he was conv incedthat 

knowledge is virtue and with virtue comes happiness; he saw a search into what the 

virtues are as the path to acquiring knowledge; and he calls on everybody to examine 

these moral matters, for their lives are not worth living without such an examination 

(1992, "Introduction to the Study of Plato," 5). To this !istmaybe added Socrates' c1aim 

that no one does wrong willingly. 

In this tug of war between proponents of"Socratic disavowal of know ledge"and 

proponents of his avowal of knowledge, Gregory Vlastos offers an interesting opinion; 

"Socmtes' disavowal of knowledge is a paradox. He makes it frequently, explicitly, 

emphatically, and its sincerity cannot be doubted." However, Vlastos continues, "when 

we go through our texts dispassionately, ... wesee ... that Socrates is himself convinced 

that he has found what he has been looking for, knowledge of moral truth he avows 

openly" (1999, "Socrates' Disavowal of Knowledge," 72-73). Vlastos explains this 

apparent paradox by alluding to the elaim that Socrates uses the word "knowledge" in 

two senses. In the one sense, when Socrates says that he does not have any " knowledge," 

any moral knowledge for that matter, he is making used of the word "knowledge" 

understood as a c1airn which is certain and cannot be false. In the other sense, w hen he 

says that he does have "knowledge," for example, that virtue is knowledge, he is using 
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the term understood as a less cel'tain ora fallibiJistic claim that is the product of his 

philosophical inquiry, the elenchus, 

The fonner sense of the term , knowledge. Vlastos designates as knowledge~ and 

the latter. as knowledge~. Therefore, "When he says he knows something he is referring to 

knowledgee: when he says he knows nothing - absolutely nothing, 'great or small' - he is 

referring to knowledge,, " Consequently, "when he says he has no knowledge of a 

particular topic he may mean either that in this case as in all others, he has no knowledgef 

and does not look for any or that what he lacks on that topic is knowledgec (1999. 

"Socrates' Disavowal of Knowledge," 82). Vlastos thus accounts for why Socrates will 

claim that he does have knowledgec and he does not have /awwledge, at the same time. 

For the Irnowledge~ he claims he has is a fallibilistic knowledge. which is the outcome of 

the elenchus and the !cnowledge, that he confesses to lack is certain knowledge. In this 

reading of Socrates, it is justifiable to attributc the moral views in the early dialogues to 

Socrates 

Gail Fine disagrees with Vlastos' analysis that Socrates uses the word knowledge 

in two different senses. According to Fine's analysis, Socrates "use s twodiJferentwords, 

suneidef14i and sophia, in two different senses. My [Fines's] suggestion is not that 

Socrates uses a single word in two different senses. Rather, he uses two different words 

non-synonymously. These are very different claims" (2008, 65). The thrust of Fine's 

argument is that Socrates uses two different words, suneidenai and sQphia, which are 

~diffennt cogn itive words for different cognitive conditions." So, for Fine. when Socrates 

appears to say that he knows nothing, he means that he is aware that he lacks wisdom. 
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The issue in this section is not whether Socrates has knowledge, whatever level of 

knowledge this might be. The question is whether Socrates affirms some doctrines, that 

is. whether he holds philosophical views of his own. Both Vlastos and Fine agree that 

Socrates asserts his own philosophical doctrines, especially, on moral ques tions. 

2.3. The Pbilosophical Views of Plato 

Having delineated the Socratic domain in the Platonic corpus, even if imperfectly, it is 

easier to demarcate the philosophical borders of Plato in the dialogues, one might say. 

However, it is not as easy as it appears. Some scholars question the legitimacy of 

aUributing any philosophical positions in the dialogues to Plato. How do we conclude 

what the beHefsofPlato are based on what the interlocutors in his dialogues have said? 

The objection runs further: 

After all, when we read a play of Sophocles or Euripides, we all recognize 

that what the characters say need not represent the beliefs of the autho r. 

And so it is reasonable to ask why we should make a different assumption 

when we read a Platonic dialogue. Why assume thai some one figure in 

these works presents the convictions ofPlalo himself? Some scholars, 

using this analogy betWeen a dramatic work and a Platonic dialogue. hold 

that Plato's thought is no more contained in the words of anyone 

interlocutor than the beliefs of dramatists are revealed by the words of any 

of their characters (Kraut, 1992, "Introduction to the Study of Plato," 25). 
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Kraut refutes the above claim. He contends that thi:s comparison of Plato ' s 

dialogues with other plays or dramas is misleading because the end of dramatists in 

composing their works is differefll from what Plato seeks to achieve in the dialogues. The 

aim of Plato, according to Kraut, is the creation of an instrument that will guide 

philosophical seekers to the path of truth and their well-being. "The point is that. if 

Plato's aims differ from those of a dramatist, then he will have a reason that the dramatist 

lacks for using his main speakers as a mouthpiece for his own convictions" (1992, 

;'lntroductiontotheStudyofPlato,"25).Hence,itservesthepurpose of Plato to have his 

sincere convictions voiced by his iead interiocutors. 

Also, especially in the middle and the latc dialogues, the interlocutors exhibit a 

high spirit of collaboration in their search. Theadversarial mood in the early dialogues 

gives way to a combined friendlier search in these later dialogues. The interlocutors 

joinliy develop and refute some philosophical theories while maintaining OIhers (Kraut, 

1992. " Imroduction to the Study of Plato," 26). In the Republic (from Books JI onwards), 

Socrates for example welcomes questions and challenges from Glaucon and Adeimantus 

and they reach a common conclusion. 

Kraut fini shes his refutation of the view that Plato's dialogues shou ld be read like 

other dramas with the observation that the dialogues of Plato are no tameredramatization 

ofconnict between opposing interlocutors and their competing philo sophicalpositions. 

Nor did Plato compose his dialogues as an intellectual acrobatics for his reading 

audience; for if Plato has such intent. he would have written many opposing arguments 

on the same question. But in many of the middle and later dialogues, consensual 

philosophical positions are expressed at the end of the dialogues. "When the dialogues 
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are read in their entirety, they take on the shape that we would expect of works that 

record the intellectual development ofa single individual who is strUggling to express 

and argue for the truth as he best understands it. There isdeve!opmeotand perhaps then: 

are even reversals, but there is at the same time the kind of continuity that indicates tha t 

Plato is using his main speaker to express his own views" (1992. " 'ntroduction to the 

Study of Plato," 26). 

But what are these main ideas of Plato that his main speakers express? Plato's 

main views and concerns are so immensely vast, this thesis will outline what scholars 

believe are the main ideas that Plato propounds differently from Socrates., especiall yas 

they relate to the qucstion of education (at least, asfarasl can see ).Schoiarsgenerally 

agree that a deciding departure of Plato from Socrates is to be seen in the subjects of 

inquiry of the rwo philosophers. Socrates, they argue, limits his philos ophicalinterestto 

moral questions while Plato expands that horizon to include a deep interest in 

mathematics, metaphysics, epistemology, psychology, geometry, harmonics, astronomy, 

and politics. But Plato "retained Socrates as the main interlocutor of hi sdialogues,even 

!hough the doctrines of this more ambitious 'Socrates' go well beyond anything dreamt 

of by that philosopher" (Kraut, 1992,"IntroductiontotheStudyofPlato," 3-4) 

That the early dialogues display the philosophical method and ideas of Socrates, 

we have pointed out already. The philosophical methods, interest and views of Plato are 

argued to be generally found in the middle and late dialogues. The dialogues com monly 

agreed to belong in the middle period are Phaedo, Crary/us, Sympos;um, Republic, and 

Phaedrus. In these dialogues, Plato begins to fonnulate his own ideas. In the late 

dialogues, Plato revises and clarifies his ideas that he propounded in the middle 
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dialogues. Dialogues that are generally agreed to belong in this late period are Sophist, 

Statesman, Timaeus, Critias, Philebus and Laws (Kraut, 2011 , Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy") 

Apart from Plato's expansion of the Socratic philosophical field from its narrow 

moral zone in the early dialogues to a vast horizon involving numero us other topics in the 

middle and late dialogues, Plato is uniquely different from the phil osophical positions of 

Socrates in his metaphysics, epistemology, psychology, politics, aesthetics and even 

ethics. Some of his views in these major philosophical areas will be discussed in 

subsequent chapters as they are relevant to his conception ofeduca tion. But it may well 

be in order to note a distinct concept in Plato's metaphysics and epistemology - the 

theory of Forms. The theory of Forms is almost identifiable with the name Plato. Even 

though the theory of Fonns is almost inseparable from most of the philosophical views of 

Plato, it will not be given detailed coverage in this chapter or thesis . This is because the 

theory of Forms is not directly reJevant to the aspects of Plato's conce ptionofeducation 

that are important to this work 

The one major philosophical view of Plato relevant to our purpose is his concept 

of the nature of the human person. Plato's concept of the human person , especially his 

notion of the "soul"is paramount to an understanding of his concept ion of the purpose of 

education. Hence, a whole chapter (three) of this thesis has the soul as its focus . Related 

to his notion of the nature of the human being is his view, which he inherits from 

Socrates, that all actions aim at achieving happiness; and that a Ii fe of virtue is the proper 

path to happiness. These views (that human actions aim at happiness and that virtue is the 
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path to happiness), which are mentioned in the introduction. will be given a 

comprehensive treatment in our next chapter. 

2.4 Interpreting Plato 

Before we embark on an exposition of Plato's conception of the aims of education, we 

will do well to clarify further how the dialogues should be interpreted. This is crucial 

because scholars are far from agreeing on any panicularmethod of interpreting Plato. 

Hence, it may be enlightening to outline the various methods of interpreting the 

dialogues. examine these different methods of interpreting Plato, and finally argue why 

our chosen method of interpreting Plato is the most fruitful. 

We have almost as many methods of interpreting Plato as we have readers of 

Plato willing to give an interpretation of his dialogues. Some of these methods, such as 

the "esoteric" method, have faded away over time. The esoteric method was developed 

by Konrad Gaiser and Hans-Joachim-Kramer (Gill, 2006, 138). The distinctive approach 

of this method is the claim that Plato's true philosophical views are not found in the 

dialogues but were orally taught to Plato's students in his Academy. Plato therefore 

meant the dialogues to serve as a preview to a more thorough systematic oral teaching 

To support their stance, practitioners of this method cite the fact that certain doctTi nesare 

incomplete in some of the dialogues. This method of understanding the dialogues has few 

adherents today. 

The particularislapproach to understanding the dialogues argues that indi vidual 

dialogues should be understood to be advancing unique philosophical positions, a nd 

hence, should be int.etpreted individua1ly and not in relation to the otherdialogu es 
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(Miller, 2006, 279). However, the references in dialogues to other dialogues, and the 

similarity of themes across various dialogues limit the appeal of the particularist 

interpretation of the dialogues. 

SomeschoJarsadoptaunitarian interpretation and argue that the dial oguesshould 

be read as expressing a single set of ideas. Thus., the dialogues should be read as 

conveyers of the Socratic-Platonic philosophy forming a linked system of ideas which are 

aniculatedinindividualdialogues. Arislotiereadthedialoguesinthis way; and so did the 

Academy of Plato "from the late fourth century BeE until the end of antiquity" (Gill, 

2006, 137). One problem with this method of interpretation is the manner in which its 

practitioners handle conflicting ideas or doctrines in the dialogue s: they simply ignore the 

pans that appear to conflict with what they consider to be the main idea (Rowe, 2006, 

IS), treating such contradictions as only apparent. This manner of reading the dialogue 

does not give room for Plato to change his mind or modify his stance in his long career of 

writing. But a close readingofthe dialogues by some of the best minds on Plat o indicates 

that he keeps modifying and changing his views on cenain topics. 

Another method of interpreting the dialogues takes as its guiding principles the 

midwife analogy (Theaeletus 149-ISI),andcriticism of writing as ave hicleofconveying 

philosophicaldoclrines found in (Phaedf1J3,27S-278) and the Seventh Letter (340-344). 

Practitioners of this method argue mat the dilliogues seek to assist itsre aders in reflecting 

and reaching their own phiiosopfJical conclusions. Hence. the dialogues should be r eadas 

pedagogical aids and nOl with the aim of identifying Plato'sphiloso phicalviews. 

Also, in some passages in the Phaedrus and the Seventh Letter, writing is frowned 

upon for it gives the false impression of readers acquiring knowledg ethroughreadingthe 
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works of others rather than through self-inquiry. Hence, for proponents of this method, 

thedialoguesdonotoffer"fullyworked-out,authoritativeconclusions.ltisfor the reader 

to lake the argument further, either by responsive interpretation or by independent 

philosophical enquiry" (Gill, 2006. 138). 

The argument that Plato conceals his doctrines in the dialogues so that readers 

would not take him as an authority, and hence, will dialectically search for the truth 

themselves does not concur with the intelhx:tual pluralism of Plato' s time. Aristotle tells 

us that the Academy was internally divided intellectually during Plato's time. There were 

opponents of the theory of Forms for example. As Richard Kraut rightly observes; "In the 

midst of all this controversy, Plato could hardl y have believed that his writings would be 

treated by many as authoritative pronouncement to be accepted without question" (1992, 

"Introduction to the Study of Plato," 28). Therefore, this method of understanding Plato 

does not look promising, given this defect. 

The method of interpreting Plato which most current scholars find most rewarding 

and which we propose to use in our reading of the Republic and the Laws is the 

developmentalist reading of the dialogues. It is a method that some of the best 

commentators of our lime, such as Vlastos and Krau,t have employed in their reading of 

Plato. The thrust of the developmentalistreading of the dialogues is twofold: first, il 

traces Plato's depiction oflhe philosophy of Socrates from the early dialogues to an 

emerging Plato in the transitional dialogues (that is, Meno, Pro/agoras, Republic I. and 

Gorgias) through a Plato asserting his own ideas in the middle dialogues, ending with a 

Plato revising his own ideas in the late dialogues; and second, it assumes that the 
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philosophical ideas of Plato reside in the views of the lead interloculorsinthedialogues 

(Kraut, 1992. "rntroduction to the SrudyofPlato,"29). 

The purpose of the early dialogues (listed in seclion 1.2. /) according to the 

developmentalistunderstandingofPlatoistodepiclthepersonaJity,themes and mode of 

argument of the historical Socrates. In the middle dialogues (Crotyius, Phaedrus, 

Parmeni(/es, Theae/elltS, Phaedo, Symposium, and Republic), Plato continues to 

perpetuate the Socratic agenda, demonstrating his master's tough stand on death 

(Phaedo). on love (Symposium) and a continuation of his moral philosophy - that virtue is 

more beneficial than vice (Republic). In doing this Plato seems to correct and supplement 

the ideasofSocnllCS. For inslaJtce, Socrates believes in moral objectivity. bUloffersno 

theory; Plato shares this belief and provides a theory - the Theory of Forms. But in 

addition, Plato introduces his own ideas more constructively and explicitly. Notable 

among the idcas of Plato in the middle dialogues is his attribution of irrationality to the 

human soul. In the late dialogues (Laws, Philebus. Sophist, Sfafesman, and Timaeus-

Critias), it is argued that Plato is a philosopher of his own and even revises some of the 

ideas he began with in the middle dialogues; for example, the theory of Forms as 

presented in the middle dialogues is criticized in the Sophist and Statesman. Also, the late 

dialogues are distinct for being more monologues than the early and middled ialogues 

(0;11,2006, 140-41). 

One important objection against the developmentalistapproach is that it overlooks 

significant similarities among the three {or four) groups of the dialogues. The objection 

states that the stylometric evidence that is used in classirying the dial ogues into their 

various groups shows some similarities in dialogues of different groups. For exampl.~t. 
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is noted that even Ihough the Pro(agorasand Gorgiasare listed as carly dialogues, they 

may belong in the lale dialogues because they are more lengthy and more complex 

philosophically. Also, in the middle and the late dialogues. Platocontinuestowriteina 

"Socratic" and "negative' manner; for example, in the Theoetetus, Socrates professes his 

ignorance as much as he does in the early dialogues; likewise in the Parmenides. Plato 

does not propose any doctrine, but puzzles his reader as he does in the e arlydiaJogues 

(Kraut, Slanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 20 II). 

Kraut's response to these observations is that the distinction bet ween Socrates and 

Plato in the dialogues is not absolutely strict. He argues. for example. that even in the 

early dialogues, which are supposed to depict the philosophicaJ method and ideas of 

Socrates, one finds Plato introducing his own ideas at this early stage. Similarly, in the 

middle and late dialogues, Socrates is the lead speaker in the dialog ues when the themes 

relate to ethics. But where Plato concerns himself with topics completely outside the 

Socratic domain, he does not use Socrates as an interlocutor. Forexample,intheSophist 

and Statesman, where the themes treated are largely metaphysical, he employs the visitor 

from Elea to convey his arguments and views; in the largely cosmological concerns in the 

Timaeus, he uses an interlocutor by that name; and finally , when his concern is Jargely 

constitutional as in Laws, he uses the Athenian Stranger. Thus, in the middle and late 

dialogues where Socrates is the lead character, he is maintained becaus ehesharcsthc 

same thematic concerns as Plato (Sranford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011). 

It is also argued that Plato remains fundamentally Socratic even with his 

inb'Oduction of novel views in later dialogues. Socrates thinks of human beings as 

potentially rational. However, Plato thinks "of human beings as a permanent 
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combination of the rationa1 and irrational" (Rowe. 2006,18). It is also asserted by 

Socrates and held by Plato that we all desire happiness and undertake actions with our 

happiness in view. But for Socrates, we perform wrong acts because we hold wrong 

beliefs. By including non-rationaHty in human nature, Plato is able to argue that we do 

wrong things because OUf beliefs are distorted by our non-rational parts. This view is 

distinctively Plato's. However, Plato thinks of the introduction of the non-rational parts 

as an improvement on the stance of Socrates and nota complete depart ure from that 

For Plato, post-Republic, actions done under the influence of the irrational 

parts,andcontrarytowhatreason-initsunpervertedstate-woulddireet, 

are not properly wished for, desired, by the agent; any more than acti ons 

doneasaresuitofstraightintettectuaierrorwittbesodesired.Andthis 

already takes usa long way back in the direction of the Socratic posi tion, 

at the very core of which is precisely the claim that we never desire what 

is not in fact good for us. (We may think we desire it, or want it, bu tthatis 

entirely another matter) (Rowe, 2006,20). 

Hence, Plato perhaps thinks of himself as both continuing the arguments 0 fhis 

master Socrates, and improving his mentor's positions in various ways. Hence, the 

dialogues maybe understood as a development of the Socratic.Plato nic philosophy with 

expansion. improvement, modification and even changes across the dialogues but still 
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basically the same philosophical thread from two philosophers that at the core proffer 

similar solutions to similar que!>1ions that they considered important for their time. 

lnthe mtroduction of this chapter, the relevance of an introduction to the stu dyofPlato 

as a prerequisite to expounding his views 011 education is stated. It may be worthwhile to 

reitenlte this relevance again in order not to lose sight of it in the maze of topics covered 

in this chapter. The developmentalist view of the dialogues suggests that Plato shares 

many of Socrates' moral concerns and views and aims to perfect them as much as 

possible. This double task - of championing the ideas of Socrates and proffering his own 

ideastomeettheirlimitations-hasgeneratedsignificantconfusionamong readers of the 

dialogues. 

The disagreements among scholars of Plato, regarding which ideas are Socrates' 

and which Plato's are an obvious sign of this confusion. Some readers of the dialogues 

have raised issues about attributing any views in the dialogues to Socratessi nee he did 

not write any of them. Others have doubted whether there afe any philosophical views in 

the dialogues that may be considered those of Plato givcn that he never says anything 

directly bul only through his characters; so which of his characters represe nt his views? 

Therefore, in discussing the stance of Plato on education, it is pettinent that these 

questions be resolved. 

In addition to these questions, :)Cholan have proposed different ways of 

interpreting Plato's dialogues. A particular interpretation of Plato leads to a unique 

understanding of the dialogues. This chapter argues why the developmentalist method of 
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reading Plato is more helpful in our understanding of him. and in particular. our 

understanding of his views on education in the Republic and Laws. The resolution of 

these concerns (aJ. least an attempt at their resolution) may pave the path for a 

comprehensive understanding of Plato's view on education. 

Having waded thro ugh the Socratic Problem, and having aniculated the 

differences and similarities in melhods and views between Socrates and Plato,the stage is 

aJmost set for the main task of this thesis, to exam ine what the Republic and the Laws 

think the purpose of education is. However. before we undertake this crucial task, it will 

be illuminating to outline what Plato thinks the nature of human beings is and what he 

believes is our ultimate highest end; since for Plala, education, must train the human 

being in its proper nature so that it can achieve its highest end in this life. The nature of 

the human being as Plato understands it is the focus of the nextchapt er. 
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Chapter 3 The Seat of Wisdom: Psuche 

Education aims at developing a human being. Therefore an understanding of the nature of 

thehumanbeingisparamounttoand,infact,facilitatesoufunderstanding of the purpose 

of education, It is mainly with ina certain understanding oft hen a ture of humans and their 

overriding goal in life that education appears to be a means. Many thinkers have 

dedicated long hours and profound reflections to these questions in disciplines as diverse 

as psychology, sociology, theology, neuroscience, and of course, philosophy, among 

others. Plato is one such reflective individual who dedicated perh aps the whole of his life 

to thinking about what a human being is, what his purpose in life is, and what best 

enables him to achieve this purpose. 

Piatothinks ofa human being as consisting of two distinct parts; bo dyandpsuche 

(for iack ofa better term, translated as soul). Of the two, and agreeing with Socrates on 

the importance of the soul relative to the body, Plato thinks of the soul as the most 

important part of a person. The psuche, sometimes imperfectly translated as the mind, is 

for Plato the essence of any human being. The education that Plato recommends in the 

Republic and Laws is aimed at developing both the body and the soul, but its emphasis is 

undoubtly on training the soul in a manner that will guide it to knowledge. This 

knowledge will in tum guide the person in taking decisions and performing admirable 

actions that culminate in a flourishing life for such a person. The focus of this chapter is 

tooutJine Plato's view of the soul as the "seat of wisdom" and the argu mentsheadvances 

in support of his view. 
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Plato's idea of the soul, like most of his prominent concepts, keepsdevcloping 

and changing as the dialogues develop and change over time. Hence, for a com prehensive 

understanding of his concept of the human soul, this chapter will first outline the 

arguments Plato offers in support of his earlier view afthe soul, especially in the Phaedo 

This will pave the path for an appreciative understanding of the arguments in support of 

the soul in his post-early later dialogues, especially the Republic. However, before we 

consider the concept of the soul in the middle and late dialogues, we will fi rstaddress 

Plato's position on akrosla and the Socratic principle that one d oes not willingly do evil. 

This is because it is Plato'sposition on these related matters that informs his revisi on of 

his early conc.ept of the sou l in the later dialogues. All these views are examined in 

relation to Ute soul to emphasize the central thesis in thisc;hapter: the soul is the "seat of 

wisdom" and a crucial purpose of education for Plato is to hone this "seato fwisdom"to 

enable it effectively to undertake its task of examining our life to make it a worthy 

pursuit. 

J.2SoulinthePhaedo 

Phaedo (also known as "On the Sou,'') is one of the dialogues that gives an account of 

the last days of Socrates. Thinking about his impending death, Socrates and his 

interiocutors,Simmiasand Cebes, argue for and against the thesisth at there may bear 

may not be life after death. The Phaedo is mainly Plato's Socrates' attempt to convince 

his listeners oflhe immortality of the soul. Even though a great weight of the argument in 

the Phaedo is given to proffering proofs for the immortalityofthesoul,the c oncemof 

this chapter isto extract from these arguments Plato's conception ofthe soul a s the "seat 
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of wisdom." Plato begins by first arguing for the distinctness of the body from the soul by 

llsinghis notions of death and purification. 

Death is defined as when ''the body comes to be separated by itself apart fro mthe 

soul, and the soul comes to be separated by itself apart from the body" (Phd. 64c5-8). 

Plato thinks of death as some sort of purification as the latter is also some sort of 

separation between the body and the soul. According to Plato, whent he soul is embodied, 

the body and its desires tend to corrupt the soul. The soul iscorl1lpted wh en it gives into 

the inciinations of the body uncontrolled by wisdom. Purification ist hereforetheability 

"to separate the soul as far as possible from the body and accustom it ... to dwell by itself 

as far as it can be freed, as it were, from the bonds ofthe body" (Phd. 67c5~d2). One who 

detaches the soul as far as possible from the bonds of the body by denouncing bodily 

pleasures and pursuing wisdom, such as Socrates has been doing, n eed,notfeardeath. 

(That might explain why Socrates is reported to be calm and even happy in the hours 

prior to his execution). Thus, Plato's distinction between the body and the soul points to 

the soul as the dwelling place of potential wisdom. 

In the Phaedo, Plato offers four arguments for the immortality of the soul. The 

first of these arguments for the immortality of the soul is the cyclical argument for 

reincarnation. At Phaedo 70c4~8 Socrates recounts an ancient myth that reports that souls 

arriving in the world come from the underworld, that is, from the realm of the dead. 

Basedonthismyth,Socratesconcludesthat ifitis indeed true "that the liv ingcomeback 

from the dead,thensurely our souls must exist there [in the underworld], for they could 

not come back if they did not exist." Plato further argues the following: Things come to 

be from their opposites: the beautiful is the opposite of the uglyj the just is the opposite of 
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the unjust; the larger is the opposite of the smaller; the weaker is tbe opposite of the 

stronger; the swifter is the opposite of the slower, the worse is the opp osite of the better, 

and finally sleep is the opposite of being awake (Phd. 70e-71a). These come to be from 

their respective opposites. 

This principle of opposites applies to life and death according to Plato; to be dead 

is the opposite of being alive. Being dead comes to be from being alive andbeingaJive 

comes to be from being dead; "living creatures come to be from the dead" (Phd. 7Idl). 

Plato further argues that between these opposites, there are two proces ses;separationand 

combination. One of the processes is dying and the other is coming to Ii fe."Therefore, .. 

if there is such a thing as coming to life again, itwDuld be a process of coming from the 

dead to the living" (Phd. 72al). If the living come from the dead and the dead come from 

the living, it means that the souls of the dead are somewhere, or the y cannot come back 

again. 

Somehow, Plato thinks of this separation and combination as cyclica I rather than 

lineal. He thinks that if everything that dies remained dead and did no tcome back to life, 

it implies that everything will finally become dead and nothing alive. If nothing came 

back from the dead, all living things will someday be absorbed in death. "If the two 

processes of becoming did not always balance each other as iftheyw ere going round ina 

circle, but generation proceeded from one point to its opposite in ast raight line and it did 

not turn back again to the other opposite or take any tuming," the implicati on of this for 

Plato is that "all things would ultimately have the same form, be affected in the same 

way, and cease to become" (Phd. 72bl-6). 
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Fred D. Miller (2006. 28 1-82) refonnulatcs Plato's cyclical argument for 

reincamation in the Phaedo most succinctly thus: 

1. If there is a process from 0] to O2 there is also a process from 02 to 01 (where 01 

and Dz are opposites). For example, heating is the process from cold to hot, and 

cooHng is the process from hot to cold (7Ia I2-b4) 

2. If things came to be O2 from being O. but nOlO. from being Oz, everything 

would end up having the same form; for example everything would end up hot 

(72all-b5). 

3 [Everything will not end up having the same fonn.J (Tacit premise) 

4. Therefore, if things come to be <h from being 0 •• they also come to be 0 1 from 

5. Life and death are opposites (71cl-5). 

6. Souls come to be dead from being alive (71dIO-1 I). 

7. Therefore, souls come to be alive from being dead (71dI4-15). (281-82) . 

The cyclical argument for reincarnation does not offer much in way of 

understanding the soul as the "seat of wisdom." But it adds to our understanding of the 

other arguments that portray the !IDul as the "seat of wisdom." 

The second argument for the immortality of the soul is the argument from 

recollection. Plato cites two examples in support of this argument. The first is Plato's 

stance that when a person, ignorant ofa certain knowledge. is interrogate dintheproper 

manner. such a person is often able lO provide the right answer on his own accord. Inth is 

instance, Plato is alluding to the episode in the Meno (81c· 86b) where Socrat es with the 

aid ofadiagram guides an uneducated slave boy lO the geometric truth that the sum of 
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the square of the height and base ofa right angle triangle is equal to the square of its 

hypotenuse. For Plato, this supports the claim that the soul had priorkno wledgeofcertain 

truths before its embodiment. And if the soul has knowledge prior to its embodiment, it 

means that a soul existed somewhere before it became part of the body. So according to 

this theory too, the soul is likely to be something immortal (Phd. 73al-3). 

Thus, in learning, according to the theory of recollection, the soul is merely 

recollecting what it knew in a prior life and has forgotten during its posses sionofthe 

body_ The theory of recollection attributes the ability to learn and identifies the faculty 

that accommodates the knowledge that we learn (or better still recollect) with the soul. 

The soul is therefore the seat of knowledge. 

PlatoemploysourawarenessoftheexistenceofFonnsinsupportofthetheoryof 

recollection. For example, Equal is said to exist; that is, the Equal itself exists. We come 

to have knowledge of The Equal from our consideration of other thi ngsthatareequal,for 

instance, equal sticks or stones. The Equal is different from equal things. In fact other 

equal things strive to be like the Equal itself but are deficient. We come to know equal 

things through our senses. Ifwe refer our sense perceptions ofe qual things to the Equal 

itself, it follows that we have prior knowledge of the Equal itself. And this prior 

knowledge of the Equal we had before our birth because we begin to hear and perceive 

after birth. This also applies to the Beautiful, the Good, the Pious, and the other Forms 

(Phd. 74a~e). Again, this example identifies the soul as that faculty in humans that has 

knowledge as its proper object. 

The argument from recollection is expressed by Miller in the following syllogistic 
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I. Since we recollect the Forms when we see particulars, then either we were born 

with knowledge of them or we acquired them at birth or we obtained them in a 

previous existence and lost them at birth. 

2. We did not acquire knowledge of the Forms at birth or after that, because we 

cannot give an account (logos) of them. 

3. Therefore, we acquired knowledge of the Forms in a previous existence and lost it 

at birth (2006, 282) 

Having advanced the arguments above, Plato next describes the na ture of the soul as 

simple and hence more like the Forms. That which splits up is composite while that 

which does not is non-composite. Things that change or vary often are composite while 

things that are stable are most likely to be non-composite. For example, the Equal. the 

Beautiful, the Good are stable and unchanging. However, things such as horses, men and 

c10thes are unstable and ever varying. Changing things we grasp by our senses, in fact, 

we can see and touch them, while unchanging things are grasped by reas oningofthe 

mind. Hence, there are two kinds of existence, the visible and the invisible. Hence, the 

body is composite and the soul is non-composite. 

Another way of putting the above argument is this: 

I. Because like is known by like and the soul knows Forms by itself, the soul most 

resembles the Forms, which are pure, immortal, and unchanging. 

2. Because the divine rules the mortal and the soul naturally rules the body, t he soul 

most resembles the Forms, which are divine. 
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3 Thus because the soul is most like the Forms which are divine, immortal, 

intelligible, and uniform, the soul, unlike the body, is altogether indissoluble or 

nearly so (Miller. 2006, 283). 

Furthermore, when the soul investigates things using the body, itd oessoviaour 

senses and the soul "is dragged by the body to the things that are nev erthesame, and the 

soul itself strays and is confused and dizzy." But on the other hand according to Plato 

"when the soul investigates by itselfitpasses into the realm ofwh at is pure, ever existing, 

immortal and unchanging, and being akin to this, it always stays with it whenever it is by 

itself and can do so; it ceases to stray and remains in the same state as it is in touch with 

things ofthe same kind, and its experience then is what is called wisdom" (Phd. 79dl~5) 

In the passages in thePhaedo quoted above, Plato is confident that w hen we seek 

knowledge in the proper manner, that is, using the mind uninfluenc ed by our senses, we 

are likely to acquire wisdom, Again, the soul is seen as the facu[tyth at both seeks and 

houses wisdom, that is, the "seat of wisdom," 

At this point, Simmias and Cebes note that Socrates has demonstrated that the 

soul has prior existence to its embodiment. But the arguments fail to show that the soul 

continues to live after its separation from death. (AndsinceSocratesisa bout to die in the 

very near future, he better provide sound argument for the continuous existence of the 

soul after death before rejoicing in his hope ofa continuous and und istractedpracticeof 

philosophy after death). The two interlocutors raise two objections against Socrates' 

assumption that his arguments so far entail the existence of the soul aft erdeath. 

Simmias puts forward the first objection with an analogy. He compares the soul to 

a harmony that is the result of arranging a lyre and strings in the right order. The lyre and 
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Ihe strings are likelhe body in that they are mortal, physical and visible. The harmony 

which is the product of the right mixture or anunement of these is invisible. However, 

when the lyre and the strings are destroyed, the hannony is also destroyed (Phd. S5e-

86e). Hence, if the sou l fits the harmony in this analogy, it means thai the soul perishes 

witllthedeathofthebody. 

Socrates dispels Simmias' arguments by pointing out how the relationship 

between the body and the soul is not essentially analogous to the relati onshipbelweena 

musical instrument and harmony. The soul cannot be like a harmony. This is because a 

harmony is composite while the soul is non-composite. And a harmony does not exisl 

before the right combination ora lyre and Siring brings it into being. But a soul exists 

before it is embodied as seen from the arguments of the theory ofrecolleclion and the 

cyclical reincamation. On the otherhand,a harmony is last of all t o come into existence 

from the combination ofa lyre and string and it is the first to be destroyed (Phd. 91a-

93,). 

Socrates further argues that the soul directs the body (hence, thes oulissuperior 

lOthebody),however,a hannony is directed by the parts that produce it. Besides, a soul 

can oppose the desires of the body but a harmony does not; "when the bo dy is hot and 

thirsty the soul draws him to Ihe opposite, to not drinking; when th e body is hungry, to 

noteating,andweseeathousandotherexamplesofthesoulopposing the affections of 

the body" (Phd. 94b8-11). 

Cebes' argument against the continuous existence of the soul af'terdeath is an 

analogy but a difTerent kind of analogy from the one Simmiasgives. It is absurd,Cebes 

thinks, to argue that a man who makes a shin has not perished after death since the shin 
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that he has made is still in use; for a shirt is more temporary than a person. He thinks of 

the body as akin to the shirt and the 50ull0 a man. Thus, a soul may outlive many bodies 

but it does not mean Ihat it outlives all bodies; "the soul often wears out many bodies and 

then, on ieaving its last body. is now itselfdeslroyed"(Phd. 9 Id3-6). 

Plato turns to the theory of the Forms in his attempt to overcome this objection. 

The Reautiful. the Great. and the Good all exist in themselves. Hence. beautiful things 

share in the Beautiful or the Beautiful is present in them. Hence. it is through Beauty that 

beautiful things are made beautiful. Also, a number is two by sharing in Twoness. These 

things that share in the Forms do not only contain the thing's Form "bu t also always that 

of some opposite. For example, three contains the Form of not only three, but also 

odd ... Not only does the opposite not admit its opposite, butthatw hich brings along some 

opposite into that which it occupies, that which brings this along will not admit the 

opposite to that which it brings along" (105a3-6). 

Plato's counterargument is basically that it is the presence of the soul in a body 

lhatmakesitiiving. The sou l brings with it life; but death is the opposite of life. And th e 

soul like the examples given above will not admit of the opposite of what it brings - that 

is, it brings life and hence will not admit of death. And since it does not admit of death, 

the soul is dealhless. And since the deathless is indestructible, the soul is also 

indestructible. Miller (2006, 285) formulates this argument more precisely: 

I. A special bearer of Ot-ness is Ot and it brings Ot-ness to whatever it occupies 

E.g., fire is hot and it brings heat to whatever it occupies (1 04e 10). 
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2. What brings Ol-ness to whatever it occupies will never admit its opposite, Oz

ness. E.g., what brings heat to whatever it occupies will ilSelf never admit 

coldness (105al-S) 

3. Thesoulisaspecialbeareroflife(I05d3-4) 

4. Life and Death are opposites (105d6-9). 

5. Therefore, the soul will not admit Death (I05e4-5), 

6. Therefore, the soul is death less (I05e6). 

7. What is deathless is imperishable (I06b2). 

8 Therefore, the soul is imperishable (106b2-3). 

But as we mentioned in the introduction, our focus in addressing Plato'sconcep' 

of the soul in the Phaedo is not to demonstrate the immortality of the sou l. Our focus is to 

show that Plato thinks of the sou l as the seat of wisdom orknow[edg e.Platoponraysthe 

soul as capable of knowing. And the proper object of such knowing is wisdom. It is 

Plato's thesis that the soul is capabJe of knowing (giving us cause t o suspect thai the soul 

may be akin to the mind or reason) that inspires the relevance of his view of the relevance 

ofa proper understanding of human sou l to education. Before we make a case for this 

relevance in later sections of this chapter, let us examine the cha nges that Plato has made 

in his account of the soul in the middle dialogues, especially the Republic. The 

modification of Plato's idea of the soul in the Republic is informed by his attempted 

resolution of one of the Socratic puzzles - the denial of akrasia and the genera lly 

perceivedexistenceofakrasia. 
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3.3 Making Sense ofAkrasia 

Plato, as is demonstrated in chapter t\vo. inherited both philosophical methods and 

doctrines from his master, Socrates, Platosoughl waysofimprovin g these methods and 

doctrines. One such Socratic doctrine that Plato focuses on and seeks to resolve is 

Socrates' denial of akrasia or the possibility of weakness of will. The tripartite soul in the 

Republic is Plalo's attempt to reconcile Socrates' principle that we cannot willingly do 

that which we know to be wrong 

Socrates argues in the Protagoras and some other pre-Republic dialogues that 

akrasia - weakness of will or incontinence - is impossible. At Pro/agoras 358b7-cl. 

Socrates makes the case for his denial of weakness of will or incontin encelhus:"Noone 

who either knows or believes that something else, which is in his power to do, is better 

than what he is doing, subsequently does Iheother, when he can do what is bener"(cf. 

Gorgias 475d4~e2; Apology 25d8-26a7). A few lines later in Protagoras, Socrates makes 

his point more succinctly: "Noone free ly goes forbad things or thin gshe believes to be 

bad: it'snol ... inhuman nature to be prepared 10 go for what you think to be bad in 

preference to what is good. And when he is forced to choose one oftw o evils, nobody 

will choose the greater when he can have the lesser" (Prot. 358c6~d4). 

Intuitively, it does not make sense to choose what will most harm us over what 

will least harm us. But our daily experiences contradict Socrales stance on the 

impossibility of akrasia. For example, many smokers know and believe that smoking is 

bad for their health. In fact, smokers know that they are likely to die of cancer asa result 

of smoking. These smokers do not want to die from cancer yet they are unable to quit 
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smoking. Socrates thinks it impossible for a smokcrto not want 10 die of smoking. yct 

Socratespointsoul one plausible explanation for the (apparent) existence of 

u/rrasia: Manypeoplebclievelhatimowledgeissomelhinglhat is nol strong enough 10 

control and govemaper$On,"Themanybelieve that knowledge can bc ' draggcdabout ' 

byvariousnon-rationaldcsiresandimpulses(Prol, 352al-e7), andsothey reject the view 

that knowledge is sufficient for virtl.lc" (Irwin. 1995 , 83). Most people argue that non-

rational motivations such as desire, pleasure, pain, lust, and feararesometimesslronger 

than knowledge, hence, can "drag" knowledge about. Proponents ofakrasia hold that 

knowledge is a slave that is dragged by the aforementioned (Prot. 352b3-(2). Socrates 

rejects this argument with the following argument, which Reeve (1988, 132-34) attempts 

to simplify: 

I. The many believe that good is pleasure, and evil is pain 

2 But sometimes A knows that x is worse than y, but his desire for the pleasure or x 

pushes him to choose x over y. 

(In a choice between x and Y, x may not be worse than y, but less pleasurable than 

y. Hence, (2)maybereformulatedas} 

3 Sometimes A knows that x is less pleasurable than y, but his desi re for the less 

pJeasurable x pushes him to choose x overy. 

This for Socrates and for any reasonable person does not make sense, b ecause 

4. In competing pleasures, A must choose the more pleasurable over the less 

pleasurable. 

Hence, the explanation ofakrasia given at (2) is notconvindng. 
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There are two presumed principles concealed in (4): 

5. The strength of A's desire for an object is directly proportional to the pi easurelhat 

A believes that the object will pTOvide, and 

6. All desire is for the pleasurable and nothing else 

Premises (5) and (6) are needed to validate (4) because without (5 ),astrongerdesirefor 

less pleasure might override the desire for more pleasure. And without (6) a person might 

notchoosethemorepleasurableduetoanotherdesireotherthanpleasure. 

To avoid the wrath of the anti-hedonist, let us replace "good" for "pleasure" in 

these premises, that is, (5) and (6): 

7 The strength of A's desire for an object is directly proportional to t he good that A 

believes that the object will provide (presumed at Prolagoras 355dl-e4), and 

8. All desire is for the good and nothing else (presumed at Gorgias467c 5-468b4). 

With(7)and(8),knowledgeofwhat is good cannot be overridden byd esire, fear, pain or 

any of the other candidates. This Socratic belief in the power of knowledge is sometimes 

fonnulated in the maxim: "To know the good is to do the good" (Brickhouse and Smith, 

2000,174) 

Plato posits the tripartite sou l to resolve this mystery (at least apparently) by 

disputing (8). The Republic attributes non-rational roles to parts of the soul. "He [Plato] 

does not take it for granted that the desires of the rational part will always move us to 

action against the tendency of our non-rational desires" (Irwin, 2007, 76). Thus, in 

suggestingtbat people sometimes act according to what theirnon-r ational desireswant. 

Plato is suggesting tbatthese non-rational desires may not alw ays target the good 
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Akra.sia is possible according to the account of the tripartite soul because desire 

sometimes overrides belief or knowledge about what is best for a person. Socrates' view 

is still correct; no one willingly perfonns an act that he thinks is bad for him instead of 

one that is good for him, However, Ihe desires that cause incontinenc edonotnecessarily 

target the bad. The objects that these desires aim at are food. drink,sex, and hono ur. The 

focus of these desires may lum out 10 be bad. And sincc these desires do not aim at the 

Qverall good,theycanoccasionourwillinglydoingactionsthatare nol best for us ifthey 

are stronger in the moment than the reasoning part. We now lum to the Republic for a 

detailed account of Plato's view of the soul. 

3.4 Soul in the Rep"blic 

There is a radical shift in the nature of the sou l in the Republic from the earlier account 

presented in the Plwedo. The Republic'$ sou l is apparently composite (on the surface) 

with Ihrcedistinct parts each with its own desires and concerns compared to Ihe unitary 

sool of the Phaedo. These parts are the appetitive, the spirited,and the rational. 

Plato's division of the psyche into three parts has its basis in the "pri ncipJeof 

opposites," also known as the "principle of non-opposition." It is a corollary of the 

principle of non-contradiction; this principle states thaI "the same thing won't be willing 

to do or suffer opposites in the same pan of itself in relation to thes amc lhingatthesame 

time" (Rep. 436b8-9; cf, 436e8-437a2). According to C. D. C. Reeve ( 1988, 119), the 

"principle of opposites" is basically the principle ofnon-eontra.diction "formulated in 

tennsofpropenies rather than propositions, and restricted to propert ies tnat are relational 

fonns." The examples that Plato cites as incompatible are thaI the same thing cannot be 
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both good and evil,just and unjusI, fine and shameful, pleasurabJeand p ain(Rep. 361c3· 

4,475e9, 583c3). This principle is concerned with opposites of properties (and not 

propositions) that are relational,that is, opposites that a thing can d o,suffer,orbein 

respect of itself. Before we examine how Plalo applies this principle of opposites to entail 

a division of the soul into distinct parts it may be more helpful for our understanding of 

thisprincipletoconsideroneobjectionagainslit 

Take a standing man who moves his hands aboul. The claim may be made that the 

man is moving and yet standing, that is, the same thing is performing opposite aClsalthe 

same time. Plato's Socrates refutes this objection saying that it is wrong to say that the 

same man is both standing and moving; rather it should be said that one part of him is 

moving while the other part is standing. In referencetoa similar ex ample that an archer 

both pushes the bow away from himself and draws it toward himself, Socrates argues that 

''To say of the archer that his arms at the same time push the bow away and draw it 

towards him is not to speak well. We ought to say that one afm pushes it away and the 

other draws it towards him" (Rep. 439b8 · 1 I). 

Reeve clarifies Socrates' objection above when he observes that these sorts of 

counterexamples to the principle of opposites are possible only in situations involving 

synecdoche;''thefigurativetransferenceofapropertypossessedbyapartofathingto 

the thing as a who]e." Literally speaking, it is not the whole man that i s both moving and 

standing, but one part of him that is moving and another that is standing. Thus. "all 

apparent violations of PO Ithe principle of opposites] are synecdochical" (1988,119). 

Now we tum our attention to how the principle of opposites entai ls a tripartite soul. 
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3.4.1 TheApPclitiveParloflheSoul 

Consider a thi~ty man 10SI in a desen who comes across a body of water. Due to 

dehydration, his primitive biological urges him to drink me water. However, a part of 

him, different from these biological urges. tells him not to drink because the water is 

polluted. This for Plato is a clear indication oflwo distinct parts operating within the 

soul, onc appetitive. which seeks 10 satisfy the appetites and the other rational, which 

calculates as to what is best for the overall goodofa person. Wanting 10 drink and not 

wanting to drink are two opposite forces within the same person. It is a violation of the 

principle of opposites forlhe same thing to both desire to drink and not desire to drink. 

Withthisconniclinthesoul,Platodislinguishestheappetitivepart from the other parts 

of the soul. 

The argument above is simplified below· 

I. The same thing cannot do or undergo opposite things in the same respect toward 

the same object at the same time (Rep. 436b8-9) 

2 Hence, if there arc opposing actions in X, the actions must be due to different 

pans of X (Rep. 436b9-cl) 

3 Desiring to A and being unwilling to A are opposite actions (Rep. 437b l-c6). 

4. Some persons want to drink but are also unwilling to drink (Rep. 439c2-3). 

5. Therefore, the pan in them (i.e., appetite) that wants to drink is different from the 

part (Le., reason) that wants nOl to drink (Rep. 439d4-4) (Miller, 20 06287) 

At Republic 43ge6-440a3, Plato distinguishes the appetitive pan from the spirited 

part of the soul with what I call the Leontius Case. Accord ing to this ancient story, one 

Leontius, son of Aglaion, was walking around the walls of the Piraeus when he saw some 
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corpses lying about. Leontiushad this strong desire to look at the corpse s[becausehe 

was notorious for his love for boys as pale as corpses (Reeve, 1988, 129)] but at the same 

time, he was disgusted at his desires. "for a time he struggled with himself and covered 

his face, but, finally, overpowered by his sexual appetites, he pushed his eyes wide open 

and rushed towards the corpses, saying, 'Look for yourselves, you evil wretches. take 

your fill of the beautiful sight!'" (Republic 43geIO-440a3). Frorn this srory, Plato argues 

thai it is an instance of the spirited part opposing the appetitive part. Here, the spirited 

part aligns itself with the rational part in opposition to the appetitiv epart. 

Earlier in the Republic, Plato had identified three classes ofpeopJe in the city -

the producing, military, and ruling classes. The appetitive part is a unique characteristic 

of the producing class. PlalOcalisthem the money-loving class; hence, th is part of the 

soul is the money-loving or profit-loving part. Pl ato calls it the money-lov ing part 

because it is by means of money that the clearest desires of the appe titive part such as 

thirst, hunger and sex and the other bodily pleasures are satisfied. A person who is 

govemed by his appetitive part identifies wealth as the overarching g oodand hence his 

rational part is conditioned to identify and create money making opp ortunities. 

In books VIII and IX of the Republic, Plato identifi es the oligarchic person as 

typical of one govemed by his appetitive part. Such a person does not a 1I0w his reason to 

"admire and esteem anything else but wealth and the wealthy or to seek public esteem on 

any other ground than the possession of money and whatever else contributes 10 that" 

(Rep. 553d4-7). In our contemporary world such an oligarch strives to be successful in 

business and may admire and aspire 10 be like top business people. By inference. an 
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ed.ucationthatseesthecreationofwealthasitsultimategoalisanappetiteconceivedand 

inspired notion of education. 

3.4.2 T he Spirited Parl of lheSoul 

One of the cases that Plato cites which he thinks violatcs the principle of opposites and 

hence warrants a distinct separation of the spirited part of the soul from the othcr two 

parts is the anger of Odysseus at his former maids. In book 20 of the Odyssey, Odysseus 

relurns 10 find his maids flirting with other men. Once, he witnesses them on thei r way 10 

spend the night with their suitors. This infuriated Odysseus and he desired to killlhcm 

instantly. But his reason prevailed over his spiril. Homer captures Ihis triumph of reason 

over spirit thus: "He (Odysseus) struck his chest and spoke to his heart. Endure, my heart, 

you've suffered more shameful things than this" (Odyssey 20. 17-18). The principle of 

opposites may be applied here to show the distinction between these two parts: 

I. The same thing cannot do or undergo opposite th ings in Ihe same respect toward 

the same object at the same time (Rep. 436b8·9). 

2. Hence, if there arc opposing actions in X, the actions must be due to different 

parts of X (Rep. 436b9·c1) 

3. Desiring 10 kill Ihe maids and not desiring to kill the maids areoppos iles. 

4. Odysseus wants to kill the maids but is also unwi ll ing to ki1lthem. 

5. Therefore, the part in him (i.e .. spirited) that wants to kill is different from the part 

(i.e .• ~ason)thatisunwillingtokill. 

The spirited part of the soul is the Jess distinct among the three. Plato's standard 

word for the spirited part of the sou l is '1:0 9u~oet1)tt;. This word is derived from the word 
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9u~0t; which means ·'anger." The word anger in fact has its roots in the word "fuming." 

Homer uses the tcoo Bulla<; frequently in his works with a broader meaning: 

it names the part of themselves to which Homeric heroes speak. or 

which speaks 10 them, when they are aroused faraelian.and into 

which they, or some tutelary deity, pour might and strength when 

theirprowessisabotJIlobeputtothctesl, ltisthusthcimmediate 

soufceofaclion, especially vigorous action, and Ihe seat of 

emotion, especially those emotions (anger, for example. but also 

on occasion sexua l passion) that rnotivatcvigorousand bold actio n 

(Cooper, 1999, 199·20) 

The Odysseus case ancmpts to prove that the spirited part is different from the 

reasoning part of the soul. Plato cites the anger of babies to argue th at the spirited part 

difTers from the appetitive pllrt. Babies lack rcasoningfllculties but are noncthelesshighly 

spirited in many instances. "For even in small children one can see that they are full of 

anger right from birth,whileas for calculation, some seem never to get as hare of it. and 

the majority do so quite late" (Rep. 44Ia7·10). Hence, in a child one notices the 

appetitive and spirited parts at work with the reason ing partdevelopi nglater. 

The warrior class in Plato's classification of citizens have the spirited part 

dominant in their nature. A spirited person wi ll like to outdo others and be noticed in 

society. Such a person will have the proclivity towards underto.kingproj ects that involve 

competition, for instance, sports, military service and even political pursuits. He takes 
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pride in his victories over others. The spirited person esteems those who have 

distinguished themselves with victories (Lorenz, 2006, \59-60). Plato at Republic 581a9-

58 Ib3callssuch apersonviclOry-lovingor honor-ioving.Such acharaclcris limocratic: 

he is "harsh 10 his slaves rather than merely looking down on them as an adequately 

educated person does. He'd be gentle to free people and very obedient to rulers. being 

himself a lover of ruling and a lover of honor" (Rep. 549a l -4). 

3.4.3 The Reasoning P8I"t oflhe Sou l 

In seclions 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. various instances are employed 10 illustrate thedislinctions 

between the reasoning part of the soul and its other two parts. For example, thatapcrson 

both desires to drink and does not want to drink is indicative of an internal "war"bctween 

hisappelitive part that is dri ven to satisfy his biological needtos atiate his thirst, and his 

reasoningcapacitythattclishimthstthewateravaiiabieispoiluledandhenceunhealthy 

for the health of his body. Also, Odysseus' passion 10 inslantlyki ll his disgraceful former 

maids and his decision to postpone the kill ing is proofofthc opposition between his 

spirited part 10 kill anyone who dishonors him and his reasoning part to postpone the 

killing in order to achieve his dream of killing the suitors of his forme rmaids later. 

Of the three parts of the sou l, it isthc reasoning part that Plato thinks of as the 

most important part, because it seeks knowledge, including knowledge of what is best for 

the olher parts of the body. Plato calls it thcknowledge-loving part. For Plato, it is the 

part moSl suited to rule over the other parts. In the rest of this section, Pl at o' s reasons for 

ranking the reasoning part of the soul higher than thc other parts will bee xamined. 
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For Plato, as Reeve understands him. the desires of the soul mayor may not aim 

at some good. The desires of the appetitive part are independent of the good oftheot her 

pans of the soul or the soul as awhole. The objects of desire oft he spirited pan are partly 

dependent on the good. namely, on what the spiritcd part sees as the goo d. Thereasoning 

part of the soul is fully dependent on the good of the other parts of the s oul and the soul 

as a wnole (Reeve, 1988, 135). We will expand on this summarized relationship between 

the various pans of the soul and the good in the immediately following p arugraphs. 

The desires or the appetitive part are independent of the good orlhe SOU\8S a 

whole. For example, if Socrates desires to eat X, x must be food . However, Socrates 

hunger for x does not necessarily imply that x is good for him . Nor does it even imply 

that Socrates lhinks ofx as good for him. In fact , x may be harmful for Socrates even 

though he hungers for it. Hence, food and the other fonns of desire of the appetite such as 

lust and thirst are independent of the good. That is not to say that appetitive desires are 

evil.ln fact , appetitive desires facilitate the nutritional growth ofa person. However, 

Ihesedesircsneed to be guided and controlled - possiblybyeducali on-because it is not 

every food and drink desired that is necessari ly good fora person' s n utritionor 

The objects of desire of the spirited part are partly dependent on the good, 

namely, on whatthespiritedpartseesasthegood,which isapartial picture of the good. 

Plato' s typical exampleofan emOlion belonging to the spirited part of the soul is anger. 

like other emotions, anger is often generated by a belief and a desire ."lfA is angry with 

B, then (typically) he must believe thaI B has purposely done something bad to him and 

desire to retaliate as a result. .. Jf A believes that B has done something bad to him. some 
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t:onception of his own good, and what conduces to it or detracts from it, must bear on his 

belief' (Reeve. 19S8, 136). This belief may be reflective or not. For example, Odysseus' 

rage at the maids involves an understanding ofwhal he thinks as dishonor from his 

fonner house helpers. Leontius is angry at himself for lusting after corpses bccausehe 

has this conception of what sexual desires befit his status. Thus, because anger involves 

an unsophisticated or incomplete belief about the good, the spirited pan is "part-good-

dependent." The desires or the spirited part are therefore different from those of the 

appetitive part because the lauerare largely biological impulsesthill impel a person to 

action whilelne former arises out of some son of understanding (partial or even totally 

wrong)ofwhal is good fora person. 

Finally,lhereasoningpartofthesoulisfullydependentonaconccptionofthe 

good of the other parts of the soul and the soul as a whole. This is because it is the seat of 

knowledge or wisdom. And when aUf choices are guided by wisdom, our decisions and 

aetionstend to be focused on what is good for us according to Plato. Hence,apart from 

its intellectual curiosity, Plato assigns the reasoning part thetas kofgoverning: 

For reason to rule here takes the form of its decid ing on its own 

authorirywhatisthebestthingtodo,issuinginjunctions(442c6), 

and seeing to it that the required action is undertaken. And just as 

Socrates makes the desire for knowledge-that is, the desire which 

leads rcasQfllo perform one part of its natural job _ the direct 

consequence of our rational nature, so, I believe it can be shown, 
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he also assigns to reason an inherent desire to perfonn the other 

panofitsnatul1lljob, thatofruling(Cooper, 1999, 191). 

We now, in !he next section, examine some noted objections against the account of the 

sou l in the Republic. 

3.5 An Evaluation of Plato's Conception of the Sou l 

Scholars of Plato are the first to notice various perceived and rca 1 weaknesses in Plato's 

psychology. Some of the objections against Plato's doctrine oft he existence of the soul 

as both pre-dating and posl-datingthe decomposition of the body are telli ng. Thissection 

will address some ofthc noted criticisms against Plato. But since this chapter is not 

focused on the immortali ty of the soul as argued in the Phaedo and the other dialogues, it 

will not address objections relating to issues of immortality of soul. Rather. the 

fundamental objections agai nst the account of the soul in the Republic will be addressed. 

Two objections against the Republic's account of the sou l are notable. The first is 

the claim !hat Plato' s tripartite thcory potentially generates an infinite number of parts. 

And the second objection argues that Plato's account does not generate any parts at all . 

The firsl objection raises a scenario such as th is: Suppose that a per son wants a drink that 

is hot: however he does not want a drink that is sweet. But the drink in from of him is 

both hot and sweet; hence, he desires the drink because it is hot but does not desire it 

because it is sweet. This, according to the critics, is indicative ofa divided appetitive pan. 

Thus. within the appetitive pan, there are other distinct parts (Recv e, 1988.124). 
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The second objection can be derived from the example of the fi rst objection: 

Suppose that a pc!fson wants a drink that is hot; however he does not want adri nk thatis 

sweet Bul the drink in front of him is both hot and sweet; hence. he desires the drink 

because it is hot but does not desire it because it is sweet . The objection is this: why does 

Plato attribute the division in desircs 10 the person rather than to th e drink? U rnay well be 

the case that it is the object of de sire -that is,drink,food,andsex-lha t has different 

pans nOI Ihe person desiring it (Reeve, 1988, 125). 

In a response to the first objection. Reeve (1988, 25) argues that for IJlato, 

opposi ng appetitive desi res can compromise. Thai is, if A desires a hot drink x but 

realizes that x is sweet which he is averse to, it indeed implies that A wants and does not 

want It. However, A will form a compromise attitude toward It which represents various 

desires. If A's desi re for hot drink is stronger than his aversion to sweet drink, A wi l[ 

have a weaker desire for It. But if A's desire for hot drink is weaker than hi s aversion to 

sweet drink, A wi ll have a weaker aversion to x. If the two desires are somehow 

balanced, A will have an indifferent attitude towards It. In any case, such a compromise 

points to a division in the psyche and not the drink. The poinlofRe eve in arguing against 

an infinite division of the soul with the potential of the soul to form compromise of its 

various parts appears to be that, if the soul were infinitely divided, com promise of its 

various parts will be more difficult than it appears 

In answer to the second objection, in conflicts between the three parts of the 

psyche, for example between the appetitive and the reasoning parts, compromise is 

impossible in the way that we see in the case of desires within an appe titivepartofthe 

soul. Conflicts of desires within a part of me soul are more easi ly resolvable than 
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conflicts between parts of the soul. The laner conflicls are often accompanied by intense 

tension within the personas in the case ofLeontius and Odysseus. Hence,th e sou,1 due to 

its inability to {onn compromise between its distinct parts, has three parts as PlalO argues. 

In spite of its archaic outlook, there are some part ofPlato's accoun t of the nature 

of human being that resonate with contemporary notions of people. For example, Plato 

attributes r.1tionality to everybody (babies have potential rationality which develops as 

they grow) in as far as he attributes a reasoning pan oflhe souJ 10 every human being. 

This rationality is commonly anributed to the fact that we a ll have minds. in 

conlempOr'Jry parlance. Though scholars disagree about the nature of such a mind (8 few 

perhaps even doubt itsexistence), a human being is generally said to be very different 

fromothercreaturesbecausehehasacapacitytaperformcertainleveIs of high reasoning 

that other creatures are incapable of. Thismind, rationality, call it whatever you prefer, in 

myviewisakintoPlata'sreasoningpartofthepsyche. Anditisespccially this reasoning 

pan, thc "seat ofwisdam," that cducation seeks to develop. 

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has traced what Plato thinks ofas the nature ofa person . Consist ent with our 

stance that a better way 'Of interpreting Plato is the developmental ist approach, we see 

Plato's view on the nature of the person developing as his dialogues develop. The view 

that he holds of the nature ofa person in the Phaedo undergoes a modification in the 

&pllblic; the unitary soul of the Phaedo gives way to a tripartite soul in the Republic. 

But both dialogues agree that the human person is distinct from at hercrcaturesbecauseit 

has a rational facu lty. Education is possible and makes sense far the human species 
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bef;:susewebelieyethatourrationaJorreasonmg faculty can be honed to dec ipherbeliefs 

that promote our wellbcing and the good of society in general from beliefs that do not. 

The next chapter focuses on how Plato thinks education should influence our rcason to 

enable it lobe receplivc to righl heliefs 
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Chapler 4: Plato's Conception of Education 

We now confront the centerpiece of this thesis : Plato' s notion of the en d of education and 

the various means and methods that should be employed to achieve thi s end. To posilion 

this chapter to aid in the task at hand, we turn 10 some of the dialogues in which 

education may be argued 10 be one of their central topics. Various diaJogues are readily 

avai lable in this regard since, for Plalo, education isbothane thical and apo litical lopic . 

Hence his ethical and political dialogues are, to a significant extent, educational 

dialogues. Whilst a number of Plato' s dialogues addrcss educ8tional quesli ons, itis, ina 

middle dialogue - Republic - and a lale dialogue - Lows - that we find comprehensive 

treatises on the theme. 

Commenting on the central role of education in both the Republic and Laws 

Malcolm Schofield (2006, 35) writes that "education - interpreted in the broadest 

possible sense-has a claim to be considered perhaps the greatest preoccupation of both 

the Republic and the Laws alike." On the Republic specifically. Schofield further notes 

that "Plalo could scarcely mark the centrality of this theme in the Republic: more 

emphatically than by making it the topic of the most powerfu lly memorable of all the 

images which saturate the dia!ogue: the allegory of the Cave at the b eginningofBook7" 

(2006,36). 

In both dialogues, we confront a PlalO whose ultimate aim of education has the 

soul as its focus . The end of education in the Republic and Laws is the development of 

what Plato calls the divine aspect of the person, the sou l, especially the reasoning pan. 
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The Republic and Laws do not, as their main focus, argue for the cultivation of practical 

skills for the growth of the economy of the polis (which is what our current nalional 

discourse on education has mostly in view), but emphasize the development afthe 

rationalityofaperson in order 10 seek knowledge and wisdom. Plato's conception of 

education, an education that cuilivales the best in us, seems to be at odds with the 

prevailing notion of education in our times as a means to economic adva ntage in society. 

This chapter will propound this Platonic notion of education. and t he linalchaptcrofthis 

thesis will demonstrate how Plato's ultimate end of education may contribute in crucial 

ways to the development of an emerging democratic nation such as Ghana. 

For clarity inexecutingitsgoal,thischapter is structured inth reemainsections: 

education in the Socratic dialogues, education in the Republic, and finally. education in 

the Laws. Since the central ideas of Plato are "efforts to perfect Socratic thought" 

(Curren, 2000, 35), this chapter first examines the Socratic notion of education. In the 

Apology. Crito, Meno and Protagoras, we find notions of education that most respected 

interpreters of Plato often attribute to Socrates. Second, in the Republic, we shall trace 

how Plato maintains this core Socratic conception of education th at he inherits. But,we 

shall also show how Plato revises and refines his Socratic inheritanc etoachieve abener 

understanding of the topic. And third, in the last main section of this chapter, and 

following our developmental interpretation of Plato (as argued in chapter two section 

2.4), this chapter further traces the main educational thread from the Republic to the Lows 

and shows how the Laws is a further revision and elucidation of the main Platonic notion 

of education as the sharpening of human reason 
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4.2 S01:ralicConceptioll of Education 

Any attribution of a Socratic conception of education must first clear one hurdle: Can 

there be a Socratic nolion of education when Socrates repeatedly denies that virtue 

(which he defines as knowledge) can betaught,and,that even if virtu ccan belaught, it 

has no teachers? Curren (2006, 20) puts this objection so succinctly that paraphrasing it 

stands the risk of loosing its clarity 

How could Socrates be an advocate of public education. a public 

education in virtue moreover, if he believes one must have moral 

knowledgc 10 be a teacher of virtue, and believes no one possesses such 

knowledge? How could he be an advocate of public education when we 

find him concluding in the Meno and Protagoras, two transitional 

dialogues, that there are no teachers of virtue and virtue simply cann 01 be 

taughl,on theexprcss grounds that there are no examples of succes sin 

teaching it (Meno 89d·96d; Profagoras J I9b·20b), and the implied 

grounds Ihat when he questions dwse who c!aim to leach virtue it becom es 

evident that they lack moral knowledge (cr. Apology 2Ib.2Ja)? 

Expounders of both Soc:ratesand Plato have argued for a reconciliation between 

Socratn' claim that vi rtue (or knowledge) cannot be taught and his notion of the 

plausibilityofeduc3tion in virtue. They argue that Socrates doubts that perfeci vinue can 

betaughtbutholdsthatitispossibleandinfactcrucialforcitizcnsto receive elementary 
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education in virtue. Richard Kraut (qtd. in Curren, 2000, 20),forexample identifies four 

stages of the development ofvirrues, which are paraphrased below: 

I. A child receives conventional moral education from his society th at contains both 

true and false moral beliefs. The child thinks that he has moral knowledge. But 

due to his false moral beliefs, he sometimes makes wrong moral decisions and 

performs immoral acts. 

2 Socrates challenges a person who thinks he has moral knowledge. The self-

proclaimed knower of moral truths is shown to have contradictory beliefs. Hence, 

he realizes Ihat some of his long held moral beliefs are false. 

3. Socrates himself has reached a stage where he has questioned received moral 

beliefs and systematized them. However, he is still disturbed by some moral 

puzzles. [For example, his worries regarding ak"rasia] 

4. A moral expert is a person who has resolved all his moral puzzles and knows how 

to act rightly even in very difficult situations. This is the final stage of 

development of virtue or moral development. 

Socrates, said to be the wisest man during his time, sees himself at stage three; he 

has scrutinized his received moral beliefs and systematizedsom eofthem but is still left 

puzzled by others. However, following his examination of his fellow Athenians, he finds 

an overwhelming majority of them at stage two, hardly anyone at stage three, and 

cenainly no one at the final stage. stage four. "Thus, we may reasonably conclude that 

when Socrates expresses doubts about the teachabi li ty of virtue [or knowledge as the case 
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may bel he means virtue that is perfected by the possession of systematic moral 

knowledge or moral expertise, and nOI virtueofa more ordinary sort" (C urren,2000,2J). 

Socrates' pessimistic view on the teachability o(virtue not withsta nding.onecan 

infer from certain passages in the Apology. the Crito, and the Protagoras that Socrates 

thinks that it is possible fora person 10 progress in his possessio n of virtue through 

education. At Apology 30a-b, Socrates argues that he has a mission from the god 

(presumably Apollo) to ask his fellow Athenians to care more for their soul than for their 

body and the pursuit of wealth than the pleasures or lhe body. Caring for one's soul, 

especiallythedivineelementinthesoul,reason,requiresthatoneacquireknowledge of 

the virtues. How can Socrates believe in and carry out this mission ifhc sincerely 

believes that virtue, and knowledge for that maner, is notteachabl e? 

At Crito 50d-e, in his exchange with the personified laws of Athens. Socrates 

mentions that the city and his family educated him when he was young. Whatever the 

limits of this education, at least we see a Socrates open to the plausibility of educating 

citizens. And finally, in the Prolagora3, we find a Socrates making the following 

remarks; "jl is to our collective advantage that we each possessjusti ceandvirtue,andso 

we all gladly tell and teach each other what isjust and lawful ... you must regard the most 

unjust person ever reared in a human society under law as a paragon of jus ticecompared 

with people lacking education" (327b-d). 

Obviously in the above passages, Socrates demonstrates some conviction in the 

practicability of education in virtue and its importance for any society. As mentioned 

before in previous paragraphs, what Socrates might have seen lacking in the education of 

his lime is moral education at stage four. There appeared to be nobody in stage three 
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apart from Socrates. However. education and moral education, particularly from stage 

one to three, is undeniably possible in Socrates' view. 

Having somewhat demonstrated that Socrates thinks education is possible, it is 

now appropriate to outline what the end of education is for Socrates. He is largely 

preoccupied with one dimension ofeducmion, education in the vinue s. He sees a direct 

correlation between having true beliefs about what is right and doing the right thing. 

Socrates is convinced that reason is crucial to good behavior; an dthatknowingtheright 

course of action guarantees that one does the right thing. On theot herhand,hethinksthat 

people do wrong things because their education fails to teach them the right thing: 

If I corrupt them unwillingly, the law does not require you to bring pe ople 

to court for such unwilling wrongdoings, but to get hold of them privat ely, 

to instruclthem and exhort Ihem; for clearly, ifllearnbener, I shall cease 

10 do what I am doing unwillingly. You. however, have avoided my 

company and were unwilling to instruct me, but you bring me here, where 

the law requires one to bring those who are in need of punishment, n otof 

instruction (Ap. 26a). 

The feature in humans which has the capacity 10 know and is open 10 inst ruction and 

persuasion is our reason or rational intellect, the most important part of the soul. Hence, 

for Socrates, the proper focus of an educational process is reason. Education,education in 

the virtues, aims at developing reason 10 !ovevirtue and this wi ll guide a person to do 

what is right in society. And the one element in a person that enables him to have 
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knowledge when properly educated is reason. CUlTen (2000. 22-24) identifies the 

nurturing of our reasoo throogh instruction and persuasion to attain knowledge as an 

imperative entailed by the principle of fidelity fO reason. According 10 the principle of 

fidelity /0 reason, as Curren formulates it. " Intellect is the divine element in human 

nature, and the one we should cultivareand rely on in ourselves and others , ifwearelo 

live well and admirably," Curren holds that the principle of fidelity to reason operates in 

three spheres- thought, speech, and actions ' 

I . In thought: In decidingwhal 10 beHeve, rel y on reason and evidence and lei the 

sirongerargumentprevail. 

2. In speech: Speakthetruth , andrely on reason and evidence in persuadingothers 

of the truth. Respect the reasons and evidence that others give and encourage 

them to speak the truth and render and rely on well-reasoned judgment s. 

3. In action: Act in confonnity with the dictates of reason. In moving others to aCl, 

rely to me greatest extent possible on rationa[persuasionand ins truclioninstead 

of force and violence. 

Due to the presupposition that every citizen has a rational faculty , and that this 

faculty can be "educated" to perceive issues in a rational light ,Socratesimplicittyargues 

in the Apoiogy and Crilothat in our thoughts, reason should define and shape our beliefs, 

and that in deliberations, reason should guide the conversation. The conclusions of 

deliberationsshouidbedcpendentonwell_reasonedjudgments. Simiiarly, pcopleshould 

be persuaded by reason to embrace a different point of view. And in actions, both 
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individual and collective, our deeds must confonn 10 the decrees of reason . Rational 

persuasion rather than force is what must be employed to move others (0 action 

Education,thert:fore,forSocrales, has the task of ensuring that citizens are well brought 

upto be responsive to reason in their thinking, deliberation and act ions. 

One way that Socrates exemplifies the principle of fidelity to reason in his life, 

espedallyin his inleraction with his fellow citizens is the elenehus. [Chapter 2, section 

2.2.2, gives a detail description of the elenchus]. It is worth recalling for our present 

purpose that the elenchus examines beliefs by detecting the consistencies or 

inconsistencies in these beliefs. Reason is employed to show how the beliefs that guide a 

person 's actions are consistent with other beliefs that the person holds 10 be true. The 

elenchus is useful only within a community of rational people. Its limitations 

notwithstanding, the elenchus remains a rational means of examining, revising, and 

redefining our beliefs in order to be guided by beliefs that stand the test of reason. The 

elenchus anempts to ensure that our beliefs are "faithfuJ" to reason . 

Socrates does nol Ihink of the citizen as a passive receiver ofkno wledge. He rates 

the capacity of reason so highly that in some cases an individual may be more 

knowledgeable and right on an issue than the city and ils laws. In such a scenario. 

Socrates requires of such a "genius" to subject the city to instruct ion and persuasion if 

there is reason to think the city may be receptive. Since the other ci tizensarerational,and 

moreimportantly,iftheyhavetheirrationaJfacultyproperlytuned.they wi ll be receptive 

to the instruction and persuasion of such a person with a contrary but perhaps a right view 

which may CQnnict with the views of the rest. "When the laws demand the wrong thing, 

whatfidclitytoreasondemandsinthemanneroftheirdefianceoflawisthat they (the 
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citizens) make a reasonable effort to persuade the city that what it demands is wrong" 

(Curren, 2000,24) 

In the Pro/agoras, a transitional dialogue, Plato gradually, but firmly introduces 

and grounds his own nOlion afthe end ofeducalion. The Profagoros prepares the ground 

for Plato's educational scheme later in the Republic and the Laws. In the ProtagoraJ. 

Plato puts to rest any hesitation that Socrates might have had regard ingtheplausibiHtyo( 

education. In what is often referred to as the "Great Speech.' Protagoras makes the case 

forthc tcachability of virtues especially' 

In the case of evils that rnen universally regard as arnictions due 10 

nalure or bad luck,nooneevergetsangrywith anyone so afnicted 

or reproves, admonishes, punishes. or Irics to eorrec! them. We 

simply pity them ... someone who is ugly, for example, or scrawny 

or weak ... But in the case of the good things which accrue to men 

through careful attention and training and teaching, if someone 

does not possess these goods but rather their corresponding evi ls. 

he finds himself the object of anger, punishment, and reproof. 

Among these evils are injustice, impiety, and in general evcrything 

that is opposed to civic virtuc ... The key, Socrates, to the true 

significance of punishment lies in the fact that human beings 

consider vinueto be something acquired through training (323d. 

24a). 
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m the "Great Speech" Plato is not only arguing that education in thevir1ues is 

possible, but he isalsosuggesling sirongly that due to their rationa lity.humansthrough 

education can be trained to be responsive 10 reason and thus are both able and inclined to 

bepersuadcd by reason. InthisreadingofPlato, he is still preserving hisS(lcratic 

inheritance of the principle of fidelilY /0 reason. The fundamental aim of education for 

both Plato and Socrates istotrain thestudenl 10 allow reason to preva ilintheirdecisions 

and actions. We now turn to the great Platonic dialogues on education, the Republic and 

the Laws. 

4.3 Education in the Republic 

In the Republic, Plato' s treatiscoo cducation does not deviate from the Socratic ideal of 

the principle of fidelity 10 reason as the key focus of education. The attention paid to 

reason as the central focus or education is emphasized at every stage or Plato' s 

educational journey in the Republic, even at an earlier stage where a child's rational 

faculty is not developed enough to be responsive to reason. The Republic accommodates 

and endorses the Socratic principle of fidelity 10 reason in its treatment or the major sub-

topics orthe theme or education. We see the Republic upholding the principle offidelity 

10 reason in the rollowing: Even Platonic primary education, which is basically the 

education that children below six years receive in music and dance, has reason as its 

ultimate end; some of the dominant analogies in the Republic, the Cave, the Line, and the 

Sun have educational import rorcitizens in that they have reason as the ultimate focus; 

and eventually, further education for the guardians and the philosop her-kings is an 

education in a higher development of the rational faculty for those citizens or the 
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Republic who are capable. One's "social class" in the state determines the education that 

is proper to him. 

4.3.1 T he tbree Classes of Citizens 

In chapter three. our discussion on the soul al luded briefly 10 the tri adic division o f 

citizens in the Republic into producers, warriors, and rulers. The triadic divi sion of 

citizens according 10 Reeve ( 1988, 172) finds its bases in a doclrine, the lmiqut> aptitud~ 

doctrine and a principle, the prescriptive principle of specialization. According to the 

unique aptitude doctrine, each person is born with a natural aptitude fit for some 

panicular craft , whether in carpentry, pottery, medicine, guardianship, or ruling. Illato 

writesthat "a physician hasa difTerentnature than acarp<:nter" (Rep . 4S4dl-5),and also 

that "one woman isa physician by nature, another not, one is by nat uremusical,another 

nonmusical" (Rep. 455e6-7). Plato (urtherappears to suggest Ihat people should stick 10 

their talent throughout their lives if both they and the state are to yield th e greatest benefit 

from their talents (Rep. 370a7-b2, 374a6-c2). 

The unique aptilude doctrine identifies three kinds of natural tendencies, and 

hence three kinds of social groups in a state: a citizen belongs to the producing class if 

bom with unique skills peculiar to the crafts; a citizcn belongs to the warrior class if born 

with an aptirude fit for guardianship; and a citizen belongs to Ihe ruli ng class if born with 

a nature that can be educated to meet the demands of governance. The prescripti ... -e 

principle of specialization which is derived from the unique aptilude doctrine states that 

"each member of the Kallipolis must practice exclusively throughout life the unique craft 

for which he has a natural aptitude" (Reeve, 1988, 172). The prescriptive principle of 
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speciaJizationrequires its citizen to remain in his or her social cJassand perform the task 

required during the enti~ stay in the KQ/lipo/i~ . 

Plato calls me producing class "pleasure-scckers" or"money-Iovers. " This group 

is the producing base of the state. They undertake productive activities such as farming, 

building, carpentering, and all the other trades that have the mate rial needs of the state as 

their end. Thcproducers find happiness in the accumulation of wealth and satisfying the 

pleasures ofthe body such as hunger, thirst and lust. Plato imagines cit izens bom with an 

aptitude suitable to the producing class as people bom with bronze in their nature. They 

are on the lowest level oftheepistemic scale 

" ViclOry-lovers" or "honour-lovers" is what Plato calls the guardian class . The 

guardians are citizens with qualities that include the following; they are quick 10 see 

things. fast lind strong, brave and high-spirited, both fierce and docile (Rep. 374d4-

175b8). Plato likens them to a "pedigree guard dog" (Rep. 375el-2) who is both fierce 

and friendl y, hence, is hostile 10 the enemy and friendl y 10 its owner. Thus, as protectors 

oflhe slalc, the guardians are trained 10 attack the enemy and prot ect the citizens that 

need their protection. Since they know the enemy from the friend , they must be lovers of 

wisdom and of learning according to Plato (Rep. 376cl-2). For anyone " whose criterion 

of the friendly and the alien is knowledge and ignorance," must love learning and 

wisdom. They are in the middle of the epistemic scale between the producers and the 

philosophers. The warrior class finds its happiness inwinningviclor iesandhonours. 

The most outstanding citizens among the guardians are recruited into and 

promoted to the class of rulers. These arc the philosophers, wisdom lovers (Rep. 475b8-

9). A few lines down after describing the philosopher as wisdom lover, Plato's Socrates 
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further defioes the philosopher as 'lhe one who is willing 10 taste cw ry kindofleaming 

with gusto, and who turns to learning with enthusiasm. and cannot get enough of it. h.e is 

the one we shall rightly call a philosopher" (Rep. 475c6·8). This definition is 100 broad. 

as Glaucon, one of the interlocutors in the RepubJic notes; it includes both sightseers and 

craft-lovers, '"who are what they are because they delight in leaming" (Rep. 47Sdl-el) 

But Socrates is quick to pointoul that sightseers and craft-lovers and the other lovers of 

sights and sounds are lovers of opinion . But the philosopher is a lover of true wisdom or 

knowledge (Reeve, 1988, 192). They arc at the peak of the epistcmic scale. The 

philosophcrdass is interested in knowledge of the truth. 

Thus, the task of each class in the Kallipolis is well defined : The producing class 

provides the material needs of the state; the warrior class guarantees the security of the 

state against cnemies both within and extemal 10 it; and the ruling class provides the 

wisdom that is reflected in the laws of the state which governs the conduct of all citizens, 

ensuring 11 hannonious state. While the dulies of all classes are cru cialforthcoverall 

good of the state, those of the ruling class are deemed paramount because their 

govemancecreatesa harmonious order in the city. Plato argues that if these classes of 

citizens are to execute their task properly, especially the warrior a ndrulingclasses, they 

must receive an adequate education that is appropriate to thcirdu ties 

4.3.2 Education of the three Classes of Citizens 

Before we outline the education that Plato thinks suits each of these three classes of 

people, it is appropriate to acknowledge that nOl all expouoclers of Plato think that his 

view is that all three c1asses of citizens are entitled to an education a part from training in 
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their various crafts. Such commentators argue, for example. that Plato limits education 

only to the guardian class, which has the soldiers and the philosopher-rule rsasitssubsets 

According to this inlerprclation, the producing class is restricted to the craft skills that 

they acquire. C.D.C. Reeve is one propanenl of this view. Our discussion will be more 

comprenensive, ifweevaluatchisarguments 

If there is a kind of education for the producing class in the Republic. this 

education will be primary education, which covers the arts and physical exercise. Reeve 

does not think that such a basic education is extended to the producingclass;"Primary 

education is for future soldiers or guardians, not for futu re producers" (1988.186). He 

argues that primary education aims at turning chi ldren with the natural traits for fighting 

into guardians. This primary education is associated with a eugenic programme and 

living arrangements that rcquire its beneficiaries to live apart from the rest of the city. 

The future producing class is set apart from the educational seuingthat p rimaryeducation 

involves; hcnce. they are not the beneficiaries of this education. 

Moreover, Plato did not cxplicitlystate that futu re produccrs m ust receive primary 

education (Reeve 1988. 186-87). Reeve argues that Plato states that primary education is 

atestthat separates theguardiansfromthefuturephi losopher_rulers of the city and that 

Plato does not say that it separatcsthe producers from the guardians. 

Furthennore, Reeve argues that primary education is aimed at developing some 

traits peculiar to future guardians. Chi ldren who have Ihese traits are said to have gold 

andsilvcrintheirnarures(Rep. 4ISc3_S). Such character traits will include the ability to 

be docile and fierce at the same time. Regarding learning, they should have the potential 

for a good memory. Since the fulu re producers lack these characteristics, it will be 
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pointless for them to receive primary education. "Jfprimary education is intended for 

producers, we are nOI provided with the kind ofrationaJe fordoing it that is carefully 

provided in the case of the guardians themselves" (Reeve, 1988. 187). 

Also. if we evaluatc the contcnl of primary education. according to Reeve, none 

of it applies to the producing class. Forcxampie, primaryeduc3tion promotcsslories in 

its literature that encourages its beneficiaries to imitate and take for their model some 

hero of the Athenian paSI.Such heroes are often brave warriors such as Ach illes, Ajax. or 

Odysseus (Rep. 394el-395b4). On this showing according to Reeve, "future producers 

should bc laking the parts of cobblers and carpentcrs in sloriesabout hard-working and 

obedient producers" (1988, 187). But such stories are not part of the content of primary 

education.Therefore,thefutureproducersarenolentitledtoprimaryeducation 

Another argumenl that Reeve advances in support of his claim that future 

producers are not parties to primary education is what gymnastics and music, core 

components of primary education, seek to achieve eventually. Pia to seems to indicate that 

the end of gymnastics and music is for aspiration and reason. "It see ms then that a god 

has given these rwo crafts, music and gymnastics, to human beings fort hese two things. 

notforthepsycheandthebody.exceptincidentally.bmforaspiration and for reason. in 

order that these might be in harmony with each other, each being turned to the proper 

degree of tension and relaxation" (Rep. 41 1e4-4i2a2). Thus, if Plato indeed means what 

he says in these lines, that music and physicai exercise are aimed at aspiration and reason, 

and not at appetite and body, it follows that primary education is for the guardians and 

not the producers. for aspiration and reason are proper to the guardi ans. 
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If Reeve's claims arc valid, it will mean that at least for the producing cl ass, Plato 

thinks that training in their various crafts is enough to deve]op lheir rat ionalfaculties(at 

least in the Republic). But Reeve's claims can be challenged. 

The ultimate end of Platonic education is to nurture virtue in its recipient to 

enable such recipient to live a happy life. The development of the faculty arreason isa 

crucial step toward the realization of this end. There are various virtues that are proper to 

each of the three classes of citizens: wisdom for the phi losopher-ru lers, courage for the 

guardians, and moderation for the producers. Each citizen fails to live a happy life ifhe 

fails to live a lifc that is guided by reason, since thecultivatio nof reason (orwisdorn)is 

essential to the cultivation of the virtues. For the producers, for instance, a cultivation of 

the virtue of moderation will require them to receive a training and education that will 

moderate their unnecessary appetites. What kind of education d oes Plato recommend for 

the moderation of appetites for the producers? 

Reeve's failure to address this question convincingly is where he fails; "it is 

training in a craft that releases an appetitive psyche from the rule of unnecessary 

appetites,givesil access to modes, and causes it 10 abandon the p leasuresoffood,drink, 

and sex for the more pleasant pleasure of making money" ( 1988, 190). Reeve fails to 

quote a single phrase from the Republic to support his claim that Plato thinks of 

education in a craft as capable of nurturing the virtue of moderation in a producer. Just 

how learning how to make shoes will result in acquiring the virtue of moderation to tame 

the appetites and allow reason to rule in the psyche ofa person beggars explanation. But 

Reeve does not offer any. 
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For order in the polis, Plalo argues that there must be harmony among the three 

classes of citizens. The rest of the citizens should obey the wise rulers 10 ensure this 

harmony. And primary education is meant to nur1urc virtuous lessons in the low erclasses 

to enable them 10 seethe point in obeying the decrees of their rulers, I n fact, in Book IV 

(Rep. 425:t-c), Plato argues that training in self·control will obviate the need for 

numerous laws for the polis, This aspect of obedience 10 the rulers and the laws of the 

polis is tied to the vinue of moderation or self-control; "Won't our young people need 

self·control? ... And aren't these the most important things about self-control for most 

people: to be obedient to the rulers, and to be rulers themselves over the pleasures of 

drink, sex, and food" (Rep. 389d-e). Again, how does an education onl y in the crafts 

ensure obedience to the laws of the polis and enable a person to mastert he pleasures of 

drink,Jusl,andfood? 

Thereareotherconsiderationsmatsupportaclaimofprimaryeducationforevery 

citizen in the Republic. The prescriptive principle of specialization, which states that 

people should do what best SliitS Ihem means that some children of the producing class 

will be moved to the guardian class depending on their natural tende nciesand vice versa: 

If a child of theirs [of the rulers] should be born with an admixture 

of bronze or iron, by no means are they to take pity on it. but they 

are to honour its nature appropriately, and drive it out into the 

workers and fanners; and, again, if from these a chi ld should be 

born who has an admixture of gold or silver, they will honour it, 

and bring it up to join the rulers or guardians (Rep. 4l5b6-c6). 
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Without assessing tnem through primary education. how docs one know the "nature" of 

the children to determine whcre they belong? (Dorter, 2006, 74}. 

Given the foregoing, Ihe evidence supports the conclusion that prim arycducation 

is for all the classes of citizens in the Republic. In the Laws, Plato again states the 

importance of primary education and again outlines its content and slIsgesand what it 

aims to achieve. However, in the LAws, unlike in the Republic, there is no doubt that 

primaryeducation,and in fact, education in general, is far all citizens. Hence, we will 

take up our discussion of primary education later in this chapter when we discuss 

education in the Laws. For now, we turn to education in mathcmlltical science and 

dialectics for the guardian class 10 show how they conform with the prillciple o/fidelity 

4.3.3 Education of the G uard ians 

Those children who have exhibitcd promise in their primary cducation and display the 

traitsofguardianshipwillreceiveafurthereducationinmathematical science. And those 

students who excel in their studies of mathematics will receive a final education in 

diaJectics or philosophy. Plato's conception of education in mathematics and philosophy 

is clearer when di scussed within the context of his metaphysics and epistemology. Two 

analogies in the Republic, the Cave and the Line best, capture Plato's metaphysics and 

epistemology and howtheserelale 10 hisconceptiollofeducation for lhe guardians and 

the rulers. So, next, we tum to these analogies and trace how they provide further 

evidence for reason as the central target in education for Plato. 
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4.3.4 The Analogy of the Cave 

Plato uses the allegory of the Cave (Rep. 514a-e) to demonstrate the effect that education 

is supposed to have on its recipients. In his allegory of the Cave, Plato paints the 

following picture: Imagine a bunch of people in a cave. Just after the entrance into the 

cave isa fire. In front of the fire are people walking and carrying all sorts of objects. The 

people face an elevation rising from Ihe ground. Before the elevation are people who are 

chained with their backs to the entrance of the cave, incapable oftuming their heads to 

either side. And finally, in frontofthechainoopeopleisawalllhat is able to receive the 

shadows cast by the people and the objects behind the prisoners. The conversation of 

those behind the elevation is echoed together with their shadows and that of the objecls 

on Ihewall. These people have been chained since birth. Hence, the only realities that 

they know are the shadows of the objects and the echoes on the wall. In fact. they 

presume the images on the wall 10 be reality because they are not aware that the images 

on Ihe wall are the represent3tions of real people and objects just behi ndthem. 

Plato invites us to suppose that one of the prisoners makes his wayou tofthecave 

into the open. The sharp rays of the sun will strain his vision and make him very 

uncomfortable. But with time, he will become used to the things outside of the cave. The 

colours and clearness of the objects outside of the cave will allow him to realize that the 

dark shadows on the wall were just mere images or real people and objects. Thus, he will 

become accustomed to a whole range of real objects in the real world outside the world of 

images in the cave. 
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Mapping the various classes of citizens in the Republic to the people in the 

allcg<lryoftheCave. Reeve (1988. 51-52) identifies the following stages of education in 

the state. The prisoners tied in the Cave who cannot tunt in any direction are the bound 

cave-dwellers. These are members of the producing class who "are tethered by bonds of 

unnecessary appetite." Their lives aredirecled solely by their appetitive needs. Higher 

than them in the epislemic scale are the unbound cave-dwellers. These arc still members 

of the producing class who have received educ31ion in acraft,musicand g ymnasticsand 

hence are released from their unnecessary appetites, hCl1cearc "tu rned around"to seethe 

originals of the shadows and images whose copies they previously thought were the 

original objects. However, they are still "tethered by necessary a ppetites." 

More edocatedthan the bound and unbound cave-dwellers are the bound and 

unbound daylight-dwellers. The bound daylight-dwellers through "systematic training in 

music. gymnastics, and the mathematical sciences" are able to escape from the Cave and 

released into the sunlight; hence their necessary appetites are broken . "They see the 

originals ofthc things Iof] which they previously saw on ly models." But they are still 

"tethered by bonds of aspiration or spirited desire." And finally , lhe unbound daylight-

dwellers are citizens who through education in dialectic and practical city management 

are able to break free of the bonds of aspiration, satisfying the appetite sand seeking 

honour. (They see the cause of the shadows of the original of existing things in the 

perceptual world). Such citizens are only tethered by rational desire . From the allegory of 

the Cave, Plato th.inks of education as a journey th.at frees a person m ore and more from 

hisappetitesandothernon-rationaldesireslowardapersonfullydirectedbyhisrational 
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faculty . Plato 's metaphysics in the analogy of the Line will reveal this rational end of 

education more forcefully. 

4.3.5 TheAnalogyoftheL.ine 

The allegory of the divided Line (Rep. S09d·51 Ie, see also Reeve, 1988, 53·58), 

demonstrates how for Plato education enables reason \0 travd upwards to higher forms of 

knowledge . imagine a vertical line. x to y. The line from x to y is divided into two 

unequal parts. The lower pan, which is shorter, represents the visible world . The upper 

part. which is longer. repcesems the intelligible world. The unequal length of the line 

shows that there is a lower level of truth and reality in the shone r part and a higherlevcl 

of truth and reality in the longer part. Each of the two parts of the line is funherdivided 

into two parts with each representing a domain of knowledge. Thus, in the lower portion 

of the line, we have xa and ab. And in the upper part of the line we have bca ndcy 

Plato thinks of each domain of the divided Hne as containing the existence of 

lJbjeclS from the less real to the real. If we take objects that we can see, for example 8 

tree, a painting or picture can be made of the tree. For Plato the copy 0 fthetree in lhe 

fonn ofa paintingora picture is less real than the tree itself. He calls such copies of 

perteptualobjects qualities. Hence. objects in xa arc qualities. Of course, objects in ab 

are more real than their copies. Entities that occupy this domain are modes. Further up in 

the realm of being are figures which occupy the domain be. According to Plato, modes 

are copies of figures . And finally the highest up realm of being are the Fonns which 

occupy the domain cy. Juxtaposing Plato's metaphysics in the ana!ogy of the Line with 

his epistemology in the allegory oftheCave, the following analysis re suits: 
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The domain of qualities, xa, is the world of imagining. It is the lowest fonn of 

reali ty. Images. the least fonn of reality, are presented to the senses. And here is the 

domain of the intelligence of the bound cave~dweJlcrs. Their reason is almost non-

developed, being conttolled by their appetites. They exercise perceptual.thought and 

perceive qualities to be the objects of reality 

The domain of modes, ab, is the world of belief. It is higher than the world of 

imagining. This is the domain where objects are seen. therefore leading to a belief in 

them. However, objects presented in this domain may differ from context to context. For 

example, the Athenian concept of justice might differ from the Milesian. Thus, our 

knowll.-dge about justice might be limited to a particular context. Such a contextual 

knowledge provides us with only an opinion. This is not enough for the mind's search for 

certain knowledge. This is the epistemological limit orthe unbound cave-dwellers. They 

possess folk-wisdom and the entities that they take for knowledge are modes. Certain 

knowledge eludes people at this level oftheir eduation 

The domain of fi gures, be, is the world of thinkin g. The quest for certain 

knowledge propels the mind from the domain of opinion to the domain of thinking. Thus, 

the mind moves from the world of visible things to the world of intelligible things. from 

the domain of opinion to the domain of knowledge. Scientists and mathematicians best 

illustrate this world. The mathematician, for example. abstracts or draws out orthe visible 

world that which the visible world stands for. It is the domain of the bound daylight

dwellers. They exercise scientific-thought and the entities that they have intellectual 

access to are figures. 
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And finally. we come to the nighest domain - the domain of perfect intelligence. 

When the mind (reason) is totally liberated from the visible world. we have perfect 

intelligence. At this level, the mind directly accesses the Forms. It is the realm of 

unbound daylight·dwellers. the wisdom-lovers. These are the philosophers of the 

Kallipolis who exercise dialectical thought and hence are supposed to be able to access 

theF(){TI1s,theobjcclS,inPlalo'sview,ofcenainknowledge 

4.4 Educalionand Rationalit)' ill the Rep/fb/ic 

Plaloniceducation in the Republic is summed up inthis passage' 

Education then, I said, is the art of doing this very thing, thistuming 

around, concerned with the way in which this power (rationality) can be 

most easily and efficiently turned around (from the world of becoming) 

until it can endure to look at being and at the brightest of the bein gs,the 

good itself(Rep. 518cS-dl),notanart ofprodudngsight [rationalityJinit 

It takes as given that sight is there. but not rightly turned or look in gat 

what it ought to look at, and accomplishes this end (Rep. 5l8cS-d7) . 

That which is referred 10 as "sight" and "power" is reason or rationality . This special 

faculty according to Plato is present in every person, be he a producer, a guardian ora 

philosopher.ln fact, Ihe reasoning potential in any of these diffcren I kinds of people is as 

great as in the others: 
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Have you never noticed in men [and women] who are said to be wicked 

but clever, how sharply their Iinle psyche looks into the things to which it 

turns its attention? Its power of si ght (reason] is not inferior. but it is 

compelled to serve evil ends, so that the more sharply it looks Ihe more 

evil it works ... Yet ira psyche oflhis kind had been hammered al from 

childhood and these excrescences had been knocked off it which bel ongto 

the world ofbccomingand have been fastened upon itby fasting , glunony • 

and similar pleasures, and which like teaden weights draw the psyche 10 

lookdownward-if,being rid of these, it lumed 10 look at things that are 

true, thenthesamepsycheofthesamemanwould seethesejustassharply 

as it now sees thc things 10 which it is directed (519al-b5). 
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Thus, all people have reason . However, the differences in their rational faculty is 

in the U5e 10 which they PUI such reason. And the use to which they put their reason is 

influenced greally bywhal goals they see as facilitating their happ incss in this life. Thus, 

a person who sees the accumulation of wealth as the sure means to his happiness will 

employ his reason to the service of making money. This is because wealth is seen as the 

means to tht: satisfaction of his pleasures; which is what the pleasure·seeker sees as the 

ultimate path to his happiness. The honour·lover, for his part, directs his reason to 

achieving more and more victories. And finally, the lover of wisdom directs his reason to 

the search of the truth. Properly honed reason is important for the well beingofaltpeople 
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4.5. Education in the LaK'S 

The Laws does not declare an educ8tive intent in its opening pages. The goals announced 

are to examine difTerent constitutions and laws with a view to ascert aining the principles 

that should guide legislation; and to Cannulate a body of laws that will govern Magnesia. 

a city that will be founded in the future . Another major task that emerges later in the 

dialogueisofcoursetheuhimategoaloflegislationthatlegislators shou ld have in mind 

when making laws. PlalO assigns these multipJe legislative tasks 10 three intcrlo cutorsin 

the Laws- Kleinias, a citizen of Crete, Megillus. a citizen of Spana, and an unnamed 

Athenian Stranger. Given their human imperfections, these interlocutors declare that 

they are incapable of legislating perfect Jaws for Magnesia (Law.! 632d, 859c). This is 

Decause perfect laws come from the gods; for only the gods have perfect knowledge 

(Law,657.-b)-

Athenian: /s it a god or a man, visitors who is responsible/or the arrangement of 

your laws? 

Kleinias: A god, visitor a god, 10 say the mOSI jusl Ihings. We Cretans call Zeus 

our lawgiver; while among the Spartans. where this man (MegillusJ is from. I 

think they claim Apollo as Iheirs (Laws 62401-5). 

The Athenian further argues that " there can be no rest from evils and toils for 

lhosecities in which some mortal rules rather than a god." And that regar ding obedience 

to the laws of the state citizens should obey the aspect in them that best resembles the 

gods (Laws 713e4-714a2). 
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The claim of the Laws above seems to contradict Plalo's claim in the Republic 

that the philosopher-king, who because of his long and pro(oundtraining in matters of 

knowledge and truth, is capable of giving perfect laws and goveming the stale in a 

manner conducive to the happiness of everybody. Given this notable shift, some 

commentators (Stailey, 1983, 16) are quick to observe that Plato revises his stance on the 

all-perfect rule of the Philosopher-king because he discovers upon furth errenectionarter 

writing the Republic thai the high qualification of the philosopher-king is beyond the 

reach of any human being. Only gods are capable of performing the role of the 

philosopher-king outlined in the Republic. Hence, the Laws is often seen as a revision of 

the high standards expected of the philosopher-rulers in the Republic. This revision of the 

Republic extends in very significant ways 10 education in the Republic; for example, the 

Laws appears to qualifY everybody to receive a kind of education similar to what the 

Republic would reserve forlhe guardians only. 

The claim of the Athenian and his co-legislators from Crete and Sparta thaI il is 

the gods who give perfect laws to a state should not betaken literally. For they will not 

have to undergo the tedious progress of evaluating existing laws with a view to proposing 

new laws if they could go to either Zeus or Apollo for perfect laws. Many commentators 

on this claim (about laws coming from the gods1 rather point to the divine element in 

humans, reason, as the source of our best laws; thus, our best laws come from the gods 

since they are informed by reason which is the divine spark in us."Si ncereasonisitself 

divine, god rules insofar as reason rules and reason can rule, if it finds expression in 

correct or just law. Reason 'strives to become law' (Laws 835e5) and Plmo describes law 

as a 'calculation' or 'reasoning' about good and bad Ihat has become 'the common 
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judgment of the city' (Laws 644dl-3)" (Bobonich, 2002, 94). One page laler, Bobonich 

further eulogizes the powero(reason as resembling the divine in th is eloquent passage: 

Reason has an inherent tendency both to grasp what is best and to order 

things so as to bring them into the beSlcondition. Reason in the individua I 

soul grasps what is best for the individual and directs the person inlhe 

pursuit of it (Laws 644<:-645c). Reason. as embodied in law, also pursues 

Ihisordering goal at the level of the city as a whole. Reason determines 

that the proper ultimate end orleJos rorthecity's laws and political and 

social institutions is the bcslcondition orthe city itself, that is . its greatest 

happincss (2002. 95}. 

Bononicn is not alone in inlerpreting Plato'sclaim that the laws of the state come 

fromthegodstomeanthatthestate'slawshaveadivineoriginifthese laws are infonned 

by reason' 

Even though laws are only imperfect approximations of political ex pertise 

(Lows 857e). to live according to laws is to live ' in obedience to what little 

spark of immortality lies in us' (Laws 713e), This 'spark of immortality' is 

reason or intelligence (nous), which we 'dignify with the name of law' 

(Lows 714al-2), Laws, in this view, are expressions (albeit imperfect 

ones) of divine reason. They are also expressions of human reason : the 

ability to discriminate between better and worse objects of pursuit (Laws 
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644d), which, 'when it becomes the common dogma of the cilY, is called 

law' (LDws 644d2·3} ... lnsofar as we conduct ourselves wisely. we are 

following the divine element in ourselves {Meyer, 2006, 385) 
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It is in the context of stating the crucial place of reason in legislating laws for the state 

that Plato could not escape treating lhe theme of education vis-a.-vis reason in the Laws. 

For Plato. reason is so crucial for the ultimate end oflhe individual and the state that even 

education in lhearts is aimed at Iraining a perSOIl to be responsive to reason later on. In 

the remaining two sections under education in the lAws two things remain 10 be 

addressed: the role that the arts play in education; and theeducati ve nature ofPlato's 

pretudes to laws. 

4.5.1 Educa lion, Arts, 311d Reason in the La w.f 

At Lows 643e, Plato defines educat ion (paideia) as the training of a person in virtue to 

perform his civic rolc in the state, knowing how to obey and rule j ustly. Plato 

distinguishcs such an education in virtuc from other trainingsthatd onothavevirtueasa 

focus; "any training which aims at wealth or strength or any other accompl ishment 

unattended by wisdom and justice is vulgar, illiberal, and uttcrly unwonhyto be called 

education" (Laws 644a). (Plato appears, in a few lines down fro m this quote, to suggest 

that education in the crafts may be considered as part of education). But the aim of 

Platonic cducation according to Morrow ( 1960, 297) "is to develop in the child the 

qualities of mind {reason1 and character that most fully express the ideal of human 
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Platonic education in virtuous character is realized through a period of 

habituation. Sometimes Plato refers to Ihis period of training asap rocessof"molding" 

the soul in a paltem (Laws 666b-c, 671c). And in other passages, Plato calls this period of 

training a process of leading or guiding. In the Republic, Plato refers to this process also 

85 "1urning" ofthc "sighl." This "sight" he idenlifies with the divine spark in us, thai is. 

our reason . In LIle Laws as in the Republic, education is concerned with the soul , a 

speeificpartofthesoul that is our nttionaHty. When the divine spark in us iscorrecily 

"Iumed," "molded," or "guided," it leads to discovery of the ethical and metaphysical 

order that underlines the universe. 

Given the rational out look crlhe Platonic conception of education, one would 

think of the emotive appeal of the arts as having very little place in his educational 

scheme. However, Plato thinks that the feelings that the arts arouse in us can serve a 

rational purpose. In fact, Plato thinks that the ans are so important to education that he 

states that the educated "has leamed to sing and dance aright, while the uneducated is 

untrained in choral discipline"(Laws654b). "For him IPlato] the reisa metaphysical and 

ethical order to the world which it is philosophy's task to discover by means of rational 

thought, and the arts can have true worth only if they correctly represent this order or 

help in aligning us with it" (Janaway, 2006,388) , The arts are especially a useful source 

of ' molding" our reasoning faculty because "poetry appeals to an em otional,desiring,and 

genuinely childish part within each individual" (Janaway. 2006, 391). Hence, via 

education in the arts, the art-loving, pleasure-seeking soul in the student is charmed and 

enticed towards reason , Plato argues 
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Due to the amenable character of our emotions and feelings which education in 

the arts addresses. it is paramount according to Plato that the content and f orm of 

education receiv~ a critical censorship (Rep. 40Ic4-d2). Thus. the kind of poems, songs. 

musical nOles, dances and even the musical instruments that should be played should be 

such that they affect the soul in such a manner thsi it harmonizes with reason and the 

good. Therefore, while praising the poetic prowess of Homer, Plalo frequently struck 

from his li st ofanistic content for education those works of Homer tha theevaluatestobe 

potentially capable of disturbing the harmony bctwccn a person' s reason and his emotion. 

But how exactly does the art "mold" our nature so that we are lalerresponsiveto 

reason? First, in the slories and poems from antiquity that are told tochildrenandevcn 

adultsloserveadidacticpurpose,onlythosestoriesthatpromotethemorallessonsthat 

reason has accepted as permissible wi ll be told to the citizens. For example, all didactic 

literature should exhort the just over the unjust, the virtuous over the vicious, and the 

good over the bad . And so also in music and dance, only those songs and bodily 

movements and gestures that promote the precepts of reason in the moral, legal, and 

social life will be allowed in the state. Hence, according to Plato, when our emotions arc 

aligned to agree with the virtuous in our artistic education, weare bener positioned to 

agree with reason later on when in either the laws or other social arran gements in general, 

the just life is recommended by reason as the best life. 

4.5.2 Education, Preludes and Reason in the Laws 

The point of departure of the nov~1 method of I ~g i slating that the Athenian and his co-

legislators propose, after critically evaluating existing constitutions, is that the former 
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legislate to persuade citizens 10 obedience whilst the laner legislates to force and 

command obedience (Laws 722b5-(2). Since law, if it is 10 promote the good of those it 

addresses,originalcs from rcason, and since reason isgenlleratherthan vio lent, in Plato's 

view, laws shouJd have a persuasive appeal rntherthan a coercive forc e 

Plal0'semphasisongivinglegislationapersuasiveappcalisfurtherdemonstrated 

in his comparison between the novel method of legislation he proposes and the old 

method of legislating and the analogy ofa freedoclorand a slave doclor respectively 

The free docloraccording 10 Plato learns the skilts of doctoring from understanding the 

nature oflhe various illnesses and how the relevant remedies work for each ailment. The 

slave doctor Icams his trade by observing and copying what his master does without 

really understanding the causcs involved (Lows nOab-bS). According to Plato, these two 

doclors altcnd to patients in different ways' 

Sick people in the cities, slaves and free. are treated difTcrently. 

The slaves are for the most part treated by slaves ... Noneofthese 

doctors gives or receives any account of each malady amicting 

each domestic slave. Instead,he gives him orders on thc basis of 

the opinions he has derived from experience. Claiming to know 

with precision, he gives his commands stubbornly. just like a 

tyrant, and hurries off to some other sick domestic slave ... The free 

doctor mostly cares for and examines the maladies of free men. He 

investigales these from their beginning and according to nature, 

communing with the patient himsclfand his friends, and he both 
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leams something himself from the invalids and. as much as he can. 

teaches Iheone who is sick. Hedoesnol give orders ul1li1 he has in 

some way persuaded; once he has on each occasion made the sick 

person gentle by means of persuasion, he attempts 10 lead him back 

10 health (Laws 720b8-e2) 

112 

The patient who receives treatment from the slave doctor learns nothing about his 

illness; in fact, the slave dOClor hirnselfdoes not understand the prescript ions Ihat he 

offers his patient. However, the patient who receives his cure from the free doctor learns 

about the cause of his ai lments and now and why the medication works to cure the 

ailment; for the free doctor understands what he does. Likewise, Plato argues, when laws 

are issued as commands. the rest of the citizens stand to learn nothing from why they 

should obey such laws (Laws 722e7-723a6). 

Platoisquicktonotetheobjectionthatconfronlshisanalogy.Forinthecaseof 

sickness, the goal forbothdoclorand patient is to restore health 

if one of those doctors who practices medicine on the basis of 

experience without the aid of theory shou ld ever encounter a free 

doctor conversing with a free man who was sick - using arguments 

Ihatcome close to philosophizing, grasping the disease from its 

source, and going back up to the whole nature of bodies _ he 

would swiftly burst out laughing and would say nothing other than 

what is always said about such things by most of the so-called 
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doctors. For he would declare, 'Idiot!' You are not doctoring the 

sick man, you are praclically educating him, as if what he needed 

werc 10 become a doctor, rather than healthy! (Laws 857c2-(5). 

The question at stake for Plato is. what is the most effective way of having 

citizens understand and live according to the dictates of reason, communicated by the 

laws of the state? ForPlato,it is when these citizens. having been m ade more responsive 

to reason by prioreduc8tion, understand the goals oflhe laws. Thus, laws should be first 

and foremost educative. And for laws 10 be educative, they must fir stcxplainthcmselves 

and be persuasive, that is, appeal to reason as to why living acoording to Ihe m [the laws) 

will serve the good of the individual and Iheslate. The Alhenian and his co-legislators 

thereforeattac:hexplanatoryand hortatory prcludcsto the laws toe nable them to fulfill 

their educative function. 

Plato recommends two kinds of preludes - a general prelude to all the laws and 

individual preludes to individual laws. In the preludes to individual laws. " in addition to 

the body of the law which specifies the offense and the attendant penalties ,citizenswill 

rereivean ac:c:ount of why they shou ld act as the law prescribes" (Bobonic:h, 2002,99). 

The presupposition is that once citizens agree that the laws intend to serve their good as 

explained in the preludes, they are more apt to obey them. In fact, when laws address 

them in an explanatory voice rather than a forceful one. they appeal to their nature as 

reasoning beings who themselves endorse the very laws that require their obedience. On 

this showing, the relationship between laws and citizens is un like the relationship 

between laws and slaves. It is more dignifying in the former. 
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The suggestion that preludes to laws should seek to explain the rationales behind 

various laws contrasts with the account of laws in the Republic significanlly. In the 

Repub[;c, the rest of the citizens apart from the guardians barely understand why the laws 

are for their good. Perhaps. given the level of education ofnon-p hilosophers,Plsla 

thought they might fail to understand the nitty-gril!Y of every law. However, we sec in 

the Laws Plato's conception of all dtizenscapable of receiving an education that will 

guide their reason to appreciate the intents of the laws of the state. 

From the perspective of the relevance orthe educative outlook oft he laws in the 

Laws to contemporary understanding of education for a developing nation such as Ghana, 

two things may be pointed out. Firsl,due to our rationality as humans, edu cation should 

seek to inspire the desire for learning in citizens. This learningsho uld not be restricted to 

disciplinesthm will conduce to the economic fortune of individual an dcountrybuttoa 

critical understanding of anything that comes our way and beggars under standing. 

An education that promotes rational oompetence as Plato undcrslan ds the aim of 

education to be is apt to promote the following according to Curren (2000, 204-05) 

FirstlY,itcnsuresthatindividualsareguidedbycriticalundcrstanding and good 

judgment The importance of critical understanding and good judgment is evident in 

cases where citizens may be loyal to either a person or an institution. Whereloyaltytoa 

personoraninstitutionisnotguidedbygoodjudgment,itputsthose who are loyal at the 

risk of being manipulated and betrayed. Citizens whose loyalty is mani pulatedforgains 

by certain persons or institutions may end up harming others. "The disadvantages of blind 

loyalty are significnnt enough that one may reasonably doubt whether it isa good thing to 

inculcate it, but the same cannOt be said of loyalty that is judicious" { Curren,2000,205). 
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And by judicious loyalty, l understandCurrcn to mean, loyalty that is guided by critical 

understanding and good judgment 

Secondly, an educ3tion lhatenables its recipients to be faithful to reason also 

grants them autonomy in their judgmenrs. This enhances contemporary democratic virtue 

of respect for others. In educating people to be autonomous in theirju dgmcnts, they are 

eduCaied not merely to follow decisions and perform acts demanded of them. But they 

are truly the authorsoflheirown decisions and aClions bec3use they are ra tionaHy 

capable of deciding lhe right thing 

And finally , an education that hones rationality enables its recipients to be 

proactive in revising the laws, policies, beliefs. values and traditions that shape their 

society. Hence, suc h aneducatiotl crealescitizens who are active indelibe rations that are 

crucial for craving policies that will eventually give a sense of direction to their 

community. This point will betrealed in depth in the next chapter. 

4.6 Conclusio n 

lnthe introduction (chapter one) of this thesis, it is stated that the ultimate end ofa 

Platonic education is the cullivation of virtue. However, during the educational process, 

the content and form of the Platonic educational scheme is focused onr eason, the divine 

spark in humans. Platonic education therefore isa process that guides the student to be 

faithful and responsive to reason. Curren argues that this is rooted in the principle of 

fidelity to reason. This chapter demonstrates how the principle of fidelity 10 reason 

originates in Socrates. In the Republic, the ultimate education that Plato proposes is an 

education that isa thorough exercise in training reason to its highest pos sible capacity, 
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albeit for a few in society. The Laws revises this restriction to rightly include almost 

every citizen; for reason holds great promise for every person . As far as a person has 

reason, education should seek to develop this reason 10 seek understand ingoftheworld 

and our place in it. 

Thus, this penultimate chapter sets the agenda for our next and final chaplerof 

this thesis. We can employ a Platonic notion of education to enhance democratic 

governance. Plato' s pessimism about democratic governance is informed by the 

recognition thai most citizens are ignorant of the issues that need addressing in 

governance. However, if citizens are properlyeducaled to seck to know and critical of the 

most significant public questions relevant to their society, Plato will deem them duly 

qualified to par1akc of governance. Hence, even though itisan oxym oron to talk about 

Plato and democracy, a Platonic conception of education is a potent solution to 

democratic deficiencies in a nation such as Ghana. 
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Chapter 5 - Plato, Democracy aDd Education 

5. 1 An Overvicw of the C hapter 

Perhaps, the most historic political event of global note in the pas Ilwoyearsisthcadvent 

of the Arab Spring. The Arab Spring is a revolutionary wave of demonstrations and 

proteslS, sometimes or"'lolent dimensions, for good govemance that occurred mostly in 

the Arab nations, but also eXlended 10 some non-Arab countries. It first began in Tunisia 

with the self-immolation ora young man in protest against police corruption and ill 

treatment, but then swept across Egypt, Algeria. Lebanon, Mauritania. Yemen, Iran, 

Bahrain, Libya, and even Kuwait. It affected to a significant degree political evenlS in 

Jordan, Morocco, Sudan, Oman, Saudi Arabia. Iraq. Western Sahara, and even Israel. It 

has resulted in the death of some heads of state and the overthrow of absolute re gimes. 

and ithascompclled many rulers to promise 10 relinqu ish the political power that they 

have been holding fo r too long. It has also left in its wake the loss ofhu man lives and the 

deslruclion o(valuable properties 

The causes of the Arab Rebellion are numerous: dictatorship, absolute monarchy, 

human rights violations, incompetent and oppressive governments, corruption, the 

concentration of national wealth in the hands of a few, unemployment, and extreme 

poverty among others; in summary, bad governance and its consequences a s reflectedin 

the poor social and economic lives of citizens. Protesters therefore shook off decades of 

cowed passivity under dictatorships that ruled with no deference to popolarwishes in 

coumriesand nat;onsthat until then were perceived to be unwelcomi ng of any protest of 

any son against the government. They demanded for every citizen: freedom, justice, the 
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rule of law and a voice in how he or she is governed. They demanded democracy. These 

uprisings are a funher endorsement of democracy as the preferred form of government in 

our time . More and more, we witness nations embracing democracy more than any other 

kind of rule. especially in developing nations 

Of the various forms of government examined in the Platonic corpus (monarchy, 

aristocracy,oligarchY, timocracy, democracyandtyranny},Platothinks of democracy I1S 

onlybenerthantyrannyandlargelyworsethanlheothers. The Arab Spring is evidence 

that nations are embracing and promoting one of the worst forms of government in 

Plato's view - democracy. Was Plato completely wrong about the viability of 

democracy? Or are nations indeed embracing one of the worst forms of government. out 

of ignorance? One plausible answer to these queries may be that democracy as Plato saw 

it in ancient Athens is totally different from democracy as it exists today. Unfortunately a 

closer examination of democracy during Plato's time and ours shows essential 

similarities. Therefore, there must be another plausible explanation of the opposition 

between Plato's lack ofconlidence in democracy and the contemporary conception of 

democracy as the most viable alternative for a flourishing nation. This evaluation 

however calls for the examination of the well worn theme of the meaning and features of 

democracy . This is however necessary for our purpose in this chapt cr. 

Etymologically, we inherit the meaning of democracy from two Greek words 

'demos' and 'kralos.' The fanner means people and the laner power. Hence, in this 

ancient context, democracy meant the power of the people. Thus, the people should have 

the power to panicipate in matters of governance and other crucial affairs of the polis. 

But it must be noted that the citizens who panicipated in matters of governance in ancient 
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Athens were limited to some groups. Athenian democracy excluded women, foreigners 

and slaves from participating in public decision making. Even with this limitation on the 

number of people who could participate. democracy remained the government of the 

people (or the masses) as distinct from monarchy (government of the one). and 

aristocracy or oligarchy (government of the few). In modem times, Abraham Lincoln is 

perhaps readily remembered for his definition of the term with a simple epigram: 

"govemment of the people by the people and for the people." Hence • both in Plato's time 

and our time, the masses as rulers is the defining mark of democracy. 

The rule of the masses as the essential reature of democracy is compatible with 

democracy being manifested in various distinct ways. A few of the types of democracy 

are: grassroot democracy, participatory democracy, people's democracy. economic 

democracy, cellular democracy, constitutional democracy, defensive democracy. 

multiparty democracy, non-partisan democracy, parliamentary democracy, dominant 

party democracy, religious democracy, e lectronic democracy, traditional African 

democracy and even African democracy. The list is almost inexhaustible and expands by 

the day. However, two types emerge as very dominant: participatory and representative 

democracies. 

Participatory democracy has its roots in Athenian democracy. Ancient Athenian 

democracy required that adult males of Athenian descent actively participate in 

governance and other crucial affairs of the polis. However, the modem theoretical 

assumptions of participatory democracy find articu lation in the works of JeanMJacques 

Rousseau. The concept of the 'general will' of the people is central in Rousseau's 

political philosophy and democracy. In On the Social Contract, Rousseau ( 1983, Books 
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JIJ and IV) thinks of the people as the trustees and the beneficiaries of the (rusl. The 

common good of the people defines the "general will' that should be renecled in the 

decisions afme general a.'isembly orlhe people, which retains sovereign legislative 

power. 

Rousseau argues for a direCI participation of individuals in the poli ticalpcocessas 

a way of preserving individual freedom. Rousseau did not think that one could be 

represenled and yet be free . He argues that when power istransferred,such a powerean 

eludcthe peopJe, and Ihe people will be subjecled to abuse by those who are entrusted 

with power. Due to his firm belief that power can elude the people when entrusted to 

others, Rousseau has littieconfidencein politicai parties and group in gs. For him, political 

groupings. intcrest groups, pressure groups or political parties represent their own 

particular wills and agenda, not necessarily the general will of the people. Hence for 

Rousseau, if these intcrcst grotlps must exist atall,lhey shou ld re tlect the general wi ll . 

Participatory democracy, as Rousseau understands it, demands that every citizen 

gets involved in the business of governance. Participatory democracy is feasible in 

smaller republics. In fact, Rousseau and other advocates of participatory democracy arc 

quick to realize the impracticality of the concept of direct participation and non-

transference of power in a large repubJic. 

The second, and perhaps the dominant type of democracy, especially in modern 

times, is representative democracy. The defining mark of representative democracy is 

that it protects individual freedom. Most modem nations that practice democracy 

endorse and respect the following institutions 
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I. Representation _ A representative government and those who represent thc people 

either in the Parliament or the Senate are accountable to the people. 

2 Constirutionalism _ Rules and instirutional arrangements that serve as a check on 

the legislative and government power. It can be a document or in the fonn of a 

constitutional convention. The constitution servcsasa check on every exercise of 

power that affects Ihe citizen 

3. Separation of Powers- according 10 Montesquieu, anybodyentrus ted with power 

will exercise it 10 ils limits; thus, anybodyenlrustcd with power is Ii kcly to abuse 

it. In order to curtail the abuse of power, all power should not beconcen tratedina 

few hands. Therefore. the executive, legislative and jud icial powers must be in 

separate hands. 

4 Rule of law-decisions, judicial and otherwise, arc taken accordi ngtoprcscribed 

laws of the state. The weight of the law must be felt equally by all. From this 

emanates the saying that the law is no respecter of persons. Or, nob odyisabove 

5. Fundamental human rights - The purpose of government is to protect the rights of 

all. The ri ghts of the individual as entrenched in the constitution must be 

respected. Some of these rights of the individual are the righl to life, the right to 

freedom ofexpressioJl,freedom of movement etc. 

6. Free Media - The media, often referred 10 as the founh realm of the estate after 

the executive, the legislature and the judiciary is expected to convey the needed 

and relevant infonnalion tocitizensrcsponsibly and without the int erferenceof 

the suue powers. 
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Due to the large populations of mosl comemporary nations. participatory democracy in 

its full expression is impossible; hence, representative democracy isth emoSI practiced in 

modem times. 

Whalcvcr its various manifestations, the argument of democracy is that citizens 

shouldhavcasignificantsayinhowtheyaregovcmed.Plalodoesnotthinkthatthisisa 

good idea. This chapter finds some ofPlato's ideas on govemance, especially, the place 

afknowledge in governance very appealing. We are probably stuck with democracy. And 

democracy is not flawless. Plato has a generally low opinion of democracy asaform of 

governance. If we embrace hi s conception of education outlined and defended in the 

fourth chapter we will potentially develop citizens with a quest for knowledge in general, 

and,forknowledgeofsocialissuesthataffectanation.Suchknowledgcablecitizenswill 

be able to panicipate in democratic national discussions, thus po tentially contribute to the 

fonnulation of wise policies. 

In funhcranceofthis agenda, the rest of the chapter isordcn .. -d in the following 

way: it examines Plato's argument agai nst democracy; then. it outlines what Plato's 

argument on the role of knowledge in governing is, as argued for in the Statesman; next, 

it argues Ihat the end of our current education carvcd largely in termsofe conomicgains 

does nol encourage the quest for wisdom in general, and hence. many citizens are ill 

equipped 10 appreciate serious public discourse: and finally, it argues lhat an education 

that instills the love of wisdom in students, irrespective of the immediate economic gain, 

is the piVOl ofa useful democratic govemmenl that has national develo pmenl as its focus, 
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5.2Plaloon Democracy 

Plato's 8I1ti-democracy posture like so many of his views finds its firm roots in Socrates. 

Socrates has very low opinion afthe hoi polloi, thaI is. the many. Regarding government. 

it may be reasonably argued th8t Socrates' vote of no confidence in the competence of 

the many implies his lack of confidence in the rule of the many, democr acy. Socrates is 

consistently of the view that decisions and actions taken by the many areoi1enpoor.On 

this reading of Socrates. Richard Kraul (1999.38) notcs: " It is hard 10 see how 3 crilic of 

the many can be anything Olhcrthan a critic of democracy." In facI,therearenumerous 

explicit passages and inslances in the Socratic dialogues that support the claim that 

Socratcsdoes think of democracy asone of the worsc: forms of government. 

One Socratic dialogue that reveals Socrates' pessimism about the masses as 

agentsofmakingdecisionsordoingactionslhatrequ ireexpertise is the Laches. In this 

dialoguc, Lysimachus, onc of the discussants of the dialogue, asks f or the opinion of two 

generals. Laches and Nicias. whether his son should learn fighting as part of his 

upbringing. Nidas thinks thaI training in how to fi ght with armor is a useful part of the 

education ofa young man wh ilc Laches thinks that it is not. Socratcsisaskedtocastthe 

deciding vote. In reply, Socrates poses this question; "Suppose there should be a council 

to decide whether your son ought to practice a particular kind of gymnastic exercise, 

would you be persuaded by the greater number or by whoever has been educated and 

exercised under a good trainerr'(Lac.184e}. 

His fellow interlocutors in the Laches of course answer that it is the viewofa 

person well educated in a particular issue that one shou ld consider in taking decisions 

pertaining to that specific issue. Socrates agrees with them and states that decisions 

I~ _. __ _ _ 1_-
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should betaken based on knowledge and not the view of the majority; "So I think it isby 

knowledge thai one ought to make decisions, if one is 10 make them well. and not by 

majority rule" (we. 184e 10.11). This is an instance in which Socrates indicts the 

competence of the many in deciding on issuesthatrequireexpertise.Sincegovemance 

requires expertise, one could imply mat Socrates indicts a govemmen tofthe many, lhat 

is, democracy. since democracy is not essentially government oflhc wise but oflhe many 

who for Socrates are often not wise 

Similarly in the CrilQ,One oflhe reasons that Crito advances in his anempt to 

convince Socrates to escape from prison and hence avoid his impcnding death is that the 

masses may think very ill of the inability of the friends of Socrates to aid him in avoiding 

undeserved death. And since escape is the most viable option in avoiding death in the 

current situation. Crito thinks that Socrates should cooperate with his plans about how 

they can stage a prison break. rn response, Socrates again maintains that the view of the 

many is nOl relevant to important maners in society such as a decision too bey the ruling 

of the Athenian court or not . "With actions just and unjust. shameful and fine, good and 

bad ... [weshouldnotl follow the opinion of the many and fear it, [butjthatoftheone-if 

there is one who has knowledge of these things" (Cri. 47c9~d2). These two instances in 

the Loches and the Crilo are but a few examples in the early dialogues where Socrates 

firmly questions the competence of the many in tackling issues of so cialimponance 

Thus, the spirit of the Socratic dialogues in general regarding the ro Ie of the many 

in mallers of grave concern for a state and matters of governance is that a government of 

the many is one open to poor decisions and actions. Hence, for Socrates. political 

authority should not be distributed to all alike but limited to the experts wh o know how to 
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govem. Plato does not dev;ate from the So(:raticdislike fOT3118ctive role of the man) in 

government. In fact, in three of his most prominent dialogues with a political orientation. 

the Republic, the Laws, and the Stal~sman. Plalo unleashes one of the most ferocious 

attacks on democracy in the history of philosophy. The analogy of the Ship of State in the 

RepubliccapturestheessenceofPlato'santi-democraticposturein these three dialogues. 

In Book six oflhe Republic (488a7·489a6). in the analogy or the Ship orStalc. 

Plato writes about a sh ip--owner who is pressured by various interest groups to sleer his 

ship in particulardireclions. Plato describes the ship owner as b iggerand stronger than 

everybody but with a limited knowledge of seafaring. in Ihe ShipofSla leanalogy,Plalo. 

like Socrates opines thaI a state. like a ship, should not be directed by those who are 

ignorant., especially, the masses. Commenting on this analogy, David Keyt (2006, 199) 

likens the ship to the slate and the ship-owner 10 the demos: 

Since the demos is font of political power only when sitting as an 

assembly, the ship-owner symbolizes the demos in the broad sense of the 

tenn. His limited knowledge or seararing symbolizes its limited 

knowledge of statesmanship; his deafness and shortsightedness 

symbolizes its ignorance and lack of roresight, perceptual limitations 

symbolizing inlellectua1 limitations as in the Sun and the Cave. If this 

interpretation of the ship-owner is correct, Plato's target in the Ship of 

State analogy is Greek democracy in genetal and Athenian democracy in 

particular. For it is only in a democracy that the demos and the assembly 

are identified, and the foremost democracy in the Greek world was the one 
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inhabited by Plato and Socratcs 8nd in whose port the conversation of the 

Republic takes place 

Ido notthink PlalOwill be lesscrilicaJ of democracy in our time than he isof 

ancient Greek democracy since the essence of democracy is the mas scs as lhe source of 

poJiticalpowerandtowhosedictatesanexcrciseofsuch a powershouldnot sign ificanl ly 

deviate. Regardless of Plato 's low opinion of democracy. some of his views on 

governance, especially the cruciat role of knowledge in governance may enhance the 

success of our modem democratic endeavours. The Statesman argues Plato 's position on 

theroleofknowlcdgeingovemance 

5.3 The Rule of Know ledge - Statesman 

A good government for Plato is the comerstone of the realization of the aspiration and 

good of any people. He nce, at various stages of his philosophical career, he gives very 

profound thought 10 the big question of governance. In the Republic. for example. a 

dialogue predating the Slolesman arguably, he espouses the idea 0 flhephilosopher-rulers 

who with thcir unequalled epistemic training and high moral character are capable of 

creating a fl ourishing stste if such a state is left to their infa11ible gu idance. Plato was so 

convinced that knowledge of statesmanship is the onJy way of Jibera tingastalefrom its 

problems that he wrote this enduring quote: 

Until philosophers rule as kings or those who are now called kings and 

Jeadingmen genuinely and adequately philosophize, that is, until p oJilleal 
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power and philosoplty enlircly coincide, while the many natures who at 

present pursue either one exclusively are forcibly prevented from doing 

so, cities will have no rest from evils, Glaucon. nor, I think. will the 

human race. And, until this happens. the constitution we've been 

describing in theory will never be bom 10 the fullest possible or see the 

light oflhe sun (Rep. 475cIO-d6). 

127 

In the Republic, a ruJerofa state is of use to the stalc ifand only ifheh as knowledge of 

how to govern well. Plato gave a detailed account (chapter four) of how such rulers 

should be educated. Knowledge, and not the strength of numbers, remains for Plato the 

main qualification for assuming the political leadership ofa stat e. 

Perhaps, finding the concept of the philosopher kings to be too ideal a pro posal 

for practical implementation, Plato in the Laws recommends the governance of the city 

according to the taws of the city. These laws are of course the formulation into decrees of 

what is bcst fora slate according to the best legislators that a state can find . In fact, in the 

Laws, the laws of the state are to continually undergo improvement if need be so to avoid 

their been rendered arcane and redundant by time and new circumstances. In both 

dialogues. knowledge is the ultimate decider of who should govern and what fonn a 

government should take. The Statesman treats fu lly the view of Plato on the 

indispensable role of knowledge in governance. 

The subject of the Statesman is the nature of political knowledge. that is, the 

knowledge peculiar to the statesman. The Statesman is one who has the knowledge of 

political governance and therefore should be charged with the task of political 
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governance of the state. AI291c -293e of the Statesmall. the lead interlocutor. th~ Eleatic 

Stranger. observes that the manner in which different constitutions ar egrouped is nawed. 

Constitutions are classified in two ways: according to the number of rulers - one 

(monarchy or tyranny). few (aristocracy or oligarchy), or many (democracy) -- and, 

accordingtowhetheragovemmenl is imposed on Ihe citizens or chosen b y the citizens. 

poor or rich, and lawless or lawful . The objection of the Eieatic Stranger to this 

classification of different constitutions is that it does not consider the fundamental 

question ofgovemance - doesthe ruler have the requisite political expertise. According 

to Plato it is irrelevant whether a government is constituted by one. few or many. What 

maners is whether the person or group that governs has the needed po liticaJexpertise. 

Like Socrates, Plato holds that political expertise shares a unique feature with 

other crafts in that it is the preserve of a few and never of the many (States. 292e). Thus, 

Plato thinks that a rule of one ifhe possesses the expertise of state craft will be bener than 

the rule oflhe few and the rule oflhe few with the requi site political knowledge will be 

bener than the rule of the many. "A mass of any people whatsoever would never be able 

to acquire this son of expert knowledge and so govern a city with intelligence" 

(Statesman, 297bIO-I I). So, Plato's pessimism about democracy is basically that "if nile 

is cognitive and only cognitive, non-knowers have no claim to participate in ru ling 

through, say, election or heredity" (Bl itz, 2010, 242). 

On this lineofinterprelation, democracy is one of the most plausible candidates 

for the worst form of government in a nation with limited political expertise. Plato in fact 

ranks governments without expertise from the best to the worse as follows: monarchy 

(single ruler bound by laws), aristocracy (few rulers bound by laws), law-abiding 
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democracy (many rulers, bound by laws), "Iaw·less" democracy (many rulers, not bound 

by laws), oligarchy(few rulers. not bound by laws). tyranny (single ruler, not bound by 

laws) (Meyer, 2006, 378). 

Knowledge is so crucial tD the quality ofa govemment that Plato does no (think 

that a statesman with the requisite expertise needs to necessarily Slcert he aITairs of the 

stateaccordinglolaws. Plalodoesnotthinkthatruleaccordingto!BWS is superior to rule 

according to knowledge. Laws for him are general principles that are at best an 

approximation of the knowledge of the expert statesman. Besides. since a nation is a 

collection of diverse individuals, general laws are likely 10 fail to promotc the good o( 

every individual' 

Law could ncvcr accurately embrace what is best and most just for all at 

the same time, and so prescribe what is best. For the dissimilarities 

between human beings and their actions, and the fact that practically 

nothing in human afTairs ever remains stable, prevent any sort ofexp ertise 

whatsoever from making any simple decision in any sphere that covers all 

cases and will last for all time (States. 294alO-b6). 

Thus, rule according to laws is second to rule according to an expert - the statesman. The 

fonner is useful in a stale because of two reasons. First, since the statesman cannot 

legislatcindividuallawsforwhatisbestforindividualcitizenslawstargctedatthegood 

of the majority are inevitable. Thus, laws for Plato have the potential to promo!/;! the 

wellbeing of the majority. Even that, the expert ruler is not bound by the laws. and may 
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depart from them ifdoing so will facilitate the aspirations of the state, Sec ond ly, when a 

state lacks an expert statesman, rule of law is the best imitation ofthcexpcrt statesman. 

For Plato, putting the expert statesman under the laws of the stale is absurd . At 

295b-302b of the Statesman, Plato argues with this analogy : a doctor who travels will 

leave instructions for his recuperating patient. These instructions are a resu lt of the 

doctor' s expertise. However. when the doctor retums. he is not bound in any way to these 

instruClions if for example lhecondition of his patient needs a differ entkindofattention. 

Likewise, Ihcexpert statesman may rule contrary to the laws ifdoings oisforthegoodof 

R. F. Stailey (1983,18·21), reneclingan Plato' s stance on the direct relationship 

between knowledge and govemance, notes; "The aim ofstatccraft is the good of the city, 

and it is knowledge which normally enables us to achieve such goals. But a ruler who 

could direct every detail of the common life in accordance with knowledge would have to 

be more than human." Commenting further, Stailey remarks that it is the implausibility of 

such a most knowledgeable statesman that might have informed Plato's realization oftne 

impracticalily of the reign oflhephilosopher king 

The picture that emerges from this survey of Plato's writings shows him 

starting with the doctrine that politics is a matter of knowledge. This 

doctrine culminates in the description of the philosopher kings in the 

Republic. In view of the fact that there is no practical wayofguarant ecing 

that our rulers will possess the wisdom of the phi losopher, this ideal 0 fa 

philosopher king can work only at a theoretical level . But it does 
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nevertheless have some practical implications in that it will lead us to 

prefer institutions which encouragerationalit)' in the takingofdedsions 

(5t8I1e),,1983,21). 

If political competent:e isa matter of knowledge, then, for Plato, thcr eisonlyone 

sure path to the attainment of this competence - education. In the major dialogues with a 

somewhat strong political orientation. two strategies are emplo)'ed as means 10 achieving 

suchapoliticalcompetence.·'Thefirstispoliticaleducation: if those likely to gain power 

aregi"enan appropriate training there is a chance that the state will be wise Iygovemed" 

(Sial ley, 1983. IS). Plato's Academy appears to be established with a view to the first 

strategy. In the Republic, a dialogue with a moral focus but replete with political 

suggestions, the education of the philosopher rulers is adelailed educational curriculum 

of the process of such a political education. Many commentators such asStalle ymaintain 

it is not far fetched to argue that Plato only realizes in limethepra ctiesl impossibility of 

the rule of the philosopher king; hence he shifts his attention in the later dialogues to 

mattersconcemingstatecraftasastrategicaltemative 

Then comes the second slrategy, if there are no infalliblestalesmen, atleasl,what 

is left of the wisdom of noted citizens can bc preserved in laws for the guidance of the 

city. The Laws appear to be a project in response 10 the second strateg),. "The second 

strategy is to adopt constitutional fonns that encourage wise deci sions, or, al leasl, help to 

prevent foolish ones." Stailey cominues, "If the area of discretion g ranted to rulers is 

tightly circumscribed by law, it may also be possible to ensure that pol ilicaldecisionsare 

taken only after prolonged discussion in which all points of "iew can be heard "(1983. 
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15). In the absence of an infallibJestatesman, varied points of view must be heard to 

infonn a wiser dccision. 

It is therefore in matters ofgo\,emance among other things that an educali on in 

philosophy with its emphasis on rationality (see the discussion on the principle o/fidelity 

10 reason in sections 4.2 and 4.3 of chapter 4) is still very relevant for an emerging 

democracy such as Ghana. What constitutes philosophical education may be broad. may 

be difficult to differentiate from some disciplines, and may even be a Maner of 

irreconcilably debate. However, it is commonly heJd that philosophy first inspires a quest 

to know. The philosopher is therefore one who seeks knowledge. In a society where the 

value afknowledge is commensurate with the economic profit that such knowledge may 

provide, the cultivation of the spirit of inquiry, especially inqui ryconcerningpubJic 

issues reg4lrdlessoftheireconomic benefit may be one contribut ion of philosophy to any 

society. Philosophy does not just inspire a quest to know; it also promotes the logical 

examination of beliefs and common notionsofasociety. Philosophy en abies the critical 

examination of the beliefs and information that is passed on to citizens. The history of 

philosophy shows how its early practitioners such as Socrates scrutinized beliefs (see 

elenchus,section2.2.2ofchapter2).Sincegovernanceiscentraitothercaliz.ationofthe 

aspirations ofa people, an education in philosophy can motivate a ndcnabiethequestto 

be aware of and scrutinize social and political questions inademocra cy 

Truly, philosophy does very littietodirecily influence the economic growth of 

anynalion. Similarly, philosophy does very lin le to dramatically improve the physical 

infrastructureofa nation. However, a philosophical orientation ofanation's citizens is 

likely to yield more intelligent development policies. Suchan inter est is apt to lead to an 
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increase in the quality of social delibera.tions thai democracy offers and requires of 

citizens. Decisions that are informed by knowledgeable deliberations contribute to the 

development of any society. Our attention turns now to this pOienlial contribution of 

philosophy to any society that seeks development. 

S.4 PhilosophyandSocia lOeliberatio n 

One manner of coming to policy decisions in a democratic society iSlhe co nsensusand 

conclusions Ihat result from public deliberations and debates. Even in instances in which 

consensus is impossible because of radical differences among opposing parties on an 

issue, and in which majorilyvotes have to decide the direction of po licy decisions. public 

deliberations are employed as much as possible to cnable citizens to hear the various 

perspectives on an issue. Public deliberations and debates arc predicated on the 

assumptionthat humanbeingsarerational andthcre(orethroughrationaldcliberationthe 

bestcourseofaclionforasociclycanbediscoveredandadopted.Publicdebatesand 

deliberations also presuppose that citizens are weU informed about the relevant social 

issues and therefore can e ither effectively participate in the del ibcrations or at least 

appreciatc such deliberations. This scction sceks 10 show how philosophy can promote 

citizens' awareness of social issues for meaningful publicdeliberati on in a democracy. 

5.4.1 Ignurance ofCitizens 

In his "Public Knowledge and its Discontents," Philip Kitcher (2011, 105-22) observes 

that the inadequate knowledge of citizens (in fac t, the lackofknowledg cof citizens)isa 

challengc 10 public deliberations and policy decisions. Kitcher in this article argues in 
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part that public ignorance of issues pertinent 10 decisions is one orthc major hindrances 

to making policy decisions wiln the good of society in view in a democratic society. 

Democracy enfranchises citiunSIO engage in public deliberation on social issues that 

affect their lives. This enfranchisement hinges on one or two major epislemic 

presuppositions - the commitment to epis/emie equalifY and the division of epis/emie 

The commitment /0 epiSfemic equality denies that either citizens are unequal 

regarding knowledge or that such inequality in knowledge is importanl. Hence. in 

democratic societies, policy decisions are often subjected to discussion and vote 

involving citizens regardless or citizens' epistemic competence on the particular issue 

For example, in deciding who shou ld govern a nation, the commitment to epislemic 

equalityth3t democracy upholds demands that every citizen [at lea st those of sound mind 

andofl8 years or aboveJ be allowed to have an equal say viaa vote regard Ie ssoftheir 

epistemic competence in maners of governance. The same is true for a crucial decision 

such as adopting a constitution for a nation - a referendum of an overwhelming 

percentage of the people must endorse a proposed constitution for it to be operative. 

"Democracy requires, on this vision, that people make up their minds about the goals to 

be achieved and the facts pertinent to reaching Ihose goals, free of any norm that would 

counsel trust in supposed authorities" (Kitcher, 20 1 I, 105) 

It isan exaggeration to assert that all policy decisions require the input of citizens 

without regard to epistemic expen'ise because of thc commilment 10 epislemic equaliry in 

a democracy. There is a sense of division of episfemic labor in democracies. that is, 

cenain technical disciplines are the purviewofe)(perts in those disciplines and others 
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should defer 10 lheseexperts on queslions reJatingto the said disci plint. For example. 

factsaboutdistantregionsinspacearelheconcemofasuonomersandaslronaulS;faclS 

about the micro-struclUre of maner are the focus of panicle physicists; the rate of 

inflation is the domain proper to the economist; and the weather forecast requires the 

expertise of the meteoro]ogist. In these specialized lields. citizens defer to the experts. 

Nonetheless. citizens still have a major say in the policy decisions affecting these 

domains regardless of their lack ofexperrise: for c}I.8mple whether c loningisethicaland 

must be pursued or not invites inputs from citizens regardless of their epistemic 

competence in genetic engineering 

Philip Kitcher contends that a notable obstacle to public deliberation is the 

ignorance of citizens in matters both technical and gencral. "Manyco ntemporarycitizens 

live in soeietics in which there is massive ignorance about a ll sorts of things that afTect 

those citizens' projects. Indecd,public ignorance comes in grades, with plenty 0 fpeople 

al the most extreme grades" (Kitcher, 2011, 119). He identifies two major kinds of public 

ignorance: remediable and irremediable 

Remediable ignorance, according to Kitcher, has two levels - directly remediable 

and indirectly remediable. On the one hand,an individual is directly remediablyignorant 

ifhe has enough background infonnation regarding the particular branch of knowledge 

A directly remediably ignorant citizen is familiar with the concepts and principles of the 

relevantdiscipline,andhencc, is able to consult the righl sources and leam for himself 

answers that are pertinent to queries in the said discipline. It is the mildest grade of 

ignorancc according to Kitcher. On the other hand is the extreme stage of remediable 

ignorance - indirectly remediable ignorance. You are indirectly remediably ignorant if 
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you lack the background to find answers relevant to queries in a field for yourself: 

however. "you know enough to identify reliable people - experts - to whom you can tum 

for enlightenment" (Kilcher, 2011.119). An indirectly remediably ignorant citizen is 

aware of the idea of the division ofepislemic labor. hence, can lurn to the relevant 

expertsforepistcmicguidance 

Kitcher funher identifies a much more extreme stage of ignorance than the level 

of indirectly remediable ignorance. rcoplewhoareal this ievel of ignorance are not even 

aware of which epistemic depanmcnt is relevant to a particular issue. Kitcher describes 

such pcople as "truly in the dark" (201 I. 119). For our purpose in thisth esis,citizenswho 

arc ''truly inlhedark" maynol be awareofa crucial national (or even international) issue 

in need ofan important or even urgent policy decision. For example, how m any citizens 

of the world are aware of the threat that climate change poses for the world in the future? 

Several factors may contribute to irremediable ignorance: such citizens may not have 

access to the most urgent and relevant information; they may not have the ability to 

understand such informatiun even ifi! were available; and those who can access and 

make sense of such information may not see the use in acquiring such in formation 

It is difficult for this thesis to propose an approximate percentage of Ghanaians 

who are in each of these stages of ignorance. However, it may not be completely 

unrealistic to think that a significant percentage of our population suffers from 

irremediable ignorance. But the free discussion that democracy so upholds presupposes 

"an individualistic epistemology that takes citizens to suffer from directly remediable 

ignorance." However, as Kitcher rightly notes; "in the contemporary world. that 
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presupposition is so far from reality that it is (fittingltocredit ite .... e nasanideaJization" 

He further argues that mOSI citizens are indirectlyremediably ignorant: 

Many citizens do not know enough to addresscenain social queslions a nd 

are even of'ten confused about who the experts are ... In dehates liketh is. 

skillful rhetoricians will tap into anractive themes of populism and 

tolerance. The confusions occurring in this debate are further reinforced 

by widespread lendenciesto favor a chimeric epislemology (201 I ,119) 

Kilcher identifies whal heciaims is the majorc8use of the ignoranc eof citizens -

the channel of social information. The media distort information that they pass on to 

citizens. The media for its own gain may even spread falsehood that is difficuh for people 

to identiry. The media misinrorms largely due to innuential economic interests that 

dictates its content and direction. Accordi ng 10 Kitcher, in some cases newspapers, radio 

programmes, TV stations and websites tell the public both what the owners of these 

mcdiaoutlets want the public to hear and in other instances what the pub lie wants to hear 

in order to eam patronage. The result or such misinformation is that even those citizens 

who earnestly seek the truth may fai l to detect the truth from the maze of information 

thrownatlhem. 

In order for the free and open deliberation that democracy secures fora nation to 

promote the wellbeing of citizens, lack of access to the right information must be 

overcome and ignorance of the citizens mitigated as much as possible .Alargelyignorant 

citizenry is more likely to misidentify the policies that will contribute to their good. The 
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quest to know that philosophy promotes may be relevant to mitigating the ignorance of 

citizens fora more useful public deliberation in a democracy. 

5.4.2 Philosophy and the Quest to Knoft· 

Philosophy is traditionally defined as the love of wisdom. This "Iove of wisdom" ITom 

Ihe pre-Socratic era through the Socratic and the Platonic to the Arist oteliandayscovered 

a broad range of disciplines. In modem times, disciplines such as psychology. 

mathematics, physics, politics, and even biology on which ancienlph ilosophers left their 

inprint have assened lheir autonomy and are now largely independent of what is left of 

philosophy. But what is still left of philosophy in our day, covering areas such as 

epistcmology,metaphysics, logic, and ethics exude that Iraditional spirit of the founders 

of philosophy - the quest to know that which puzzles irrespective of immediate or even 

distant ecooomic gain. This quest to know, the embodiment of the spirit of philosophy, is 

fading and perhaps has faded in our national educational arrangement. A palpable 

consequence of the absence of the quest 10 know in a nation is the ignorance of its 

citizens. 

Inchapterone, itwaspointedoutthatthecurrentnationalattention on education 

is one that is inclined toward economic gain. Hence, most citizens have received an 

upbringing and continue to receive a national orientation in what is valuable in life as that 

which iSlranslatable into real economic gain. The result is a citizenry largely ignorant of 

otherareasofinquirythatarenotdirectlyrelatedtomaterialwellbcing.Th isignoranceal 

best may be described as indirectly remediable: every professional focuses solely on his 

or her work and how the proceeds from these effons may be put into the realization of his 
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material dreams. Hence, there is no time and little interest to consider other issues that do 

not directly bear on onc's immediatc and direct economic gain 

Take one example _ climate change. What constitutes a flourishing life for most 

adults may well include the well-beingofthcir grandch ildren and great-grandchildren 

both in the present and in the future. Climalercsearch has shown that if the continuous 

warming of our planet is not curtailed. the elTect on future generations is likel y to be 

vastly negative and to even render the existcnceof human life highly intolerable lfnol 

impossible. One therefore expecis many citizens 10 al least worry a bout the current state 

of our climate and therefore push for more vibrant public deliber ations in the direction of 

formulating policy decisions to save the future. The main group of people expressing 

interest and worry in climate maners however is in academia. And the efforts of 

researchersm creating pubJic awareness are hindered by big corporations who stand to 

decline in profit ifglobal warming is seriously addressed. Citizens' ignorance of crucial 

issues such as climate change is furthercompoundcd by the educational orientation of 

citizens in general- to seek that which has immediate material gain. 

In chapter four, the Socratic-Platonic conception of the principle offidelity 10 

rpason as the gu iding principle of education is espoused. According to thi s principle, 

reason is the main target of education and hence, it should bedevcloped and equipped 

throughthecducational process. Chapter three has argued thatb y virtue of our humanity, 

weatl have reason and hence are potemially capable of developing it. When education 

that is philosophicallyorientcd develops reason, a person longs for kno wledgeingeneral 

Suchapcrson is both reflective and critical of the infonnation that he receives from his 

endeavours in wanting to know. Thus, Plato's view of education does not only orient the 
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student to develop an unquenchable quest 10 know; it also alens the student to be 

reflective and critical of that which purponstO be knowlcdge. 

Therefore. one advantage of a philosophical mind that is the result of a 

philosophical education is the desire to know. Aristotle ::.tarts his Ml:luphysic;s with the 

observation that "All men [and women} by nature desire 10 know" (Book I 980· 21). 

Philosophy sustains this "desire 10 know" and strives to direct it in the right direction-

thedireclionoflruth.lfareasonablepercenlageofthecitizenryhassuchan epistcmic 

quest. then. many people are likely to be enlightened. The farmer from his knowledge of 

agriculture may pick upajoumal ofnalional geography to know more about our physical 

world. The banker is not only lost in his world of finance, bul may venture into the 

happenings in other disciplines as part of satisfying his quest outsi de of his field. And the 

same can be said of other professionals with a philosophical passion. A nation with 

citizens who long to know is likely to witness a knowledgeable and high standard of 

public deliberations and debates. Such a nation is certainly poised to realize the well 

informed aspirations of its people through sound policy decisions that are the fruits of 

ralionaldeliberations. 

Kitehcrargues that one source of ignorance of citizens is the dis lortionoroutright 

misinformation from the media. An educated person who is faithful to reason in Plato's 

view should be able to wade through the distortion to the truth . Such a critical mind 

thoroughly assesses what passes as public knowledge and hence is not gullible 10 those 

who might misinform for tlteir own gain. Such a critically minded citizen is poised to 

enhance the level of public deliberation thai democracy offers. PIa to will not bejuslified 

any longer in denying such knowledgeable citizens the right to participate in the 
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govemanceofthesl8le. The other advantage ofa philosophical orientation apart from 

serving as the catalyst to seek knowledge and enhance the level of public deli berationis 

its ability to inspire individual reflection on beliefs and values. 

5.4.:lCritical Reflection and Social Values 

One of the core components ofa society is its values. These values shape and direct 

human decisions and actions in general and moral decisions and acti onsinparticular.An 

individual largely inherits his values from a variety of institutions within his society-

family, clan, tribe, education. religion. political party, and other institutions that arc 

capable of inculcating values in a person. Often enough these instit utions are the cause of 

the false and dangerous beliefs and values that individuals come to believe in and 

practice. Allen Buchanan in his "Political Liberalism and Social Epistemology" addresses 

the risks that inculcated false beliefs are capable of unleashing on victims in a society and 

ofTers what he Ihinks are some of the best solutions to checking the existence of false 

beliefs in a society. 

As has been alluded to in previous sections, division of epistcm ic labour is 

unavoidable in a democratic society because every citizen cannOI b can expert in every 

field. Hence, for the well-being of a society, epistemic deference is indispensable. 

Epis/emic deference is "the tendency to regard certain persons as reliable sources of 

beliefs"(Buchanan. 2004,97) in a society that upholds the div;sion ofepistem;c labour. 

Epistemic deference is nat wilhout its flaws: "But as I and all 100 many others have 

learned to our sorrow, epistcmic deference can be risky. Sometimes the experts arc 

sources of error, even in their domains of expertise, and sometimes we err by relying on 
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them for truths about matters that are not in fact within their domains of exper1ise" 

(Buc:hanan, 2004. 103-04). 

Human history is replete with instances of institutions granted certain epislemic 

authority that haveproduced, preserved andtransmined erroneous bcliefsand d angerous 

values: tribalism. human sacrifice. marginalization of women, slavery and racism arc 

reminders of how the institUlions that are supposed to guide individuals in moral 

decisions and actions can turn out 10 be rather harmfuL Not only do these institutions 

transmit false beliefs 10 individuals, they a]so orient the epislcmic outlook o(t he person 

in a manner making it impossible to realize the errors in these beliefs . "A person brought 

up in a racist society ... also learns epistemic vices that make it hard for him to come to 

see the falsity of these beliefs" (Buchanan, 2004,96). 

Buchanan funhercorrectly notes that false beliefs cannot be utterly eliminated in 

a society. "All societies inculcate false beliefs (as well as true ones)" (200 4.98). He does 

not say why society cannot rid itself of false beliefs. But I think the presence of false 

beliefs may be due to human epistemic limitation. But Buchanan is right to argue that the 

best we can do by way of eliminating false beliefs is to aim at their optimal reduction: 

Assuming that we arc profoundly and unavoidably dependent for true 

beliefs upon social institutions broadly defined, and assuming that no 

human inslitutions could be constructed that would create, preserve, and 

transmit only true beliefs, it follows that the proper goal is not to elim inale 

the moral and prudential risks of social epistemic dependency but to 

achieve an optimal reductioo of them (2004, 102-03). 
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In search ofa way to the optimal reduction of false beliefs in soc iety, Buchanan 

proposes"certain key liberal institutions" as the solution. And what he means by"key 

liberal institutions" are the democratic institutional arrangeme nts that promote freedom of 

thought, conscience, expression. and association. These "key libeml institutions" further 

involve: a dominant role of merit on deciding reliable sources ofepistemic authority 

Associated with this is the basic ideatha! liberal institutions distinguish truth from error 

and communicate the truth; and a culture of epistemic egalitarianism. Buchanan describes 

epistemic egalitarianism as "the tendency of ordinary people to think well enough of 

themselves to be willing to challenge socially identified authorities on occasion. and to 

think well enough of their fellow citizens to be disposed to listen to them when they 

criticize socially recognized authorities and accepted practices"(2004 , 9 9). 

In my view, these "key liberal institutions," especially educational institutions 

enhance the freedom that democracy grants citizens in limiting Iheir ignorance. Of what 

use is freedom of thought, conscience, expression and association to an ignorant person? 

Freedom of thought and expression, hallmarks of democracy, allow a citizen to be heard 

in public deliberations. If a citizen is ignorant of the relevant public issues and does not 

even seethe point in leamingcrucial social issues, ofwhal use is his input to public 

discourse. Again, here, in my view, is what is most useful of a phi losophical education in 

general and a Platonic conception ofeducalion in particu lar to a society. The spirit of 

intellectual curiosity that philosophy (when it is done well) inspires in people ensures a 

citizenry with an everlasting epistemic quest. This enduring epislemic quest leadstoa 

habit of wanting to know, especially, a desire to know issues that affe ctboth individual 
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and public life. Such a quest evcntuaJly culminates in eroding theig noranceofcitizensso 

significantly as 10 qualify them to contribute to and enhance Ihc qual it y of public dcbatc. 

One source of false beliefs according Buchanan is the ~rrors in the conclusions of 

experts that others defer to. The Platonic conception of education based on the Luw~ that 

is outlined and espoused in the fourth chapter o(this thesis invitesciti zens to a critical 

under.standingofthe laws and customs (and for our present purpose, beliefs) that the 

various social institutions hand down. Plalo seeks to provide a critical understanding of 

beliefs with the preambles to the laws. The citizen must be critica l enough to ask why a 

belief should be embraced and what its contributions to the weJl~being of society are 

Thus. a Platonic conception of education does not cncouragean "unwarr antedepistemic 

dererence." Critical assessment of social beliefs is likely to contribute to an optimal 

reduction of false beliefs. 

Another source of false beliefs related to epislemic deference is the 

overzealousness of experts to pontificale on issues beyond their domain. Unsuspecting 

citizens who might defer to an expert fo r epistemic guidance may do so uncritically, 

giving room for such experts to exaggerate by unjustifiably broadening the domain of 

their expertise. A philosophical orientation that is critical of experts and a Socratic-

Platonic recommendation of the principle of fidelity to rea.son inspires the spirit of 

questioning epistemic pretentions of various experts in a society. Such a critical 

appreciation of the expertise of others is likely to delineate the com petent boundaries of 

the experts that citizens defer to. The ewnomic gain of such benefit from a philosophical 

outlook that education can givc its citizens is not immediate, ifat all, but its crucial role 

in facilitaling the well being of society is indubitabJe. 
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WhilS1 the role of economics in the development or every nation cannot be 

overemphasized. the production and distribution of economic gain sare shaped by certain 

primary social values and morals. When false beliefs guide how material production and 

distribution shou ld oec.ur, as we saw during the period of slavery and perh apsconlinueto 

see in the unequal international trade relations between the first world and the third 

world, our better epistemie judgment later tells us that the progress ensuN:d by such 

dubious values and morals does not reflect the best of our humanity. Therefore, having 

true beliefs is a good thing j forlrue beliefs guarantee our ability to aCI rightly whereas 

false bcliefs put this ability at a risk. 

Beliefs can be rationally evaluated. An education that sharpens our rational 

evaluation skills is surely an education that is both poised to prod uce true belicfs and 

optimally reducc fa lse ones. Philosophic education in general as Plato understands it in 

the Republic and the Lows gives special place and attention to the honing of the skill of 

rational or logical evaluation. Given this crucial role of the philosophical enterprise in 

public deliberation and policy decisions in a democracy, it is worrying that anybody 

should suggest that philosophy be pushed to the periphery ofnatio naleducationas 

commentators on education in Ghana appear to be suggesting. Philosophy has a relevant 

role to play in national development and must be given the needed assistance in our 

educational institutions to enable it give its unique contribution 10 our well being as a 

peoplc 
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5.5 General Conclusion 

This thesis is largely an exegetical examination of Plato's views on education. From this 

main exercise emerges a subsidiary focus, the importance of philosophy to the goals of 

any society. The thesis argues that philosophy is relevant to national development and 

human wellbeing with three claims: First. the common understanding of human 

wellbeing as mainly the product of economic wellbeing is inadequate . Drawing from the 

wealth of knowledge in the dialogues of Plato, especially the Republic and Laws. the 

thesis notes that the key role of knowledge (orwisdorn) is often mi ssing in the factors 

that many Ghanaians believe contribute to human wellbeing. Next, philosophy can 

contribute to national development through its ability to inspire citizens to seck 

knowledge, since, Irnowledgeable citizens are essenliat to pubtic deliberations Ihat aim to 

produce the right policy guidelines especially in democratic societies. And finaily, 

seeking knowledge is not enough 10 shapc and direct choices and aclion s for the good of 

citizens; the knowledge sought muSI be critically evaluated to ensure the usefulness of 

such knowledge in defining the choices and actions of the society. 

Perhaps, one of the greatest tasks as a nation is the sociaL economic and 

infrastructural development that confronts us. Education can and should playa crucial 

pan in our national development. Many undersland the development of a nation largely in 

physical and practical dimensions. Therefore, for people who think of development in 

these material terms, if education isto be relevant to national development, it shou ld 

prove to be useful in physical and practical terms. This perception of the possible 

contribution of education to national development places a lot of emphasis on the 

promotion of disciplines which are directly relevant to economic growth. Conversely, 
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perceived theoretical disciplines such as philosophy arc believed to be of very Ilnle 

relevance 10 the practical deve!opment ofa society. 

However, this understanding ornatianal development. and the role it plays in 

human wellbein g in largely economic terms, is inadequate. What constitutes human 

weJlbeing or happiness is of course a matter of no intellectual conse nsus. However, Ihere 

appears to be a general consensus that human wellbeing is a life devoid of pain and 

suffering. Plalo does nOl deny that wealth, health, beauty. power and honour co ntributeto 

human wellbeing. But he also thinks that virtues such as piety, self-control,juslicc. and 

courage complimenl the economic goods in ensuring human wellbeing. Thus, [or Plato, 

the mere abundance of material wealth does not necessari ly lead to human wellbeing. In 

fact , Plato argues that it is wisdom that transforms all of these goods int o things that are 

advantageous for their possessors . Hence, for Plato, education shou ld first and foremost 

seek to promote the quest for and the acquisition of knowledge. 

If,as Plato argues, knowledge iscenlral to the use of goods for human wellbeing, 

then, philosophy has a crucial role in ensuring human wellbeing. The creation, 

distribution and use of wealth are often guided by values and beliefs. The values and 

beliefs that guide the use of goods in society for the good ofilS members are bas edon 

knowledge Ihat its members have. In the absence of knowledge of the relevant issues 

aff"ectinga panicularsociely, such values and beliefs may even bed etrimental toshaping 

how the goods of a society are used . Therefore, philosophy with its desire to know may 

be relevant in minimizing the ignorance of citizens and promoting the de sire to Irnowin 

them. Citizens' knowledge of crucial social issues will surely enhance the quality of 

public debale and deliberation that democracy offers. 
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For discerning the right policy decisions and having the values and beliefs to 

shapcand guide the creation. distribution and use of goods in a society , cit izensmustdo 

more than seek knowledge. They must critically evaluate infommtion. This is another 

crucial dimension oflhe education of citizens that philosophy can be useful for. The 

ability of a person to seek knowledge and evaluate what passes as knowledge nows from 

Plato's understanding of human nature. According to Plato. the part in humatls that 

moves a person to deliberative action iSp$uche (the soul) - the seat of wisdom. The 

unique rational faculty ofhurnans sets them apart from other creatures. Education is 

possible and makes sense for the human species bccause we believe thaI our rational or 

reasoning faculty can be honed to decipher beliefs that promote our wellbeing and the 

good of sodety in general and eliminate beliefs that do not. It is against this 

understanding of the purpose of education that Ihe value of phil os ophycanbe 

appreciated. If the task of education isto honea pcrson's reason so that hi sbeliefsand 

actions are fonned and guided by wisdom, which discipline is more apt to perform this 

taskbenerthan philosophy? 

Primarily, Plato's conception of education aims at the cu ltivation of virtue. 

However, he sees the honing of our reason as indispensable to the cu ltivation of virtue. 

Theccntralityofproperly training reason to enable a person and society t o make the right 

judgments is so vitai for Plato that much of his enl ire educational process istargcled at 

developinghumanreason.Platoinhcritsthisconceptionofaunique role that education is 

supposed to play in developing our reasoning faculty from Socrates. Curren ,asoutlincd 

inchapterfour,identifiesthenurturingofourrcasonthroughinstroctionandpersuasion 

to anain knowledge with the principle o/fidelity to reason. Socrates lived the principle of 
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fidelity to reason in his interaction with his fe llow citizens with the elcnchus. The 

elcnchusexamines beliefs for consiSlcncies or incOfIsistencies in these beliefs. Reason is 

employed to show how the beliefs that guidcll person's action are co nsistent with other 

beliefs that the person holds to be true. Theelenchus attcmpts to ensure that our beliefs 

are "faithful" to reason. The principle of fidelity to reason occupies a central focus in 

Plato's discussion of education in the Republic and Laws as this thesis shows in the 

fourth chapter 

Thecal] to infrastructural and econom ic development in Ghana isa noble cause 

and must be given the needed attention and support. As a nation of vast resources 

incl uding recently discovered oi l in commercial quantit ies, it does not make sense to 

continue to wade in hunger, homelessness, premature deaths, filth, lack of portable water, 

naked poverty and massive ignorance. We have the resources to shake off decades of 

abject poverty and helplessness. And we must rid our society of poverty. E ducat ion, in no 

doubt, is essential to creating decent cond itions of livi ng for citizens. However, the role 

of education in promoling national development must not be left I argely inthe handsof 

thost for whom the only aspect of education is the one that promotes economic or 

infrastructural growth. This thesis attempts in ils fi ve chapters to argue for the relevance 

of phi losophy to national development genernll yand human wellbeing specifically. It is 

only in the wise dec isions and actionsor its knowledgeable ci tize nS lhat a nationis lruly 

capableofdevelopingeconomicallyandsociaJly. 
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